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Annual Dedication 1989

I wish that more of you had known Annie Townsend because like me, you would have

learned some mighty important lessons from her. Over the years she built an increasingly

strong faith, and it was faith in God, faith in those whom she loved, and faith in the innate

goodness and perfectibility of others which sustained her through her long final illness.

Annie felt that others were far more important than she was; she was anxious that others

not be burdened; and so she suffered with a smile and a sense of humor. This magnificent

lady taught invaluable lessons to her family, her friends, and countless acquaintances; yet

I am sure she had no inkling of her importance. Our heartfelt thanks for her gift of self-

freely given without thought of reward.
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Watersports Sermon 1989

As I get older I seem to place more importance on education; a lot of my reading,

a lot of my thinking, and a lot of my work has to do with education. The other day I came
across something that Aristotle had said seven thousand years ago, and his words seemed

to be as true in Nobleboro now as they were in Athens then. The words that this wise man
used are difficult to understand, but the concept is easy to understand - particularly for

those of us who have thrown in our lot with Kieve 1989. Aristotle said, "Education is an

ornament in prosperity and a refuge in adversity."

Let's first see if we can't understand what the words mean and then how they fit with us.

Education is learning, and of course there are a number of different kinds of learning.

When Aristotle says that learning 'is an ornament in prosperity', he is saying that if you

are successful, people will point to your learned speech and your learned ideas as decora-

tions (sort of Hke Christmas tree lights). As a matter of fact, we have all known a lot of

people who are very successful and who are unable to resist the temptation of using their

education as an adornment. This is the kind of person who uses big words to describe Httle

ideas. This is the kind of person who "shows off" his knowledge much as you or I might

"show off" a colorful new sweater. For the prosperous, successful person, education is

really not terribly important. It is only a decoration.

But, Aristotle tells us, it is 'a refuge in adversity'. In other words, when you are miserable

your education will provide you with a protective harbor. You need your education to help

you overcome your difficulties. The skills and the strengths that you have learned will give

you the extra power you need so that you can defeat that feeling of being "down in the

dumps".
I think that in America the prevailing view about education is all wrong. The challenge

of education is not to prepare a person for success; the real challenge of education is to

prepare a person for failure. It is in disaster, not success, that the heroes and the bums
really get sorted out.

Kieve 1989, and Kieve since 1926, has acted on the principle that every one of us is

bound to face difficulties, and it is during these difficult times that the education learned

at Kieve will be the most valuable - to use Aristotle's words, Kieve will help us find safe

harbors when we need them rather than superficial ornaments when we don't need them.

I was a camper here from 1939 to 1945. During that time a world war was raging,

a war that put young Kieve alumni, together with milhons of other young men, in the most
difficult position of their lives. Every Sunday in chapel my father would read excerpts from
letters written on far-off battlefields by people, often scared to death, who had been our

counselors a year or two earlier. These same men had taken us to Loud's Island and taught

us how to play tennis and comforted us when we couldn't sleep in South Glenayr. Now
they were risking their lives, and even losing them. It is as though you had known Steve

Kaback and Perry Dodge and Ross Cameron at camp and two years later they were being

shot at. The letters from these men on the battlefield always praised their experiences at

Kieve as being of lasting value. By gritting their teeth and finishing the Mud Pond portage,

they were unknowingly being educated for greater adversity. By being a friend to a person

in the cabin who wasn't very sure of himself, these young men were learning how to relate

to a fellow human being in the next foxhole.

It is my fondest prayer that no young man in front of me today will ever be endangered
in war. Nevertheless, I can guarantee that each of you will be faced by adversity, and plen-

ty of it, in your lifetime. If you have tried hard to overcome your natural fear of the water,

if you have learned how to accept help in overcoming homesickness, if you have cheerfully

done more than your share of the work on a difficult canoe trip, then your education at

Kieve has been valuable because it has helped you prepare for the tough times ahead. I

pray that you will often have success; during those good times you won't need much help

from Kieve to know how to celebrate. Kieve has taught you the tougher and more valuable
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lesson if you have given it a chance - here you have begun to learn how to respond to

challenges. It is my fondest hope that the part that you have played in Kieve 1989 has given

you at least a glimpse into the importance of meeting small challenges head on now, so

that you will be strong enough to meet larger challenges head-on in the future.

Let Us Pray

Dear Lord - Thank you for the compassion and generosity of parents who have been

willing to lend their children to Kieve in hopes of receiving back children who are more
compassionate, more generous, and better able to meet challenges head-on. Thank you also

for endowing campers and counselors ahke with an openness to education. This year at

Kieve has been memorable because campers have taught as much as they have learned and
because counselors have learned as much as they have taught. As we leave Kieve this sum-
mer, please, dear Lord, help us to help others less fortunate than we.

Amen
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1989 CAMPERS

SOUTH GLENAYR — FIRST SESSION
Kneeling: Pat Poole, Lanse Davis, Jake Harrington, Bren Kelley. Standing: Peter Steenland,

Tim Peck, Jake von Eickel, Chad Burkhardt, Alex Connell, Ludi Salm, David Kapell. Coun-
cil: Raymond McNeel, Jed Cogger, John McAndrews.

SOUTH GLENAYR — SECOND SESSION
(Left to Right) Front: Scott Maxwell, Chris O'Donnell, Wes Flower^, CoHn Robins, Pat

Robertson. Back: Justin Moore, Harrison Stuart, Erik Redeker, Derek Vale, Raymond
McNeel, Todd Bohnt, Nick Rahman, Jerry O'Connor, Jessie Johnson, Sam Glessner, Jim

Wilkerson.
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SOUTH BUNKER HILL — FIRST SESSION
Kneeling: Pat Leahy, Nick French, Gordie Parker, Chris Miller, Justin Preddy. Standing:

Chris Sise, Nathan Kelley, Chris Littlefield, Geoff Zimmerman, Chris DiOrio, Reed Wilmer-

ding, Jake Sabat, Gus Wood.

SOUTH BUNKER HILL — SECOND SESSION
Kneeling: Alex Butz, Josh Kallen, Jared Dunn, Corey Simonson, Mallon Fitzpatrick, Doug
Desmond. Standing: Ben Etherington, Calder Cruikshank, Sealy Okie, Scott Wise, Chris

Block, Jon Scott, Alex Hamilton. Counsel: Jeb Cogger, Will James, Perry Dodge.
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NORTH GLENAYR — FIRST SESSION
Sitting: Hill McCarty, Gray Calhoun, Nick Wexberg, Josh Kallen, Pier Bos, Andrew Poole.

Standing: Ben Quereau, David Bailey, Tevi Puloka, David Brown, Danny Firger, Grant

Garrison, Robbie Webb. Council: John Ledvard. Andy D'Elia, Perry Dodge.

NORTH GLENAYR — SECOND SESSION
Kneeling: Philip Schmid, Trevor Russell, Ryan Whitney, Chris Desmond, Billy Schaefer,

Jeremie Laurent-Joye. Standing: Rusty Stebbins, Laurent Busquet, Ben Hasler, Dave Rid-

diford, Matt Pizzi, Alex Riaki, Clay Mitchell, Able Lyon, Clark Wooley, Derrick Packer.
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NORTH BUNKER HILL — FIRST SESSION
Front: Ben Charlesworth, Duncan Krebs, Andrew Davis, Jay Southgate. Middle Row: Phil

Reynolds, Kevin Cunningham, Cam MacColl, Sam Mudge, Lane Jost, Alberto Villalobos,

Brian Samson, Back Row: Rusty Stebbins, Eric Swanson, Jon Carney, Bryan Manahan,
Sam Potter.

NORTH BUNKER HILL — SECOND SESSION
Sitting: Will Stengel, Willie Alter, Buzz Pierce, Jay Pratt, James Maxwell, David Kimelman.
Standing: Spencer Mallozzi, Chris Vanderworker, Jon Matson, Will Ewing, Grey Jones,
Tim Coburn, Seth BoHnt. Counsel: David Sawyer, Jim Ledyard, John McAndrews.
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SOUTH HARRIS — FIRST SESSION
Kneeling: Curt Zimmerman, Cory McCarty, Matt Seullin, John Tuten, Jimmy Cornell,

Chris Kelley. Standing: Clay Morse, John Payne, Tod Johnson, John Church, John Warner,

Chris Rogers, Dan Wendt. Council: Chris Marks, David Riddiford, Chris Dougherty.

SOUTH HARRIS — SECOND SESSION
KneeHng: Langston Beram, Ketch Secor, Chris Vila, Will Egar, Sandy Schmid, Andrew
Ferroni. Standing: John Brooks, Ralph Sando, Bobby Bohlen, Whit Warlow, Angus Cole,
Jeff SulHvan, Zander Vincent, Sam Shaw, Charlie Loxton, Sam Potter.
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NORTH HARRIS — FIRST SESSION
Front: Wil Wister, Tony Fuller, Wesley Lipner, Steff Whitney, Buzz Poole, Turner Rust,

Ryan Burkhardt, Will James. Back: Ross Cameron, Stu Lansing, Brady Hooker, Francois

de Brignac, Tim Paine, Jared Quereau, Alex Joerger, Eric Redeker.

NORTH HARRIS — SECOND SESSION
Kneeling: James Hagerty, Dave Maxwell, Max Blatt, Austin Carlson, George Wisecarver,

Sam Atkins, Brad Woloson, Robbie Hunt.

Standing: Blake Sando, Chris Marks, Ian Grierson, Damien Petty, Luca Borghese, Devin

Zeller, Ben Wissinger, Andy D'Elia.
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OLD BUNKER HILL — FIRST SESSION
Front Row: Gus Koven, Win Hoyt, Dave Samson, Chris Osgood, Jesse Johnson. Middle:

Tom Stebbins, Evan Osnos, Dan Voog, Garrett Swanberg, Matt Budd. Back: Drew Lipner,

Mike Sharpless, Charhe Saunders, Edward Wartels, Alex Webb, James Ledyard.

OLD BUNKER HILL — SECOND SESSION

Front: Chris Maclnnis, Andy Wise, Matt Jackson, Webb Thompson, Peter Post, Tom

Hartenstein, Ben Willauer.

Back: John Ledyard, Campbell Walker, Hugh Cole, Alex Stuempfig, Ben Bishop, Eddie

Sardina, Fred Taylor, Frank Barbieri, R.J. Caldwell.
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ALLAGASH 1 — FIRST SESSION
Kneeling: Wesley Tooke, Dan Wallace, Erik Babcock, Josh Pillion, Ty Walsh, Jason McKin-
ney. Standing: Ralph Sando, Clay Mitchell, Robb Beckerlegge, David Jackson, Andrew
Palmer, Tim Morrison, Jason Veilleux, Frank Barbieri.

ALLAGASH 1 — SECOND SESSION
Front: Brad Mitchell, Anthony Pollner, Edouard de Dreuzy, Jamie Riepe, Carl Jenkins.

Middle Row: Doug Ehrman, Francis Beidler, Stuart Macon, Peter Wood, Rummy Lynch,

Quint Friesell, Brian Gottschalk, Brock Stensrud.

Council: Ben Metcalf, Chris Dougherty, Zach Bensley, John Russell.

Missing: Ted Okie.
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ALLAGASH 2 — FIRST SESSION
Front! Brad Woloson, Gregg Zimmerman, Will Stevenson, Scott Tackett, Chris Hall, Jared

Metz, Brett Gordon, Charlie Loxton. Back: Jeff Carney, Jordie Hannum, Nick Simonds,

Ryan Viner, Mitch Reidel, Michael Freeman, Peter Lacher, David Sawyer.

ALLAGASH 2 — SECOND SESSION
Kneeling: Cooper Mallozzi, Jason Hammer, Simon Frost, Bobbie Hutchinson, Zach Cap-
pelletti, Gaspard de Dreuzy, Peter Sheridan, Phil PeHeruti.

Standing: Justin McCullen, Jay Grandin, Mike McGillion, Ross Cameron, Bryan Manahan,
Eric Grierson, Andy Gibbons, Gene McDonough.
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LONG VOYAGE — FIRST SESSION
Front: Billy Lescure, John Twiss, Jason Ryan, Wyatt Wartels, Steve Fuchs, Florian de

Longvilliers. Back: R.J. Caldwell, Robbie Gerard, Marc Antoine Dor, Colin Paul, Steve

Kaback, Danny Levine, R.T. Arnold, Emmanuel Ventadour, Peter Sheridan, John Russell.

LONG VOYAGE — SECOND SESSION
Kneehng: Avery Cook, Geoff Teillon, Chay Dilks.
Standing: Gus Koven, Jeff Scherer, Graham Dresden, Sam Glidden, Evan Hunt, Peter
Bagnall, Jack Michaud, Luke Etherington.
Missing: Jared Schott.
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ADVENTURE
This year at Adventure was marked by highs and lows. From fifty feet to none, from

successful candidates' school in first session to a rained out school in the second. Groups
were challenged with new elements on rainy days that involved deep thought, cooperation

and communication. Tree elements were equally adventurous as we christened the new name
of the Union of Myanamar Bridge. The zip Hne was equally exotic with our new pulley

system propelling people at speeds up to 120 M.P.H.
This year's recipients of their Mt. Croback, the ultimate quahfication, were Mikey

Sharpless and Chris Osgood. We would have had some recipients the second session if it

weren't for the rain. We know that Cooper Mallozzi, Andy Gibbons and Phil Petteruti

would have been two year consecutive winners had the rains not inhibited our progress.

Go Adventure!

CHRIS DOUGHERTY



ARCHERY
FIRST SESSION

Archery was of tremendous interest to both old experts and new beginners during the

first session of 1989. Many old archers discovered new and more difficult qualifications

while others learned better techniques. Due to the popularity of archery during first session

keeping the target faces together was quite difficult.

Congratulations to Sam Mudge, Jason Veilleux and Josh Pillion for successfully split-

ting the Apple for their William Tell. The archery staff would like to thank all the campers

who made archery the success it was first session, and a special thanks to Thomas Stebbins

for creating the quahfications and for all his assistance.

JEB COGGER

'i
kL .. .

SECOND SESSION
Archery got off to a slow start second session. After the arrows arrived, we had lots

of fun. Peter Post came loaded for bear, quite literally. He brought a compound bow that

tore up the range. Archery wouldn't have been as successful this summer if I didn't get

all the help I did. Jeb Cogger, Andy D'Elia, and all the experienced archers made my first

year as Archery Councilor run infinitely smoother. Thank you for a terrific summer.
JIM LEDYARD
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ART
Goodness gracious! Great Balls of Fire! Talk about a growth spurt! We started out

with a pad of paper and a box of crayons early on in the First Session, and grew and grew,

until we grew right out of Innisfree and into the Red Rug Room. With the very capable

assistance of Jill Pedrick, Jim Ledyard, and Charhe Loxton, we all pasted and tied and
glittered and dyed and laughed and cried. God Eyes - Tie-Died T-Shirts, Friendship Bracelets

- Sunset Prints - Watercolor Sketches - Banners of all shapes and sizes - and even some
very special field trips for Gravestone Rubbings! We must have done it all!! Whether you
earned your Primary, Secondary, Terciary, Artisan, Craftsman, or Kieve Master Craft-

sman - everyone who stopped by worked hard and had a great time taking a new look at

the world around us and using our hands to express what was in our minds and hearts.

Thanks especially to those who cleaned up afterwards! See ya next year!

RAYMOND McNEEL



FISHING
Unfortunately in past years the fishing program has lacked the enthusiasms that it

deserves; however, with a sprinkle of energy the activity began to blossom. With dedicated

campers, such as Duncan Krebs and Josh Carney every day was an adventure. Qualifica-

tions were created when needed. For example, the Kieve Meyver required campers to design

and build a minnow trap and catch a minnow (one of the more prestigious qualifications).

The Kieve Keeper required campers to catch a legal size fish, clean it, cook it up, and give

me a bite.

Once the activity had a firm foundation, it branched out to utilize the equipment
available, mainly the motor boat. An early morning run to some remote cove was often

needed to catch the big fish.

Rolling into second session was a challenge; however, with the help of campers such

as Derrick Packer and Josh Kallen the transfer was made easily. The fish were small this

year, but they were growing and biting.

RUSTY STEBBINS

NATURE
This summer in the world of nature, one major theme seemed to underhe all the ac-

tivities we experienced. An attitude of care and commitment to our home, our mother,

the planet Earth was fostered. It is no longer a secret that the many nations of the world

are destroying our planet each day for the sake of their own desires. It was my whole hearted

intention to increase each boy's level of awareness through the several environmentally based

exercises and games.

During the first session, I handed out many qualifications. Turner Rust, Jake vonEichel,

Tim Peck, and Will Wister all showed a great deal of interest in learning about our fragile

environment. Second session, the nature program was a bit more quiet due to my presence

on the Allagash, but that didn't stop us from having fun while learning. Alex Riahi, Ketch

Secor, and John Brooks all rose to the top. All in all, it was a positive and rewarding sum-

mer for everyone. Remember this, "The fate of this planet is in our hands."

ROSS CAMERON
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POTTERY
What is pottery? Pottery is making an art out of playing in the mud. After a while

you can make some pretty good stuff, but you're still just shaping mud into a near shape

and painting it. This year a lot of people went in big for shaping mud.
First session put out a huge number of pieces with symbols and monsters being the

favorites. For all the quantity and great quality of the pieces done, very few qualifications

were earned. Only one camper made the push for the big one and earned his Kieve Potter.

But I'm not saying who. Oh, all right. It was Dan (the man) Wallace, good job, Dan!
I figured on second session being much the same or at least with more qualifications.

Foohsh me! Don't get me wrong, many great pieces were made. First time wheel users Uke
Clark Woolley or Austin Carlson produced some surprisingly good first tries. The surprise

was that no one went for qualifications. Until quahfication Thursday, there were only two
or three quaUfications, and those were earned the day before.

All in all, it was a year of great pieces and few qualifications. I can't remember a year

with so much effort put into quality. Many thanks to all of you who came in and listened

to my lousy jokes. Thanks, too, to Mike and Jill for helping out when I was skulking around

somewhere or just being lazy.

SAM "POTHOLE" POTTER



PHOTOGRAPHY
1989 was a fantastic summer for photography at Camp Kieve. Many qualifications

were earned by campers from South Glenayr all the way through Long Voyage! Some
campers even helped to teach others how to develop and print their pictures. Their help

was greatly appreciated and it showed genuine adherence to our Kieve "kindness rule".

The Kieve Gallery of Photography wall was constantly covered with portraits, "Ansel

Adams" landscape photos, photojournahsm photos and photographs by campers that show-

ed what Kieve is all about. Our nine outstanding Kieve photographers this summer were:

John Warner, Brady Hooker, Andrew Davis, Lane Jost, Peter Lacher, Chris DiOrio, Will

Egan, Zander Vincent, and Luca Borghese.

A great job done by all!

ALI CLIMO
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PRINTING
The printing counsel this year was sensitive and inexperienced. The last time we had

even entered the print shop had been as campers four years previously. The presses seemed

clumsy and unfamiUar mechanisms-not the precise craftsman's tools they were soon to

become. As first session began, we lured the campers into the shop with three tantahzing

promises: a novel and unique activity, a tangible finished product to take home, and never

ending musical entertainment! The unsure counsel were relieved by the Andrew Palmer,

our experienced and skilled substitute teacher, and by Erik Babcock and Nick French who
effortlessly mastered the craft. (Thanks, guys.)

Although the counsel were easily frustrated by unsorted or smashed type, we were

generally pleased with the campers' cooperation and impressed by their creativity. We still

shiver when viewing Andrew Palmer's brilliantly composed project of Yates' "The Scholors"

(one of our favorite poems), or the ingenious pads of "SNOWBOARD or be STUPID"
and "DIRTBALL". Peter Post, a returning Kieve Printer, arrived second session to help

the counsel with the dirty work involved in printing. New additions to the print shop this

year were poetry sessions and pastel paper. With the presses clanging in mechanic regulari-

ty, and the quota of stationery easily fulfilled, the shop soon gained the reputation of be-

ing the rowdiest place in town. Had Guttenburg only foreseen, we are sure he would have

abandoned his innovation.

CHARLIE "CHUCKLES" LOXTON AND
LESLIE CLAY MITCHELL
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RIFLERY
This year riflery was a big success. Our goal of teaching the campers how to use rifles

safely was accompHshed. Not only was rifelry a learning experience for everybody, but it

was also a place where a lot of fun could be had.

Campers demonstrated their skill in the use of firearms by earning various quahfica-

tions. The quahfications were Pro-Marksman, Marksman, Marksman 1st Class, Sharp-

shooter, Bar I, and the highest quahfication, the Les Harris. The Les Harris is a new addi-

tion to the Hst of quahfications. The three campers who received this quahfication were

Hugh Cole, Eric Grierson and Damien Petty. All proved their great marksmanship,
knowledge of gun safety and gun nomenclature.

ERIC REDEKER



SAILING
The Sailing Program flourished this summer with Ralph Sando and myself at the helm.

Never before had I run into a person with so much energy and knowledge of saiUng. Gus
Koven and Bryan Manahan were also a great help teaching their behind the back bowUnes.

This summer's program cruised a close-hauled course with very little lufting in its sails.

Thanks again everyone for coming down and getting involved. It was a most magical summer.

DAVE RIDDIFORD
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THE SLOOP
It was another incredible summer on the Hatsy thanks to many enthusiastic campers

and councilors.

This summer's sloopers snuck out of camp and ran to Muscongus Bay to see seals

and do head dunks, to sit on the sail and do cannon balls off the bow-spirit. We travelled

out to Pemaquid to view the light house from the water, and on the leg back we ate tasty

lunches that Les had packed for us.

Sam Shaw, Langston Beram, and Bobby Bohlen proved to be the bravest of the brave

as they plunged au-naturale into the icy water and body surfed behind the boat. You guys

are wild men!
Thanks to all the sloopers-it was another beautiful summer. See you next year!

LINDSEY RADCLIFF



SWIMMING
Imagine arriving at a new place with new people and not knowing what is really ex-

pected of you. Soon after their arrival at Camp Kieve, the campers begin to hear rumors

about the place. "What's the Island Swim?" or "Where do we have to swim to?" or "How
far is the swim?" It's 660 yards, quite a distance. The kids were cast into the water the

day after they arrived. They set out on their swim with a counselor canoe escort and tried

to conquer their first challenge after arriving at camp. What apprehension. What fear of

water monsters and cold water. But everyone eventually says, "I guess I'll try." The Island

Swims were great both sessions giving campers more confidence in themselves both in and

out of the water. Even if they don't make it all the way, it is still a good feeUng just to try.

The swimming program not only proved, once again, to be an entertaining, refreshing

activity, but also an educational experience that aided in quelHng apprehension of water

and swimming for many of the campers. Some came down to swimming to bask and frolic

while others earned a plethora of quahfications.

First session, Chris Sise seemed to help others out the most down at the dock. Will

Egan seemed to aid selflessly the most during the second session.

Another successful year in the H20 would not have been possible without the help

of Tobi Harrington and especially John Ledyard for co-directing. Thanks.

BRADFORD D. WOLOSON
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TENNIS
Tennis was once again a great success. With the help of HoUi, Jesse, Brad and especially

Will, we were able to give not only numerous qualifications but also individual instruc-

tional lessons to many campers. The enthusiasm of the sport in both sessions made the

season all the more easy for us. We had 64 boys participate in the junior and senior tour-

naments in the first session and 52 boys in the second session. Stu Lansing and Charhe
Saunders entertained their audience with a three set match in the finals of the senior tour-

nament first session. Unfortunately, Ryan Whitney and Will Stengel's match as well as

the senior tournament were cancelled because of downpours over Water Sports Weekend.
I would also like to express my gratitude to Trevor Russell, the Zimmermans, the Sam-
sons, Gordie Parker, Andy Wise, and Campbell MacColl and Walker for not only par-

ticipating a great deal, but also for helping Will and me with the tennis program. Great

thanks to all the campers for a great eight weeks. See you next year.

JOHN McANDREWS
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WINDSURFING
Thanks to a lot of enthusiasm from both campers and counselors, windsurfing was

a really fun activity this summer. It provided a great context for each boy to challenge himself

and appreciate other boy's achievements. In both sessions boys learned not only the basics

of sailing (points of sail, tacking, etc.), but also got good physical workouts as they battled

wind, board, and sail.

In the first session numerous "Cool Ken" Winners, Railriders, and even a few Master

Boardsman quahfications were handed out. Ed Wartels and Andy Webb stood out not on-

ly for achieving their Boardsman, but also for their enthusiasm and willingness to help others.

Chris Miller and Ben Charlesworth got their Kieve Fighters for displaying particularly ad-

mirable efforts. In the second session, enthusiasm continued, as many more got their "Cool
Ken" Winners, Calder Cruikshank, Will Ewing, and Jay Pratt got their Railriders, and
Quint Friesell and Robbie Hutchinson got their Master Boardsman and Kieve Windsurfer.

Special thanks to Ralph, Gus, Wil, Clay, Mike C. and especially Rid for making wind-

surfing fun for all.

PERRY DODGE
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DAILY LOG

TUESDAY, JUNE 20

At high noon, from Cleveland via Mt.

Desert, came Tim Paine. Forty counselors,

coming off many days of preparation, were

thrilled to see Tim, for his arrival signified

the official beginning of Kieve '89.

Jason McKinney and Ty Walsh pulled in

soon after, and by 5 o'clock the place was
jumpin' with campers. The buses from Phil-

ly, from Portland Jetport, from Logan Air-

port all arrived on schedule (almost) and
Kieve was awash in new friends and old; peo-

ple, trunks, and duffle bags going every

which way; brand-new welcomes and joyous

welcome-backs.

Moving-in was cut off by a 7 o'clock din-

ner bell, whereupon Les treated us to his

famous chicken nuggets meal. After dinner,

announcements were lengthened by the now
famihar table rattling cheers that could be

heard across the lake. Yes, we have begun.

After chow, Charhe Harrington led a

game of tag~for everyone! -in the boxsports

area, and Charlie Richardson ran the world's

largest and greatest "Simon Says" contest

(How's he do that so well?!). One by one,

the staff introduced themselves to their

charges, and then I had the privilege of
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describing what Kieve is all about and what
we will all do for each other during the com-
ing weeks.

Chris Miller and Jay Southgate lowered

the Kieve and American flags; a short prayer

for kindness, friendship, and fun was said;

the camp song was thoughtfully sung. Boys
and counselors moved off to cabins to begin

the intricacies of a wonderful summer. And
now as I sit and write by the lake, the loons,

too, are echoing a lovely welcome to our

boys.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21

Welcome back! The first full day of Camp
Kieve 1989 brought sunny skies and en-

thusiastic campers scurrying atop the hill by
8:00 a.m. At Indian Circle we said thanks

for our safe arrival, hoisted "Old Glory"
and went on to breakfast. Cereal, egg

mcmuffins, and fruit satisfied our campers'

appetite. After breakfast post cards were sent

home and duties were delegated to all. The
first bank duty went to Holly and John!

The morning was filled with veteran

campers choosing among tennis, pottery,

landsports and nature while the new campers

had a camp tour and traditional island swim.

The lake was crystal clear and there was vir-

tually no wind. Consequently, there was a

high rate of success - 45 campers to be ex-

act, completed the swim. As the last campers

finished the swim, the lunch bell rang.

After lunch we had cabin pictures and

practice for individual renditions of the Kieve

song which would be performed before din-

ner. Prior to this all of Kieve' s activities were

in motion all afternoon. From windsurfing

to riflery, from adventure to printing, each

and every camper got a good taste of the

many activities Kieve has to offer.

Following activities, a swim for all, then

the song rendition. Great performances by

South and North Glenayr as well as Allagash

1 and North Bunker Hill, but the winner was

...? Spaghetti and meatballs followed and

then the campers' favorite, CAPTURE THE
FLAG. Generals Ledyard and Stebbins
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resembled Chamberlain and Buford for the

North while Generals Loxton and Ridder-

ford resembled Lee and Picket for the South.

History again repeated itself and despite a

gallant effort by the South, the North squad

scored the victory. An exciting end to a fun

filled day at Kieve. We closed camp for the

day with flag and the Kieve song. After this

day campers and counselors alike had little

trouble setthng down into their cabins to

sleep... Goodnight.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

Qualifications

Nature

Wildword - Justin Preddy, Dave Bailey, Gus
Wood, Chris Miller, Nathan Kelley

Herbivore - Turner Rust, Dave Bailey, Chris

Miller, Jake Sabat

Bugger: Justin Preddy, Turner Rust, Chris

Miller, Gordie Parker

Archery

Short Bow - Josh Kallen, Hill McCarty, Tevi

Puloka, Andrew Poole

Tennis

Australian Open - Geoff Zimmerman, Gor-

die Parker

JUNE 22, 1989

Flag was carried out rather successfully

considering Charlie Richardson had misplac-

ed the flag, then a filling breakfast of waf-

fles with syrup and chocolate donuts was
followed by the First Annual Kieve Bank
Bee. Each counselor discovered an envelope

under his table, and five lucky (?) ones

discovered to their horror a gold star in-

dicating their participation in this fun-filled

event. John Ledyard, Dave Sawyer, and
Bryan Manahan reaUzed how important

literacy is in this Information Age as they

scrubbed the rust stains off of over twenty

toilet bowls.

Today also marked our first full day of ac-

tivities. Everyone at camp enjoyed archery,

tennis, windsurfing, swimming, pottery, trip-

ping, adventure, riflery, sailing, art, printing,

landsports, and photography. Old Bunkerhill

Two's joined Lindsey on the Hatsy. In the

afternoon, the campers chose from the above
(with riflery and archery getting an early start

as the most popular activities offered). It was
an opportunity for all of us to get to know
each other a little better and have a lot of
fun at the same time!

The evening activity was a camp-wide
Scramble Eggs. This involved stations of

counselors spread throughout the camp who
supervised cabins as they performed some
crazy stunt for points. The stunts included

the infamous Poison Peanut Butter River,

a Tennis Net Relay, the Intimate Spoon, Pin

the Tail on the Target, Creative Hoops, a

Canoe Relay, and the dreaded Salty Whistle.

A super time was had by all, and South
and North Harris enjoyed the soda of their

choice for lunch the next day as a reward for
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their enthusiasm and excellent ability to work
together as a team.

RAYMOND McNEEL
Qualifications

Swimming
D Snack - Stuart Lansing, Curt Zimmerman,
Joshua Kallen, Clay Morse, Nate Kelley,

Kevin Cunningham, Chris Sise, Chris

DiOrio.

Sailing

Kieve Oarsman - Matt Scullin, Josh Wainer,

Chris Rogers, Cory McCarty, Clay Morse,

Johnny Church, Curt Zimmerman, Stu Lan-

sing, Francois DeBrignac, Tony Fuller,

Turner Rust, Wesley Lipner, Brady Hooker,

Tim Paine, Alex Urger, Mike Sharpless, Dan
Voog, Drew Lipner, Alex Webb, Sam Sam-
son, Dave Brown
Crew - Tim Paine, Alex Urger

Tennis

Austrahan Open - Jon Carney, Lane Yost,

Andrew Davis, Duncan Krebs, Sam Mudge,
Brian Sampson, Campbell McCall, Gregg
Zimmerman, Ty Walsh

Archery

Short Bow - Card Burkhardt, Danny Firger,

Dave Bailey, Chris Miller, Nick French,

Reed Wilmerding, Gus Wood, Jake Sabat.

Flying Feather - Hill McCarty, Tevi Puloka,

Andrew Poole

FRIDAY, JUNE 23

This morning we said good-bye to South
Harris as they embarked on their journey to

John's Bay. Before we woke, Dick had bid

farewell to Allagash I, and we wished them
a safe journey in our prayers. Still new to

the routine, the campers received a refresher

on Pasquany dining practices. Corinna was
helpful in explaining what to do with dirty

dishes, silverware and such. The left window
is for usable leftovers and the right is for dir-

ty dishes. Following breakfast, the campers
started their morning duties. Picking up trash

around camp and cleaning the red rug room
were two highhghts of this exciting activity.

Morning activities went smoothly. The
new boys were still learning the ropes of

some of the activities. Archery, tennis, and
saihng yielded many quahfications. Con-
gratulations, guys!

Lunch time rolled around and that means
mail. Several boys received care packages

and many others read and reread letters from
home. Mail is always a welcome sight to both

campers and counselors.

Charlie Loxton got a better turnout for his

rest period poetry reading in the Hbrary.

Maybe allowing the people attending to sign

up first for afternoon activities had
something to do with it.
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Sign ups went well. Archery was the first

activity to get filled up; tennis and adventure

went soon after. Activities went well for the

boys. Many of them received qualifications

in new and exciting areas of interest. Min-
now trap building was the special attraction

offered in fishing by Rusty Stebbins today.

The evening activity had to be changed at

the last minute due to inclement weather con-

ditions. With the cooperation of the staff and
the campers all went well. If the campers had
half the fun I did I'm sure the day was a

tremendous success.

JAMES LEDYARD
Qualifications

Swimming
D Snack - Nick French, Chris Littlefield,

Chris Miller, Reed Wilmerding, Patrick

Leach, Gordon Parker, Jake Sabat, Justin

Preddy, Gus Wood, Geoff Zimmerman,
Thomas Stebbins, Michael Freeman, Chris

Hall, Ben Quereau
Captain Orange - Chris DiOrio, Nathan
Kelley, Chris Sise

Photography
Snapshot - Lanse Davis, Andrew Davis,

Grant Garrison, Lane Jost

Art

Divinche - John Church
Monet - David Bailey, Pier Bos, David
Brown, Andrew Poole, Gray Calhoun, Dan-
ny Firger, Grant Garrison, Joshura Kallen,

Hill McCarty, Tevi Puloka, Robbie Webb,
Nick Wexberg

Archery
Short Bow - Nathan Kelley, Grant Garrison,

Kevin Cunningham, Jay Southgate

Windsurfing

"Cool Ken" Winner - Jay Southgate, Ed
Wartels

Robbie Nash - Alex Webb

SATURDAY, JUNE 24

The wind was chilly and the air crisp as

the OD ascended the hill for morning flag.

He was hoping that the good weather the

camp had been enjoying all summer could

hold, and he was not disappointed.

This was a day to return to Basics. This

being the OD's first year at Kieve, he was
somewhat disillusioned at the rantings and
ravings concerning "bank duty" the day
before. Jim and John Ledyard's mahcious
cries of vote fraud and scandal seemed ill in-

tended and not entirely consistent with the

First Rule of Kieve. "Bank Duty" threaten-

ed to drive these two sibhngs apart. On this

day, however, it would bring them back
together.

After morning activities and a hearty

lunch, the regular afternoon activities were

provided but with a couple of twists - field

lacrosse and greased watermelon. Rusty

Stebbins, Zach Bensley, and Ben Metcalf led

a rugged crew out to Harriet Field to play

America's oldest sport, while Jim Ledyard
and Gus Koven controlled the chaos at the

waterfront these counselors engaged in a

special "hands on" supervision appropriate

only to greased watermelon. North Harris

and South Harris returned from their respec-

tive trips to Pemaquid River and John's Bay
with enough time to join the second period

activities.

After dinner the OD announced that on
this day of "getting back to basics", the



evening activity would be ultimate frisbee.

On the archery field, South Glenayr and
South Bunkerhill took on North Glenayr and
North Bunkerhill with two frisbees. The ac-

tion was frantic and fierce with the lead

changing many times and ending in a tie.

Meanwhile, on Harriet House Field, South

Harris and Old Bunkerhill took on North
Harris and Allagash 2. The competition here

was also intense, but less even, as the North
swept 12-0.

At Flag, the mosquitoes were bothersome,

but didn't keep us from being thankful for

the fair weather, fun competition, and
camaraderie experienced by all.

PERRY DODGE
Qualifications

Archery

Short Bow - Jay Southgate, Kevin Cunn-
ingham, Nathan Kelley, Matt Budd, Chris

Osgood, Evan Osnos, Thomas Stebbins, Ed-

ward Wartels, Pat Leahy, Mike Sharpless,

Dan Voog, Alex Webb, Win Hoyt
Flying Feather - Thomas Stebbins, Chris

Miller, Ed Wartels, Evan Osnos
Photography

Darkroom - Lane Jost, Andrew Davis



Printing

Printer's Devil - Eric Swanson, Pier Bos, Hill
McCartney, Gray Calhoun, Josh Kellen,
Reed Wilmerding, Jake Harrington

Swimming
D Snack - Jon Carney, Duncan Krebs, Cam
McColl, Sam Mudge, Brian Samson, Jay
Southgate, Alberto Villalobos

Tennis
Austrahan Open - Tim Peck, Lance Davis,
Jared Metz, Scott Tackett, Grant Garrison,
Garret Swanberg
French Open - Gregg Zimmerman, Gordie
Parker, Brian Sampson

SUNDAY, JUNE 25

The day dawned a bit glowery but promis-

ed to clear up as time wore on. Feverish ac-

tivity during and after duties produced a

wonderful first inspection, won jointly by
South Glenayr and Allagash 2.

We had a very nice chapel service

highhghted by Mike's talk about how
campers and councilors new to Kieve are par-

ticularly affected by the activities, the trips,

and new friendships. The work of the choir,

led by Brian Samson and Edward Wartels,

and the readings by Jay Southgate and Win
Hoyt also added a good deal to our chapel

service.

We all enjoyed a wonderful barbecue

chicken lunch and welcomed Pat Poole's

parents, the Sandy Buck family, and the

Henry Kennedy family as guests. Shortly

after lunch. South Glenayr and South

Bunker Hill left on their first camping trips.

After our scrumptious lunch prepared by
Les and the girls, we headed for our cabins

and a quick rest before afternoon activities.

As we gathered on the porch of the red rug

room for activities, the sun broke through

the clouds and promised a wonderful time

for all.

At dinner almost two milHon quaUfica-

tions were awarded proving that Sundays at

Kieve are just as vigorous and rewarding as

any other day of the week. The evening ac-

tivity, Kieve Cross I, which originated on the

small island of? Off the coast of Maine,

seemed to be a big hit. The game is a mix
between lax and golf and with eighteen holes

spread throughout Kieve. I couldn't decide

if we had transformed the camp into Pebble

Beach Golf Club or the lax fields at Syracuse

University. So the first Sunday of camp came
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to an end. Only a week of Kieve has passed,

but I can already feel the magic of Kieve

growing. The only thought that runs through

my mind is how lucky we all are to have such

a great place as Kieve - a place whose
memories we will always carry, no matter

how far away we are or how long since we
have visited our shrine - KIEVE, KIEVE,
KIEVE!

RCK/DAVE RIDDLFORD (Ridd)

Qualifications

Archery

Short Bow - Ben Charlesworth, John
Church, Cain McCall, Tim Paine, Sam
Mudge, Brian Samson

Sailing

Cool Ken - Jay Southgate, Matt Scullin, Jim-

my Connell, Turner Rust, Alex Webb, Ed
Wartels

Oarsman - Jay Southgate, Drew Lipman
Pottery

Apprentice - Win Hoyt, Dave Samson
Tennis

AustraHan - Tevi Puloka, Tod Johnson,

John Warner, Chris Rogers, John Payne
French - Charlie Saunders, Dave Samson

Photography

Snapshot - Andrew Poole, Dave Brown,
Dave Bailey, Danny Firger

Photojournalist - Andrew Davis, Cane Jost

Darkroom - Grant Garrison

MONDAY, JUNE 26

The concern of an officer of the day is one
of the pressure not just to stand in front of

a group every few hours but also to plan a

"successful day." Some even compare one's

O.D. day to a fight, specifically a bull fight.

The matador wants to perform well as an in-

dividual but more importantly wants the on-

lookers to enjoy.

I awoke, strapped on my fighting boots,

cape, and gilded boots. Prayer and flag pass-

ed by like a bull feeling out his competition.

The first real charge of the bull happened at

breakfast .. bank duty. My palms sweated,

but I tried to keep a facade of calmness and
control. Luckily, a group of incredible spec-

tators, Allagash Two came to the help of the

faltering matador. The Kieve Squares, acted

out by the men of Gash brought up some
comprising counselor situations. The win-

ners, Jim Ledyard and Merry Baldwin,

received bank duty to the cheer of the crowd.

El Toro! El Toro! The bull missed me with

the help of Gash Two.

Due due the beautiful, high, blue sky,

morning activities were action packed. The
bull was somewhat sedate. Spectators wanted

to take a more active role in the day. It oc-

curred to me that the bull was saving energy

for some streaking attacks later in the day.

Being one who is somewhat fearful to yield

a cape, I decided to give the cape and center

of attention to the campers, put them on the

spot of pressure. At lunch, I officially pass-

ed the cape and announced that Air Guitar

would be the evening activity.

I took off my cape and shiny gold boots

and could now spectate and cheer for the ac-

tion that would be soon generated by the

campers on stage. Afternoon activities went

well; campers earned quahfications and
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camp felt as though it had found its

equilibrium. New boys and counselors alike

felt more secure with the help of the veterans

and almost six full days of camp under their

belts.

Air Guitar proved once again to be a

wonderful form of entertainment, both

passively and actively, as groups efforts paid

off substantial returns. Each team of

matadors waved their caped guitars, drums,

and keyboards as on-lookers cheered. The
boys of North Harris and OBH received the

loudest cheers of TORO! TORO! Thomas
Stebbins, Edward Wartels, and Chris

Osgood did an exceptionally good job with

the song, 'The Devil Went Down To
Georgia." Tod Johnson singing "Parents

Just Don't Understand" also dazzled the

crowd with his performance. At Flag, we
prayed of the ability to recognize the positive

effect that certain situations and certain peo-

ple have on us at Kieve. As we lowered the

flag, I wanted to cheer and throw roses on
the campers for their great job on the day.

BRAD WOLOSON

TUESDAY, JUNE 27

Good morning again, welcome to camp
Kieve. Today will be sunny, with no chance

of showers. Get out that suntan lotion

because today will be a scorcher. Sorry, no
beach day. There aren't enough vehicles in

camp to take everyone on a field trip to

Pemaquid Beach.

Breakfast and morning duties went as ex-



pected. I guess my brother John was offend-

ed when he got bank duty. Several things

turned up missing throughout the day in-

cluding the clapper to the bell. I have a hunch

that John had something to do with it.

Fishsticks were for lunch. They are not my
favorites, but they will do if that is all that

is being offered for lunch. I can hardly get

anything to eat because I'm being constant-

ly pestered about the evening activity. To be

honest, I haven't given it much thought yet.

Afternoon activities will be as close to the

waterfront as possible. Mike Cunningham
thought it would be best because of the heat.

Waterpolo was today's big attraction. Sail-

ing, windsurfing, printing, pottery, and

photo accompanied waterpolo for this after-

noon's activities.

Evening activity was a great success.

Everyone was thrilled to participate in the

"Great Kieve Roadrace - Part IV". Each
camper was dropped off a tenth of a mile

apart on West Neck Road. Two teams would
race side by side with their life preserver

baton transferred from one camper to the

next. The winning team crosses the finish line

first. Jake Harrington and Ludi Salm were

the opposing anchor men. Jake was a bit

smaller but more that made up for it with

determination. Ludi had injured his knee

earlier in the race but vowed he would go on.

It was a close race which left the leadbellies

as the victors.

Campers and counselors were exhausted

by the end of today, and soon we were all

drifting away to bUssful dreams.

JAMES LEDYARD
Qualifications

Ptiotography

Darkroom - Topher Littlefield, Peter Lacher

Snapshot - Ryan Burkhardt, Chad
Burkhardt, Tim Peck

Tennis

Australian Open - Nick Simonds, Jordie

Hannum, Mitch Reidel, Ryan Viner, Will

Stevenson, Peter Lacher

Sailing

Kieve Oarsman - Lanse Davis, Jake Harr-

ington, Tim Peck, Pat Poole
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28

I wiped the sleep from my eyes at 7:00 and

wandered my way to Pasquaney for my mor-

ning coffee. I began to plan my day, but my
mind got lost thinking of the evening activi-

ty. Omlettes, waffles, sausages, and O.J. fill-

ed our stomachs with happiness this morn-

ing. As the table boys finished clearing, we
began our announcements. Rusty and

Thomas Stebbins ended the sibling rivalry

with a hug. I knew that my very first O.D.

day was going to be a very special one. We
concluded breakfast with Bank Duty poem;

Jenna and Lindsey ran out of luck.

Morning activities were hot! However, the

camp seemed indifferent to the weather and

plugged out quaUfication just the same.

Lunch brought the W.W.F. to Kieve. The
Electric Chainsaw Massacre took the Ter-

minator in a one round battle for the belt.

The Terminator captured the belt, and
helped me explain the rules to the campers.

After a wild cheer. Camp Kieve was down
in the cabins practicing for tonight.

Another great afternoon of qualifications!

Congratulations to all of you who tried your

hardest to better yourselves.

A quick afternoon swim and the cabins

went back to practicing. Although Allagash

2 would be leaving bright and early the next

morning, they found time to have fun with

the rest of camp.

A perfect dinner for WWF at Kieve!

Porkroast, potatoes, salad, corn, and
blueberry pie provided the wrestlers with the

energy they would need for battle for the

belt.

What a night of wrestling. Les Harris, our

ring announcer, and Charlie Harrington,

Mr. Referee, held together what could have

been a wild free-for-all. All in all the first

annual WWF at Kieve 1989 was great fun.

I can't wait for round 2. Thank you to all

of you (campers and counselors) who made
my first O.D. day so wonderful.

ZACH BENSLEY
Qualifications

Adventure

Mt. Cuervo - Mike Sharpless

Mt. Oz - Garrett Swanberg
Tennis

Australian Open - Chris Sise, John Church,

Clay Morse
French Open - Gus Wood, Chris Sise, Gar-

rett Swanberg
U.S. Open - Lanse Davis, Evan Osnos, Gar-

rett Swanberg
Swimming

D Snack - Bren Keiley, Pete Steenland, Jake

Harrington, Ludi Salm, Jake von Eichel,

David Kapell, Chad Burkhardt, Tim Peck,

Lanse Davis
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THURSDAY, JUNE 29

My alarm went off at seven, "Oh, wow,"
I thought, "I'm OD today." 7:00 a.m. is no
time for profound thoughts so I got up in-

stead. The weather was a Httle cool, but it

would grow warmer, so we did not think of
ever worrying about rain. Breakfast was fruit

filled croissants and corn flakes, truly inter-

national cuisine. My first move of the day
was to give bank duty to Bryan Manahan
and Laurie VerPlank for being seen together

in the walk-in fridge. They weren't doing
anything, but it's the only bank duty I could
come up with (thanks, Merry!).

With the Harrises, OBH, and Allagash I

out on trips, and Allagash 2 preparing to

leave the next day, it was pretty quiet in

camp. I really didn't mind that much. Lunch
was uneventful and the camp settled into rest

period as I signed up campers for afternoon
activities starting with Allagash IL

The afternoon went much the same as the

morning, except that clouds moved in and
it got cooler. The counsel were not very en-

thusiastic about swim, but we toughed it out.

I cast a doubtful eye to the weather, but I

was determined to do my outdoor activity

anyway. The evening activity was announc-

ed after dinner, and the campers looked at

me in confusion. That's all right, most of

them had never heard of Diplomatic Soccer;

I mean, I made most of it up myself.

Diplomatic Soccer is a game with four

numbered goals and four numbered teams.



The object is to score the ball with your

number on it into any of the four goals

(guarded by impartial council) while preven-

ting the other three teams from doing the

same. It is also difficult to recognize who is

on your team sometimes. It is one of the

most chaotic games known to man; I love

it. Team number two won, and as a prize,

they were allowed to drive up to flag while

the rest of us walked.

A quick flag and Kieve song with mos-

quito accompaniment. Then it was down to

cabin duty to write this. Now it is done and

it's sleepy time!

SAM POTTER (POTHOLE)
Qualifications

Adventure

Mt. Cuervo - Chris Littlefield, Chris Miller,

Alberto Villabos, Justin Preddy

Mt. Oz - Justin Preddy, Jordie Hannum
Mt. Whinery - Will Stevenson

Tennis

AustraUan Open - Mike Freeman, Gus
Wood, Jake Sabat, Patrick Leahy, Reed
Willmerding, Nathan Kelley, Chris Lit-

tlefield, Chris Miller, Chris DiOrio

French Open - Chris Miller, Chris DiOriro,

Geoff Zimmerman, Ben Quereau
U.S. Open - Brian Samson, Geoff Zimmer-
man, Scott Tackett, Grant Garrison, Gregg

Zimmerman, Chris DiOrio

Printing

Printer's Devil - Michael Freeman, Jake

Sabat

Art

Primary - David Kapell

Nature

Wild Word - David Kapell, Brenden Kelley,

Jake vonEichel

Bugger - Chris Littlefield

Riflery

Promarksman - Ben Charlesworth, Sam
Mudge

Swimming
D Snack - Pier Bos,Gray Calhoun, Grant
Garrison, Tevi Puloka, Hill McCarty, Dave
Bailey, David Brown

Archery

Short Bow - Jeff Carney, Jordie Hannum,
Scott Tucket, Ludi Salm, Dave Brown, Pete

Steenland, Jake vonEichel

Flying Feather - Pete Steenland, Ludi Salm,

Gregg Zimmerman, Jared Metz, Nick
Simonds, Jeff Carney, Jordie Hannum
Robin Hood - Ludi Salm

FRIDAY, JUNE 30

The sun was out but the air was cool as

the OD awoke this morning. After Flag and
the cabin duties, the OD remarked how hurt

he felt that one particular couple at camp had
undeservedly received less attention than

others at camp. Indeed, though Ali Climo
and Bryan Mamahan seemed almost always

together, somehow this pair escaped the

recognition they merited. Today all would
witness them join together in "bank duty".

The camp was at its smallest, with only

two Glenayrs and two Bunkerhills not out

on trips. After morning activities and no
general swim, Hans and Frans interrupted

director Mike Cunningham at lunch to an-

nounce that today would be a day to, "Pump
at the beach". Perseverance (driven by

Frans) and the blue van (with Hans behind

the wheel) were loaded up, with John
Ledyard and Toby Harrington also taking

cars full. Fortunately by mid-day the sun was

beating hard, and all welcomed the sight of

white sand and blue oceans as the vans

unloaded.

Kieve took the far end of the beach, know-

ing they needed a lot of room to operate.

Charlie Richardson demonstrated his
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baseball (and football!) skills as catcher in

a game of "Pickle", while others erected

elaborate sand castles and sunbathed.

Frisbees and whiffleballs also were seen soar-

ing overhead and into the water throughout

the day. After a game of "Simon Says" and

a couple more games of "Pickle", the troops

headed home refreshed and sandy. A quick

dip at the waterfront and everyone had

almost an hour of free time, in which most

people rested.

After a delicious dinner, the OD announc-

ed that the "hill" would be "open" for the

evening. For over an hour most activities at

Kieve were open for the boys to choose and
go whereever they wished. Particularly en-

joyable were Raymond McNeel's gambling
in the library. Bryan Manahan's evening sail

on the Harpoon, and Rusty Stebbins' fishing

expedition. Elaine demonstrated outstanding

leadership and poise organizing a soccer

game at boxsports.
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At flag that night all four cabins could be
thankful for having taken advantage of the

balmy weather in ways that brought us all

closer together.

PERRY DODGE
Qualifications

Adventure
Mt. Oz - Alberto Villalobos

Archery

Short Bow - Geoff Zimmerman and Nick
Wexberg

SATURDAY, JULY 1

Phil Donahue greeted us at breakfast with

a show dealing with counselors who had
never received Bank Duty. After protracted

audience participation, Rusty Stebbins and
our own director, Mike Cunningham, receiv-

ed an overwhelming endorsement for the

job.

Ours was a small camp today. Only the

four youngest cabins remained. After duties,

John Ledyard, Ben Metcalf, and the South

Bunkerhill I's prepared to go on the sloop

and the morning had begun.

In the afternoon our usual activities of ten-

nis, riflery, landsports, pottery, adventure,

and fishing were joined by stressful and ex-

hausting period of suntanning! It was also

an afternoon where many of our counselors

got to try activities that they hadn't before.

Jeb Cogger spent an afternoon on the courts,

John McAndrews and Perry Dodge made
friends with the guns, and Bryan got more
time at thee adventure course.

Raymond announced that tonight would
be a special event and everyone would have

to wear a tie to gain entrance into dinner.

Well, that was enough to peak everyone's

curiosity. When the bell rang for dinner,

everyone gathered around the porch of Pas-

quaney to find Raymond in a suit and wear-

ing a large button that said "Are we having

fun yet?" He made sure each and every in-

dividual was wearing a tie. Granted, some
of these were improvised. Dirty socks, leaves,

bandanas, even masking tape ties were seen

by the Tie Enforcer as they passed through

the door.

Awaiting the campers was a dimly lit room
with long stemmed candles on each table,

fresh flowers everywhere, and soft music

playing in the background. The meal was a

gourmet roast tenderloin, mashed potatoes,

corn, salad, and banana creme pie for

dessert. A long relaxed dinner followed and

then, to poUsh off the evening, we all

gathered into the Red Rug Room to watch
the film, The Princess Bride.

It was a special day for all.

RAYMOND McNEEL



Qualifications

Photography

Darkroom - Chad Burkhardt, Tim Peck

Snapshot - Jake vonEichel, David Kapell,

Brian Kelley, Pete Steenland

Archery

Flying Feather - Dave Bailey, David Brown,

Danny Firger

Short Bow - Ben Qureau, Nick Wexberg
Riflery

Pro Marksman - Tim Peck

Marksman - Danny Firger, Pier Bos
Tennis

Australian Open - Pete Steenland

French Open - Andrew Poole

Windsurfing

'*Cool Ken" Winner - Andy Poole, Pier Bos,

Rob Webb, Dan Firger, Ben Quereau, Grant

Garrison, Tevi Puloka, Dave Brown

SUNDAY, JULY 2

A Sunday without our leader Dick Ken-

nedy nor his illustrious (and musically

talented) wife Nancy? It wasn't easy but

nevertheless we survived with help from Zach

Bensley (choir director), Mike C. and Charlie

H. (inspector directors) and Ed Wartels and

Rudi Salm (chapel readers) all went
smoothly. Before chapel we greeted South

Harris as they returned from their trip from
Mt. Katahdin. Great job, guys!

For chapel I was not Dick, nor did I pro-

fess to be him. I also did not pretend to be

a minister. Instead, I discussed the saying,

"it is better to give than to receive." What
follows is a poem that helped me in my pre-

teen years, and is passed on to the campers.

Ali Climo took over as action O.D. after

a hearty chicken, corn, and mashed potato

lunch.

We woke up to a sweater-weather sort of

day. It was rainy and foggy and gloomy, and

as we stood around the flag, I started to

revise my OD plan for a sunny day into an

OD plan for a rainy one.

After breakfast, somehow as if by magic,

the sun broke through the clouds and our

gloomy day became a warm and sunny one!

Hooray! Cabin cleanup and a tug lasted most

of the morning and inspection proved South

Glenayr to be the cabin with the best

cleaner-uppers.

We had chapel in the outdoor sanctuary

and it was led today by Charlie Richardson.

We sang two special hymns, and Charlie gave

a wonderful talk about how it is better to give

than to receive. He read us a poem that his

father read to him when he was younger. We
all concluded that it is very important to like



ourselves and feel proud of who we are

because when we do, it is even more rewar-

ding when we share ourselves with other peo-

ple. Thank you, Charhe, for such a valuable

message!

Lunch and rest period were yummy and

restful (respectfully) as anticipation for a

sunny afternoon filled with great activities

grew. Two special activities were planned, tie

dying and a field trip to Pemaquid Point.

And the afternoon sailed smoothly along

while the sun played a little game of hide-

and-seek behind the clouds. It didn't seem

to be able to make up its mind, but finna-ly

at 4:30 it came out for good and general

swim went as planned. Rafts were filled to

capacity (10 buddy pairs on rafts #1,3&4!).

Raft #1 was the only raft that knew that there

are 32 letters in the Hebrew alphabet, so they

got to come in first. Raft #4 mooned the OD
so they got to come in last! And we made
our way up the hill for a little free time and
then our Kieve traditional Sunday night hot

dog dinner. Yum!

In honor of the up coming 4th of July and
all of the American spirit that goes along

with it, tonight's evening activity was Cabin
Spirit Night. Each cabin with their counselor

was given a piece of burlap, lots of colored

felt, and scissors and glue. The job was to

create a cabin banner and presentation for

it. By the end of the hour-long period some
very creative minds had collaborated to make
six beautiful and unique cabin banners. I

think everyone was impressed with the work
that emerged. We ended the presentation

with South Glenayr who led all of camp in

a high spirited round of the Kieve song as

they raised their cabin flag. Then we lowered

the Kieve and American flags and gave
thanks for such a sunny and spirited Sunday.
Goodnight, everyone!

CHARLIE RICHARDSON/ALI CLIMO

Qualifications

Photography
Portrait - Andrew Davis

Ansel Adams - Lane Jost

Art

Primary - Danny Firger, Cory McCarty, Rob
Webb, Gray Calhoun
Mentor - David Kapell

Pottery

Apprentice - Pete Steenland

MONDAY, JULY 3

7:00 a.m.: Gad, it's cold this morning!
7:15 a.m.: Shower (Can I stay under the

warm water all day?)

Well, I'm not much on chronology, so in-

stead of giving an up to the minute report

of the day's happenings, I will simply relate

to you the high points of my O.D. day.

(Please bear with me 'cause this could take

a while!)

Chris Littlefield and Chris DiOrio raised

the Stars and Stripes into a glorious morn-
ing sky. Where was the Kieve flag?

Sherlock Bank Duty presented us with a

mystery. Who stole the flag? The Bank Du-
ty mystery had begun, it was full of trickery.

North Glenayr left in high spirits for their

trip to Fort Island! Where was the lunch?

Action O.D. to the rescue!!

General swim brought on council raft

races. Ben Metcalf won, but what happen-

ed to Chris Marks? Did he swim the whole

way under water? No matter, his raft came
in last anyway.

North Harris returned to camp just as the

bell for Indian Circle rang. The Moose River

men were greeted by throngs of anxious

friends. (How's that for timing?)

A beautiful, cool, summer afternoon. The
sun was shimmering off the lake as the Har-

poon sailed toward Great Bay.
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The afternoon general swim didn't go

quite as planned. "Council, let's go!" I

shouted. There was no reply. However, we
happily swam around the rafts, Pat Poole

did a full head dunk.

Dinner was something else! Where did all

of the energy in the campers come from? We
inaugurated the Kieve Wave into the dining

ritual! At last, no more banging!

The evening activity was capture the

counselor with a mystery twist-whoever

guessed James Ledyard was wrong.

Alberto Villalobos and Gus Wood lowered

the Flag as we wished OBH a safe and hap-

py trip. "Let us think about the cost of

freedom and what the cost of freedom means
to our family, our country, and the world."

The Kieve song has never sounded better.

I would now Hke to acknowledge all of the

accompHshments the boys of Kieve achiev-

ed at Camp today.

ZACH BENSLEY

Qualifications

Nature

Herbivore - Alex Webb
Wild Word - Drew Lipner

Bugger - Garrett Swanberg, John Payne,
Trip Tuten

Riflery

Pro-Marksman - Chad Burkhardt

Marksman - Cory McCarty

Photography
Snapshot - Clay Morse, Matt SculHn, Cory
McCarty
Darkroom - Peter Steenland, Cory McCar-
ty, Eric Swanson, Alberto Villalobos

Art

Primary - Jay Southgate, Brian Samson, Jon
Carney, Charlie Saunders

Tennis

Austrahan Open - Jake vonEichel, Ludi
Salm, Chad Burkhardt, Andrew Poole
French Open - Peter Steenland, Ludi Salm,
Andrew Poole

Adventure
Mt. Cuervo - Charhe Saunders, Win Hoyt,
Mike Sharpless, Dave Samson
Mt. Oz - Garrett Swanberg, Alex Webb
Mt. Renier - Chris "Ozzie" Osgood



TUESDAY, JULY 4

July 4, 1989, a day of independence, a day
of freedom beyond words. Flag was raised

in its usual manner on this cloudy, but

hopeful morning and a special prayer was
said in honor of all those who fought and
died for our independence. Breakfast, duties

and announcements followed and soon after

the activities were underway.

The rain held off to enable us to get in all

the outdoor activities including general swim.

Down at the waterfront, raft #2 led by Chris

D. and Chris M. got to come in first because

of their unique and sincere interpretation of

this special day of commemoration. Lunch
was held inside although the sun was shin-

ing down on us in bits. Les whipped up some
tasty pizza and more qualifications were
announced.

The afternoon took similar form as the

morning had, except a lacrosse game was
held down at the Harriet House field with

Zach and Chris D.

Supper that night was spaghetti, garhc
bread and apple pie, thanks again Les, hang
in there, we all love you! More an-

nouncements followed by a big birthday

celebration to Steff Whitney. Evening activi-

ty consisted of ultimate flag football, town
ball, and the ice cream sundaes for a topper.

Flag ceremony that night was one decorated

by sparklers and another prayer. Another
great day at Kieve.

ROSS CAMERON

Qualifications

Photography
Snapshot - Alex Council, Brian Samson,
Cam McColl, Geoff Zimmerman, Chris Sise,

Jake Sabat, Gus Wood
Darkroom - Cam McColl, Kevin Cunn-
ingham, Brian Samson, Justin Preddy, Chris

DiOrio, Nathan Kelley, Chris Miller, Reed
Wilmerding

Archery
Short Bow - Will Wister

Riflery

Marksman - Chad Burkhardt, Tim Peck
Adventure

Mt. Cuervo - Chris Rogers

Tennis

Austrahan - Tony Fuller, Will Wister

French - Stu Lansing

US Open - Tod Johnson
Printing

Printer's Devil - Brady Hooker, Alberto
Villalobos, Tim Paine

Compositor - Nick French, Reed Wilmerding



WEDNESDAY, JULY 5

The alarm dragged me into an overcast

day. Grey sky, grey lake, grey forecast. My
first act was to try to ignore the call of duty

in sleep, but soon I was on my way to begin

another day at Kieve.

In a quick prayer at flag I begged for no

rain and sent the dudes down to Pasquaney

for a bacon and french toast breakfast. Bank

duty was given to two men prepared for the

job: Jeb with his luck and chance and Ben
with a full night's sleep behind him. Then
it is off to duties for the campers and
counsel.

As morning activities started up, I sat and

wondered, "What am I going to do for even-

ing activity?" Then, inspiration hit me!

However, I soon reahzed that chainsaw tag

was out. I saw I would have to think further.

Swim was a quick affair of jump in, swim
to a raft and back, and then get out. The
water is cool but the air is cold, so the kids

are happy about the quick swim.

As lunch began, a light rain began to fall.

This did not prevent Les from serving an out-

door lunch of spaghetti which the rain did

not even interfere with. After lunch we heard

announcements. The evening activity was an-

nounced as Skit Night! Then the cabins went
off to rest period to prepare their skits.

At Indian Circle we were treated to the

spectacle of Allagash I's return to camp.
Later, North Glenayr returned during second

activity period from Fort Island. And the

rain continued to threaten.

During general swim, the dock collapsed

causing the swim to go a bit longer than

planned. Then it was free time to rehearse

the skits.

Dinner was the full thanksgiving treat, in-

cluding turkey, stuffing, potatoes, beans and
apple pie. Hats off to Les for a fantastic

meal. Then more rehearsal time for the skits.

Finally, it was time. Let the skits begin!

South Glenayr did a neat King Midas sketch

with some questionable foods. South Bunker
Hill's version of a Brady Bunch episode was
also good and reminded me of the show.
North Bunkerhill did an interesting fashion

show. South Harris did some counsel imper-

sonations, some good and some a little too

harsh! North Harris sang about living in a

silver Grumman canoe with a heavy percus-

sion and too few verses. (Though the verses

they did have were funny.) Allagash 1 came
in with the surprise of upside down singing.

Who won? they all were too good and im-

aginative to pick a winner.

So after an early flag, all campers headed
down to bed. Let's hear it for imagination!

SAM POTTER

Qualifications

Arcliery

Short Bow - Lance Davis, Lane Jost, An-
drew Davis, Buzz Poole, Brady Hooker
Flying Feather - Jake Harrington, Gus
Wood, Kevin Cunningham, Sam Mudge,
Jake vonEichel, Pat Leady, Brady Hooker
Robin Hood - Sam Mudge
WiUiam Tell - Sam Mudge

Printing

Printer's Devil - Chris Miller, Justin Preddy

Photo
Darkroom - David Kapell, Matt Scullin, Kurt

Zimmerman, Phil Reynolds, Ben
Charlesworth

Snapshot - Jay Southgate, Jon Carney
Riflery

Promarksman - Jared Quereau, Steff

Whitney, Nathan Kelley

Sailing

Kieve Oarsman - All of NBH
Crew jKevin Cunningham, Lane Jost, Jay

Southgate, Eric Swanson, Andrew Davis

Adventure
Mt. Cuerveau - Alex Connell
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THURSDAY, JULY 6

As I wake up early to clouds, the decision

to wake the rest of the camp a half hour later

has already been made. Rising at eight in the

morning pleases most kids, but they admit

they really didn't sleep. Jake Harrington says

his circadian rhythm is all messed up now.

His cabin mates look at him funny. Flag is

raised and we pray to God to show us our

weakness and for the strength to mend them.

After a good breakfast we learn that we have

two semi-celebrities among us. Zach Bensley

from the World Wrestling Federation and

Holh from Gorgeous Ladies of Wresthng.

Since they squared off in a bout the other

night, where Holli won, I figured that they

may need a chance for a rematch. What bet-

ter place than in the toilets where big time

wresthng belongs?

Duties are followed by morning activities

that ran late as a result of our extra time in

bed. Hence, no morning general swim.

Hooray!
The afternoon provides many qualifica-

tions. There is some remark that there were

as many qualifications today as we expect on

"quahfication Thursday." I point out that

it is Thursday.

The evening activity announcement gives

rise to large cheers and the "Kieve Wave"
as they learn it will be Carnival night! There

is candy for all who win at roulette, douse

the candle with a water gun, hammer and

nail, musical chairs, black jack, ring toss, can

toss, penny toss, football toss and sponge

toss (how 'bout all those tosses). A terrific

time is had by all.

As we lower the flag and return to our

bunks I realize: its not time for bed, the sugar

is just kicking in. Yeehoo!

CHRIS DOUGHERTY

Qualifications

Sailing

Kieve Oarsman - Jimmy Connell, Tod
Johnson, Chris Kelley, Johnny Payne, Trip

Tuten, Wesley Tooke, Chris DiOrio, Chris

Littlefield

Crew - Jimmy Connell, Tod Johnson, Chris

Kelley, Trip Tuten, Wesley Tooke, Cory
McCarty, Clay Morse, Chris Rogers, John
Warner, Curt Zimmerman, Duncan Krebs,

Gordie Parker, Chris Sise, Geoff Zimmer-
man, Philip Reynolds

Mate - Matt Scullin

Photography
Snapshot - Will Wister, Turner Rust, Steph

Whitney, Francois de Brignac, Buzz Poole,

Brady Hooker, John Warner, Alex Joerger,

Jared Quereau, Wesley Lipner, Tim Paine

Darkroom - Jay Southgate, Steph Whitney,

Brady Hooker, Buzz Poole, Will Wister

Portrait - Brady Hooker, Lane Jost

Ansel Adams - Eric Swanson
Pottery

Apprentice - Robbie Webb
Nature

Wild Wood - Tim Peck, Pat Poole, Chad
Burkhardt, Jake Harrington, Lanse Davis

Tennis

US Open - Wes Tooke, Stu Lansing

Australian - Dan Wallace

French - Dan Wallace

Wimbledon - Tod Johnson
Archery

Short Bow - Eric Swanson, Alberto

Villalobos, Jon Carney, Erik Babcock, Ty
Walsh, Josh PilUon, Jason Weilleux



Flying Feather - Erik Babcock, Jay

Southgate

William Tell - Sam Mudge
Adventure

Mt. Cuervo - Reed Wilmerding

FRIDAY, JULY 7

July 7th started off foggy and overcast,

but as Jake Harrington and Chad Burkhardt

raised the flag the sun broke through. The
St. Croix trip for North Bunkerhill started

before breakfast. South Bunkerhill also left

for their White Mountain trip.

Breakfast consisted of cold cereal (How
'bout those Frosted Flakes?), donuts, and
juice. Les had not been feeling well for the

past 24 hours; therefore, the meals were

simply but plentiful.

Bank duty was awarded to Elaine Kristo

for her trouble with CharHe Harrington's

Outdoor Pursuits class at Arlington High.

After a full morning of activities the

following qualifications were earned.

Archery
Short Bow - Francois de Brignac, Wes Lip-

man, Jared Quereau, Alex Joerger, Tony
Fuller

Flying Feather - Tim Paine

Nature

Bugger - Tim Peck, David Kapell, Jacob
vonEichel

Sailing

Kieve Oarsman - Steph Whitney, Will

Wister, Buzz Poole, Turner Rust

Crew - Stu Lansing

Lunch consisted of a 25 foot long sub

sandwich which was a record for the number

of cabins in camp.

In the afternoon, Frank Barbieri and his

crew baked a chocolate cake at Westcott

Point using a Dutch oven. They put

chocolate frosting on it and had it for

dessert.

Qualifications for the afternoon were:

Photography

Snapshot - Gray Calhoun, Robbie Webb,
John Tuten, John Payne, John Church,

Matt ScuUin, Chris Kelly

Tennis

Australian - Dave Bailey, Robbie Webb,
Josh PiUion, Jason Veilleux

French Open - Brady Hooker
Les returned for dinner and a Tex-Mex

night of Burritos and ribs was prepared. Les

did it again. He had left the hospital to take

care of us. He is the most dedicated person

at Kieve.

The evening activity consisted of the egg

drop. Quahfying for the finals were South

Glenayr, South Harris and North Harris.

The first drop was from 8 feet, the second

from 16 feet. North Harris prevailed. It was

a great day at Kieve.

CHARLIE HARRINGTON

SATURDAY, JULY 8

It was beautiful July day, perfect for my
first OD day ever. After flag we all went

down to Pasquaney and prefaced our meal

with a moment of license in which we
reminded ourselves how lucky we are to eat

every day, regularly. With that in mind we
dug into our cereal packets.

For bank duty I set up an archery target

outside a Pasquaney window with every

counselors' name on it. After firing two shots

at the target, we had our volunteers. Since

John Ledyard's name was disproportionately

large by request of the girls at the Ritz both

arrows struck his name. Sorry John!

After breakfast we all bade farewell to

South Glenayr as they left on their last trip.

We then lopped off to do our morning
duties.
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It was a good day--campers got to choose

from Sailing, Photo, Art, Riflery, Nature,

Printing, Adventure, and Tennis.

In the evening we had the pleasure of not

one, but two evening activities. First, we got

our first taste of the 1989 Play. We practic-

ed the Sinatra rewrites at Dick and Nancy's

house, and then we made our way outside

for our second activity of capture the

Camper.
As the council spread themselves out over

the 64 acres of Kieve, the campers chowed
lollipops courtesy of Nancy. In the end every

cabin did so well that it was declared a Kieve

tie. Good job, everybody.

After flag and a moment of quiet medita-

tion, we all turned in thus ending another day

on the golden peninsula.

FRANK BARBIERI

Qualifications

Printing

Compositor - Pier Bos
Printer's Devil - Hill McCarthy, Wesley
Tooke, Eric Babcock, Ty Walsh

Nature

Bugger - Alex Joerger, Jared Quereau
Wild Word - Brady Hooker, Stu Lansing,

Wes Lipner

Adventure
Mt. Quervo - Tod Johnson

Tennis

Australian - Chad Burkhardt, Andrew Poole

French and U.S. Open - Cam McCoU, Alber-

to Villalobos

SUNDAY, JULY 9

A gorgeous dawn-high, sunny sky and
quickly into the seventies. Pancakes whizz-

ed through the air, duties done with dispatch,

and since only five cabins were in camp, in-

spection was a stiff one. North Glenayr was
in the best shape, and Allagash 1 deserved

special mention for cleaning up their own
cabin as well as Allagash 2 and OBH.
We had a fine chapel service enjoyed by

several visitors: John Warner's parents, Rob
Beckerlegge's parents, Chris Dougherty's

parents, and Pier Bos' friends, the Rid-

dlebergers. Ross Cameron gave a very nice,

emotionally honest talk in Chapel, and the

choir was in fine voice, led by Andrew Poole

and John Church.

Tipping off the afternoon was the usual

barbecued chicken and corn on the cob. As
usual Les did a spendid job. After lunch I

cleared up all false rumors about an after-

noon of poetry and told the campers that we
were going to Pemaquid Beach for the day.

I used live footage of Steve Kaback and the

Bif Malibuers to get everyone into the beach

mood. The beach was very crowded; this,

however, did not stop all of our kids from
fully enjoying the surf and rays. Touch foot-

ball, Pickel (running bases), lacrosse, frisbee,

and many more activities occupied the
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campers for the afternoon.

As for dinner, a very delicious vegetarian

supper was served outside on the picnic

tables. The evening activity was Shenty Ball,

named for a former counselor. The game is

very chaotic--the first rule of the game is that

"it just doesn't matter."

My first half OD day then ended with a

fairly buggy flag lowering. Simon and Gar-

funkle's Greatest Hits replaced the usual bed-

time story for my North Glenayrians. I then

went to bed anxious for another day at camp.

R.C.K./JOHN LEDYARD

MONDAY, JULY 10

Mmm Mmm, looks like a gorgeous day as

I dip into the lake for an early morning tub.

The sun is shining and there doesn't appear

to be a cloud in the sky. After I thank God
for another beautiful day, it clouds up within

a half an hour. Thanks, but no thanks.

Speaking of thanks, we give thanks to

Steve Kaback for trimming or pruning the

trees for us. His method is a bit unorthodox

as he drives Courage, the orange bus, under

some low branches to clip them. I wanted to

thank (or reprimand) Chris VerPlank, our

maintenance guy, for not doing the job. But

since I couldn't give him bank duty, it went

to Steve Kaback and his second Laurie

VerPlank.

Morning activities go well, but we are par-

tially rained upon. A hasty and somewhat
disorganized lunch follows activities as we
move inside to keep dry. This rain results in

a rainy day schedule for the afternoon. We
have all indoor activities except one, the most
popular, mud soccer. So much for clean

clothes.

At dinner, Steve explains how he thinks

this is the best day he's ever seen at Kieve.

I disagree, due to the weather, but it is hard

to resist his notion that it is all due to the

terrific job turned in by the OD (that's me).

After dinner we are off to the Kennedy's for

play rehearsal. We all sing well, so we get

time off for good behavior.

Following our practice, I introduce a new
activity to Kieve known as the Dutch Auc-
tion. Everyone returns to their cabin to col-

lect various items and bring them up in a

pillow case. The cabin groups then get points

for having certain items. The big item of the

night was a rubber ducky for 50 points. No
one had a ducky. Allagash 1 ended up win-

ning and receiving candy for their efforts.

Despite the rain, it was a good day. No,
it was an excellent, no, the best day in Kieve



history (if you ask Steve Kaback).

CHRIS DOUGHERTY

Qualifications

Printing

Printer's Devil - Will Wister, Cory McCar-
ty, Buzz Poole, Rob Beckerlegge, Dave
Jackson, Ty Walsh, Tim Morrison

Compositor - Tim Paine, Eric Babcock
Tennis

US Open - Dan Wallace

French Open - Ty Walsh
Swimming

D-Snack - Alex Joerger, Buzz Poole, Steff

Whitney, Will Wister, Francois de Brignac,

Turner Rust, Tim Paine

First Annual World Championship
Slap Jack/King Tournament

1st: Chad Burkhardt - 115 pts.

2nd: Pat Poole - 84 pts.

3rd: Jake Harrington - 66 pts.

TUESDAY, JULY 11

As I awoke this morning, the wind was

blowing and the sun was shining~a beautiful

gift from God. The flags went up thanks to

Brady and Stuart, the morning prayers were

said, and then the long hne of campers

followed slowly behind Mr. Will James.

Breakfast was a nice selection of raisin

bran, bananas, sausage and pancakes. An-
nouncements were made and bank duty

awarded to two close friends named Mary
and Eric.

Morning activities went well. The activities

included archery, printing, and sailing.

David Sando had the Harpoon cruising

across the wild lake water with a group of

somewhat frantic South Glenayr boys. Con-
gratulations to Chad B., Alex C, Jake, VE,
Ludi, and Pete S. all earned their oarsmen.

General Swim was a bit shorter due to the

chilly winds, and it was topped off with some
more Maine trivia. Lunch was another hit-

grilled cheese, chix nuggets, french fries, corn

dogs, and banana cream pie! More an-

nouncements, lengthy rest period and an in-

tense game of hoop. The two teams of

Charlie R., Stevie, Ross, David S. and Chris

M. battled Mike C, Chris D., Ralph S., and

Kurt Lauber battled out four intense games.

Afternoon activities went smoothly, but

general swim was cancelled because of a

quick, fast moving thunder storm that

brought heavy rains. After a long period of

free time, the bell for dinner was rung.

Pizza, chips, juice and blueberry pie was

the call, a big hit with all. Shortly after six,

OBH and SBH arrived with lots of smiles

and stories to tell. Camp suddenly swelled

in number. Announcements were made and

then it was up to Innisfree for play practice.

After a thorough run through of each song,

the scavenger hunt began. Each cabin was

off in a mad dash to find each item on the

hst. After only about 15 minutes of sear-

ching, Allagash 1 had found it all. Shortly
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after them was South Harris and then the

boys of North Harris.

From that point we all made our way

down to the archery field to play a few new

games. The first was Tug o' War, followed

by a wild game of samari warrior, and we

finished with a variation of Duck, Duck,

Goose called Flying Dutchman. The boys

and council had a playfully good time

together. It was then off to flag to pay our

thanks for another fine day. Thank you.

Great Spirit, thank you my friends.

ROSS CAMERON

WEDNESDAY, JULY 12

I awoke and checked the map to make sure

I was at Kieve and sure enough, that was

where I was. It was Wednesday and consider-

ing I'd spend 1/7 of my hfe on Wednesday,
I felt comfortable deahng with the day due

to my previous experience. So to sum up, we
were at Kieve and we weren't in Russia. I

guess Hfe was good. That's how it stood at

the moment, anyway.

This particular Wednesday saw the return

of the Brad Woloson-led Allagash 2's as well

as the Sam Pooter-led North St. Croix-ians.

They were filthy and smelled like elderberry

mixed with limburger; but we were joyous

re: their return. Mike and Charlie provided

nose plugs for the Glenayrians so they

wouldn't pass out from the returnees wret-

ched, putrid, festering, mold-inundated

stench - a stench often found in Chris

Dougherty's mouth when he doesn't brush

after eating bratwurst or in his moustache

after Les' cheddarwurst-wrapped bagels.

Several North Bunkerhill boys asked me if

I was Laurie VerPlanck and I blushed with

embarrassment - then I smacked them over

the head and mussed their hair. With all of

camp reunited, we gathered by Innisfree and
rolled on our backs in the grass as if we were

dogs on a dung hill on a hot day. And that's

how it stood at the moment, anyway.

Earlier in the day, camp was extraordinari-

ly busy with hustling and bustling young men
going for qualifications with only two days

of regular camp left. All activities except

mud wresthng brimmed over with people,

some of which were in the Long Voyage.
After a long nap and a half hour session with

Katrina, the camp's Swedish masseuse, I

checked out the day. I asked Peter Sheridan

what he thought and he said, "This
!" So I went back top the Buck

Building where I was fed grapes by Camp
Chewonki. I thought about Kevin and John,

alias Lick-Lick and Johnny Pasquaney, then

I thought of Les, then I thought of the 1840's

- the entire decade, then I thought of cater-

wallering, but not necessarily in that se-

quence. "You know," I thought, "today is

a day unique unto itself yet at the same time

just like any other day." And the deep com-

plexity and profound profundity of the

thought struck a chord, probably a tonic,

deep in my sole. "What would Freud, Nietz-

sche, Jung, Dr. Joyce Brothers think?" I was

swept away in philosophic mumbo-jumbo.
I dropped names to myself like Hegel, Kant,

Gary Larson. I thought of big multi-syllabic

words like "supercilious" and
"necriferious," as well used smaller words

that, although lacking syllables, still made
a big impression.

Other events of the day. Some of the

celebrities who did not show up for

breakfast:

Milton Berle, Jessie "The Body" Ventura,

GeneraUssimo Fransisco Franco, PauHna
Porizkova, Terry Blagden. Breakfast was as

drool as ever with the campers muttering

subversive remarks under their breaths. One
young idealistic South Glenayrian got up and

yelled "Down with the fascist O.D.!" but

CharHe and Charlie quickly rectified the

situation by dragging the rabble-rouser out

of Pasquaney by his hair. He was later

publicly smurfed. One semi-moving moment
came later when the "Bank Duty Blues... for

the Fifth Time" was played with Merry and

Corrina as back-up vocals. However, the on-

ly things that were moved were bowels.

Here's how it went:

Well 1 got a sentimental feeling.

It starts down in my stomach and leaves

me reehng.

Somebody give me the scoop,

Heading for the bathroom, the spot

where we poop,

Park me down and listen to the sounds,

It's very, very, very, very appealing.

It's time enough to break and relax.

Or take a long vacation with a bar of

Exlax.
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Chorus '

Bank me, bank me, but don't wake up
and thank me,

Scrub me, scrub me, wash my stains

away,

Clean me, clean me, the seat's covered

with pee,

Now somebody's going to do Bank Du-
ty today.

North of Kokadjo, population three,

The Voyage climbed Katahdin, but they

left out me.

Not that I mind the rebuke,

But driving down to Lobster Lake, I

wanted to puke.

Parked the bus and listened to the hush,

I leaned against a very, very big tree.

Dropped my shorts and rubbed it with

my tush.

And I thought of Bank Duty.

Chorus -

Way up in the air, high atop Mt.
Crown,

The Voyage hstened to the sound.

So I thought they'd win the booty.

So Long voyage and counsel, you win

Bank Duty.

Breakfast ended with a food fight with

several campers suffering multiple fractures

from the croissant.

From the sublime to the ridiculous, let's

push on to the evening activity. Every once

in a while, a sports event truly reflects the

moral fiber of this country, a sort of cultural

mirror, if you will. So is counselor volleyball.

Here were the teams:

BLACK-
Mike McGuillion-starting middle blocker for

the West Point Cadets, the son of a barber

who advocates the mandatory short hair re-

quirement for the Volleyball International

League; massive, meddling, malicious...

Dave Riddeford-the crusher from Christmas

Cove, middle blocker and All-Star fan, he

was voted Sports Illustrated Player of the

Year but they wouldn't specify which year

they were talking about; damaging...

Jesse Johnson-after losing his bid for the

1980 and '84 presidential election, he

wavered from a political career into the

hearts of volleyball fans throughout the

country, the man that leads the rainbow
coalition and beheves he is...somebody;
jammin'...

Brad Woloson-that brash skunk whose foil-

ed volleyball games, referees, and women's
hearts, kicked out of the league four times

for picking his nose on the court; buHish
blocking...

R.J. Caldwell-with question, a force to be

reckoned with, unanimous All-Star by the

fans though coaches find him difficult to

work with because he'll wear crazy outfits

to games, be they ballet tu-tus, torreador

costume, women's clothing, or dressed as a
clown; the canoist's volleyball player...

Jenna Ludgate-considered the best of the rest

in the Rest League, a Bates graduate who
never learned the meaning of the word
*

'defeat," as well as "supercilious" and some
other tough words; jet-setting, set-jetting...

Corrina Farrell-although she actually wanted
to simply sing "Take Me Out To The
Ballgame," she signed a six-figure contract

with Kieve and has developed into a premier

setter and pot washer; a kitchen girl of

crush...

Elaine Christo-an Arlington import who first

discovered volleyball reading a magazine at

the local laundromat, she went on to a great

career as a backrow speciahst and also set

several washing and folding records in the

laundry room; faster than the spin cycle,

alarming...

John Russell-the man who took volleyball

out of the gym, an outdoorist who
dominated the N.V.L., Naked Volleyball

League, back in the disco 70's he returned

to canoeing but returns tonight in top form;

rider of the ejection seat, the dangerous

don...

Toby Harrington-6'4" middle blocker whose
followed the volleyball road to fame and for-

tune, another great from Arlington's gate.

Sporting News' Player of the Week but

hopes to be Player of the Strong someday;
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tenacious...

Ralph Sando-beginning his career as a 7'4"

black basketball player, he decided to change

sports, become white, and shorten his whole

body, well most of his body - he went to

volleyball after fights with Danny Ainge,

Akeem Olajawon, and Don Nelson; Ralph

Sampson, ur...

Ben Metcalf-haihng from Pennsylvania, the

Princeton man with a New Jersey, the

humblest guy on the court, the gentle man;
gentle...

Laurie VerPlanck-the self-dubbed, and I

quote, "Kitchen B." she returns to the court

for the sixth time, once again to check out

the guys; that old kitchen girl of crush...

Will James-the outstanding outside hitter

from Philadelphia, the only guy to horseshoe

a canoe around a volleyball pole; jostlin'...

Perry Dodge-the man at Harvard for whom
the joke, "How many Harvardmen does it

take to screw in a lightbulb? One, he holds

the lightbulb and the universe revolves

around him," was written - a tremendous
humanitarian whose only fault is that he

wears his dinner on his shirt. As an outside

hitter, he's proved his love for the game by
dedicating his gym sox and his jock strap to

the Volleyball Hall of Fame; mysteriously,

the building burned down the following day;

co-captain of the Black, perilous...

Ross Cameron-although appearing in

tonight's game as a benefit, he still is hailed

as the Larry Bird of dinks, the Jack Nicklaus

of placement shots, the Wade Boggs of slap-

ping the ball, and the Bob Eucker of sole;

the inspirationally rausous...

ORANGE

John Ledyard-the hitman from Motown call-

ed so because he's got the agility of Bill

Laimbeer and the butt of Rick Mahorn; bad
boy...

Chris Marks-outstanding outside hitter

whose awesome leap should insure him a

place in the Volleyball Hall of Fame, unfor-

tunately it will be in that small room down
the hall, second door on the right; crushin'...

Jeb Cogger-returning to his volleyball career

after a brief stint touring with Eric Clapton,

he said he didn't know what it was about that

music but the blues always got him really

depressed; jumping...

Eric Redeker-the only man to try and com-
bine a volleyball career and a motorcycling

career, he quit the latter after a spill jump-

ing over 50 volleyball nets - plus he said the

volleyball shoelaces used to get caught in his

spokes all the time; the red man...

Brian Manahan-the only player to return

from a trip and play the game all in one even-

ing, he said he was disappointed that he

couldn't drag up the St. Croix; banging...

David Sawyer-great backrow specialist and

player to be named later, the only player to

hold his rookie status every season he plays;

demonstrative...

Andy D'Elia-the kid from Philly who hon-

ed his dynamic volleyball skills under the

tutelage of Ross Cameron, his mentor and

sage; the acrobatic, eloquent, and never

ascerbic...

Lindsay Radcliffe-the First Lady of Kieve

volleyball imported from the distant reaches

of Hamilton, MA, so smooth she seems to

sail through the rotation; the gusty, lusty,

and hatsy, lascivious...

Merry Baldwin-known as the ringer of

Round Pond, Lincoln Academy's hardest

hitting female player even though they don't

have a female volleyball team; merciless...

Holly Amenkowitz-M.V.P. of last year's

game just by association (she wasn't there),

she hopes to win the M.V.P. again this year

because as she says, "At least I'll be here for

this one," the Arlington's assassin's counter-

part; heavy hitting, horrendous...

Gus Koven-the kidder of the court whose
powerful roof blocks wow the women, he

vows to shave every time one asked for his

phone number; the garrilous...
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Jill Pedrick-the greatest player ever to play

the game and print the programs at the same

time, hits so hard, she knocks the ink off the

ball; crushin'...

Zach Bensley-an Andover assassin, born in

rags in the street, he fought his way onto the

volleyball courts of his hometown often be-

ing beaten before the first serve, or at least

getting pantsed every game, the outside hit-

ter who put the P, the K, and the E in the

word "spike" (he couldn't afford the S and

I); the zen man, zzzzzzz...

Mike Cunningham-playing in his tenth or so

game, the man who drooled on reporters

after winning the championship in '56,

jumped into a pool of jello fully dressed after

stealing the M.V.P. from Karch Kiraly in

'79, and stumbled into his wall after getting

out of bed last Thursday; from Philadelphia,

the Orange man, maniac...

The game itself started and ended hke all

good games should. The Orange got pum-
meled to put it nicely and they took it Hke

true athletes. Captain Mike Cunningham had

to be restrained by his team then he broke

down sobbing, proclaiming Hfe "not worth

the hassle if we're going to lose all the time."

Captain Zach Bensley said, "I feel like I'm

at the bottom of the abyss. Without ques-

tion I'm heading for a monastary." So the

kids cheered and jeered. Perry Dodge yelled

to Bensley, "Get thee to a nunnery," and all

else went to flag with a song in their hearts

and hpstick on their collars.

So essentially, that's exactly what happen-

ed on Wednesday, give or take a lie or google

plus one. And if any of it offends anyone,

well I'm sorry, but we are here to report the

truth. In Russia, the truth means pravda.

We're not in Russia, are we?
STEVE KABACK

Qualifications

Photography
Darkroom - David Bailey, Jimmy Connell,

Reed Wilmerding, Nick French

Snapshot - Jimmy Connell, Pier Bos, Josh

Kallen, Nick French

Portrait - John Warner, Reed Wilmerding,

Chris Diorio

Ansel Adams - Chris Diorio

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Pat Leahy, Dan Voog,
Evan Osnos

Tennis

Austrahan - Tim Paine, Turner Rust

French - Will Wister

Wimbledon - Charlie Saunders

Sailing

Crew - Tevi Paluka, Danny Firger

First Mate - David Brown, Danny Firger

Archery

Flying Feather - Dan Voog, Jason McKinney
Robin Hood - Tyler Walsh, Eric Babcock,

Jason Veilleux

Short Bow - Dan Wallace, Wesley Tooke,

David Jackson, Robb Beckerlegge

Swimming
D-snack - Chris Osgood, Wesley Tooke,

Josh Pinion, Matt Budd, Alex Webb
Captain Orange - Peter Steenland, Jake

vonEichel, Brendon Kelley, Alex Connell,

Chris Osgood, Thomas Stebbins, Jake Har-

rington, Wesley Tooke, Josh Pillion

Island Swim - Ben Qurean
Windsurfing

Cool Ken Winner - Alex Joerger, Tony
Fuller, Jared Suerean, Dan Levine

Adventure

Mt. Cuervo - Bren Kelley

THURSDAY, JULY 13

A full camp awakens to beautiful sunny

skies; an ideal situation for qualification

Thursday. A special prayer at flag asks all

campers to realize how lucky they are to be

spending the summer on West Neck Road
with so many wonderful people. At breakfast

our special guest, Mr. Whip Buck, is enter-

tained by Hanz and Franz "pumping up"
Jim Ledyard with bank duty. Also, the

HBC's show the campers what they learned

during their first aid training. Excellent per-

formances by John McAndrews, Jeb Cog-

ger, Rusty Stebbins, and Bryan Manahan.

At Indian Circle I ask all campers to work
feverishly to obtain as many qualifications

as possible. Our goal is 200. After this,

campers scurry to activities ranging from

photo to adventure to windsurfing. Also

Nancy takes each cabin during the day to

rehearse for the play. And the tennis court

is filled with exciting tournament tennis.

Great sportsmanship is shown by both win-
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ner and losers.

By dinner everyone is tuckered out after

a very full day. The evening is filled with a

dry run of the play. Nancy should put this

on Broadway... well maybe Off Broadway!
CHARLIE RICHARDSON

P.S. Our total for qualifications was 231.

GREAT JOB!

Qualifications

Windsurfing

Cool Ken Winner - Chris Rogers, Ben
Charles, Mitch Riedel, Eric Swanson, Ludi

Salm, Tim Peck, Tom Stebbins, Wes Lipner

Railrider - Chris Kelley, Tony Fuller, Todd
Johnson, Wes Lipner, Ed Wartels

Master Boardman - Ed Wartels, Alex Webb
Tennis

Austrailian and French Open - Buzz Poole

Adventure

Mt. Cuervo - Robbie Webb, Tim Paine, Stu

Lansing, Ludi Salm, Patrick Leahy, Curt

Zimmerman, Jeff Carney, Nick Simonds,

Clay Morse, Wesley Tooke, John Warner
Mt. Oz - Bren Kelley, Dave Samson, Charlie

Saunders, Chris Littlefield, Robbie Webb,
Reian Samson, Jeff Carney, Nick Simonds,

Pat Leady, Tod Johnson, Curt Zimmerman,
Ludi Salm
Mt. Reinier - Alberto Villalobos, Mike
Sharpless, Justin Preddy, Jordie Hannum,
Alex Webb, Jeff Carney, Bren Kelley

Kieve Wildman - Curt Zimmerman
Pottery

Apprentice - Nathan Kelley, Patrick Leahy,

Nick Wexburg, Brian Samson, Drew Lipner

Journeyman - Alex Joerger, Pete Steenland

Craftsman - David Kapell, Eric Swanson
Kieve Potter - Dan Wallace

Archery

Flying Feather - Campbell McCoU, Charlie

Saunders, Peter Lacher

Robin Hood - Tim Morrison

Wilham Tell - Josh PilUon, Jason Veilleux

Nature

Adopt a Tree - Jake vonEichel, Tim Peck,

Chris Osgood
Grazer - Jake vonEichel, Tim Peck, Turner

Rust, Matt Scullin, Chris Littlefield, Chris

Osgood
Herbivore - Jake vonEichel, Tim Peck, Chris

Osgood
Kieve Nature Pledge - Jake vonEichel, Tim
Peck

Wild Word - Nick Wexburg, Turner Rust,

Matt Scullin, Chris Littlefield, Chris Osgood
Bugger - Nick Wexburg

Swimming
D-snack - Brady Hooker, Dan Wendt, Trip

Tuten, Drew Lipner, Chad Burkhardt, Ben
Charlesworth, Andrew Davis, Todd
Johnson, Peter Lacher, Mitch Reidel, Eric

Swanson, Lane Jost, Gray Zimmerman,
Cory McCarty, Jahn Warner
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Captain Orange - Tony Fuller, Joah Kallen,

Trip Tuten, Lanse Davis, Ben Charlesworth,

Pier Bos, Buzz Poole, Matt Budd, Cam
McColl, Jake Sabot, Peter Lacher, Mitch

Reidel, Lane Jost, Grey Zimmerman, Cory
McCarty, Jahn Warner
Buster - Chris Osgood, Thomas Stebbins,

Jared Qureau, Will Wilster, Lance Davis,

Steff Whitney, Ben Qureau, Brady Hooker,
Lanse Davis, Chris Miller, Edward Wartels,

Tom Peck, Jake Harrington, Jake
vonEichel, Nathan Kelley, Tony Fuller, Clay

Morse, Buster, Chris Hall, Michael
Freeman, Trip Tuten, Wesley Tooke, Chad
Burkhart, Jason McKinney, Buzz Poole,

Chris Sise

Captain Orange - Tony Fuller, Josh Kallen,

Trip Tuten, Chad Burkhardt, Ben
Charlesworth, Pier Bos, Buzz Poole, Matt
Budd, Cam McColl, Jake Sabot, Peter

Lacher, Mitch Reidel, Lane Ghost, Will

Wister, Steff Whitney, Ben Quereau, Brady
Hooker, Tim Paine, Andrew Davis, Edward
Wartels, Dan Voog, Tim Peck, Topher
Littlefield

Kieve Swimmer - Steff Whitney, Chris Sise,

Wesley Tooke, Buzz Poole

Island Swim - Jake Sabot

Riflery

Pro-Marksman - Ty Walsh, Tom Stebbins,

Garrett Swanberg, Daniel Wendt, Tim Mor-
rison, Nick French, Phihp Reynolds, Mike
Sharpless

Marksman - Steff Whitney, John Warner,
Dan Wallace, Garrett Swanberg, Dan Voog
Marksman 1st Class - Jared Quereau
Pinwheel - Jared Quereau, Tim Morrison

Printing

Printer's Devil - John Warner, Win Hoyt,

Peter Steenland, Chris Osgood, Brian Sam-
son, Chad Burkhardt, Nick Wexberg
Journeyman - Peter Lacher, Nick French,

Eric Babcock
Compositor - Gray Calhoun, Evan Osnos,

Dave Jackson, Rob Beckerlegge, Will

Wister, Tim Morrison

Master printer - Eric Babcock
Kieve Printer and Kieve Typesetter - Andrew
Palmer

Photography
Ansel Adams - Andrew Poole, John Church,

John Warner, Peter Lacher

Portrait - Chris Littlefield

Darkroom - Tim Paine, Josh Kallen, Tod
Johnson
Snapshot - Gordie Parker, Tim Paine

Multiple Exposure - John Warner
Photojournahst - Peter Lacher

Kieve Photographer - Lane Jost, Andrew
Davis, John Warner, Peter Lacher

Sailing

Oarsman - Ed Wartels, Chris Osgood, Dan
Wendt, Jason McKinney, Evan Osnos, Win
Hoyt
Mate - Tod Johnson, Tim Paine, Wesley
Tooke, Chris Kelley, Wesley Lipner, Tim
Paine, Gray Calhoun, Trip Tuten, Alex

Joerger, Gordie Parker, Gus Wood, Win
Hoyt, Lanse Davis

Crew - Dave Bailey, Gus Wood, Francois de

Brignac, Dave Bailey, Grant Garrison, Lanse

Davis, Sam Mudge
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FRIDAY, JULY 14

The last Friday of camp, the last day we

would all be together, brought overcast skies.

But we decided to ignore any rain that might

fall, for the festivities of the day would not

be pre-empted. Lanse Davis and Jake Harr-

ington raised the flags for us, and we were

off.

The day was festive. Campers scurried

from activity to activity all morning,

finishing their play or work for qualifications

they were trying to earn. Rain did fall in the

early afternoon, but just at the right time-

while we had our dress rehearsal for the play

inside Innisfree. Nancy was pleased with the

progress each cabin had made, and "I've

Been a Dog at a Boy's Camp" was nearly

as perfect as it could be (note the disclaimer).

The rain stopped on schedule so that we

could begin our annual game of...Aqua At-

tack!! Orange General James Ledyard and

Black General Frank Barbieri marshalled

their land and sea troops slowly; Frank's

men were showy but quiet, Jim's loud but

chaotic. Each camper and counselor emerg-

ed from the battle weary, each with his own
stories of daring, conquest, and foul play.

It was, as always, an intense and enjoyable

contest. Black won.
Next, each group began packing trunks

and cleaning the cabin-our first signal that

camp was coming to a close. A wonderful

burger cookout at the Harriet House field

followed. Many thanks to the men of the

Long Voyage for cooking and serving, and

to the Allagash 2 guys for cleaning the area.

We could have played pickup games of

pickle all evening at Harriet, but we had to

move on to our solemn ceremonies. So after

acknowledging the great work of this session

of each of the women in camp, we re-

gathered at the flag area. There Andrew
Davis and Lane Jost lowered the Kieve and

American flags, and I had the privilege of

reading, from the 1952 Annual, about Kieve

in the "old days". The trip to Sandy Cove
of which I read, and the reflective editorial

in that yearbook, both espoused the fun, the

challenge, and the comraderie that is still so

alive at Kieve today.

The South Glenayrians then led us slow-

ly, silently, and in single file to Kistler Point.

Around a lovely, roaring fire we all sat to

hear Dick speak of his thanks and hopes

resulting from the wonderful month we spent

together. Six-year campers Wyatt Wartels

and Colin Paul, who had ht the fire,

understood well the message of giving, of im-

proving the lot of others and therby fulfill-

ing ourselves.

With a candle in the hand of every Kieve
person, we moved in a beautiful, twinkhng
procession along the lake and up the hill to

sing the Kieve song for the last time as one.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM

Qualifications

Pottery

Journeyman - Reed Wilmerding
Photo

Portrait - Buzz Poole

Darkroom - Gordie Parker, Pier Bos

Action Photographer - Brady Hooker
Ansel Adams and Kieve Photographer -

Brady Hooker, Johnny Payne
Nature

Wildword - Will Wister, Mitch Reidel, Ryan
Viner

Herbivore - Lanse Davis, Pat Poole, Will

Wister, Garret Swanberg
Adopt a Tree - Will Wister, Hill McCarty,

Garret Swanberg
Bugger - Hill McCarty, Pat Poole

Grazer - Will Wister, Lanse Davis, Pat Poole

Printing

Printer's Devil - Mike Freeman, Dave
Samson

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Drew Lipner, Alberto

Villalobos, Matt Budd
Pro Marksman 1st Class - Sam Mudge
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SATURDAY, JULY 15

The 64th Watersports opened to gray

skies, but it cleared in a short time. The camp
was prepared for the parents so that the

campers could proudly show what they had
been doing for the past month, and the din-

ing area outdoors was expanded to accom-

modate the huge watersports crowd.

At 10:00 a.m. parents began to arrive

and proud campers began to usher them
around. One thing is certain about camper
tours--they don't have a plan. Therefore,

their parents are exposed to an up and down
the hill visit.

The waterfront opened at 1 1 :00 a.m. for

all to enjoy. The tennis tournament finals

were played. In the Junior tournament,

Brian Samson won and Charhe Saunders

won the Senior tournament.

Lunch was explained as lobster but it

looked very much Uke something else.

At 2:00 p.m. watersports got underway.

After watersports the waterfront was once

again opened for all to enjoy. Then cabin

meetings followed at 4:00 p.m.

Since Jake was a South Glenayrian,

Wendy and I had our first experience as

parents at a cabin meeting. We were both

very impressed by our three counselors and
the way they conducted the meeting.

As usual, Les put a great spread

together for the Harriet House cocktail or

coketail hour. A chicken dinner served with

corn on the cob was next on the agenda. This

was followed by an evening at the Kieve

theater watching "I've Been a Dog at a Boy's

Camp". Nancy Kennedy's expertise in put-

ting this show together in such a short time

was evident throughout.

It was a happy and rewarding day at

Kieve for campers, parents, and staff.

CHARLIE HARRINGTON

TUESDAY, JULY 18

"Good morning, Sam, and welcome to

Kieve," I said. "So glad you're here nice and

early. Will you help me wake up the staff?"

At 9 a.m., Sam Atkins arrived to begin

the second session of Kieve '89, and I really

was pleased to see the old vet with the

wonderful smile. He must have conspired

with his buddy Max Blatt, for Max pulled

in at ten, rarin' to go.

The staff welcomed these guys, plus

Able Lyon and Peter Post at lunch, and then

anxiously adapted mind and spirit as the

number of campers swelled into happiness.

By 7:15, and despite much Route 1 traf-

fic, the bus from Philly, Princeton, New
York and Hartford, and the Kieve vehicles

from Logan and Portland Airports had ar-

rived. What happy, quizzical, trusting faces

and spirits were evident as we gathered ner-

vously for our first meal together. From
either the junk food on the bus or just plain

nervousness, several boys at my table

couldn't eat. (It couldn't have been Les'

yummy chicken patties.)

Charhe Richardson led an awesome
game of "Simon Says" outside Innisfree,

and all went inside for a general orientation

and an introduction of staff members. Next,

two-session campers Josh Kallen and Pete

Sheridan lowered the flags: we sang the Kieve

Song-which new campers would learn

tomorrow; and into their new homes every

boy went.

There began the wonderful dynamics

that would make for four special weeks.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 19

Kieve second session 1989 has official-

ly begun. Despite the foggy skies, the

weatherman has assured us that the skies will

clear by the time the island swim arrives.

Before the swim, however, Zach, Brad, and
Chris Marks "zing" Chris Dougherty after

their mid-session fiasco. After breakfast all

campers return to their bunks to clean up.

At Indian circle the veteran campers disperse

to activities such as archery, printing, nature,

floor hockey, and printing while everyone

else attempt their Island swim. The water

proves to be still and the skies clear. All new
campers attempt the swim and give it their

best shot with a success rate of close to 85%.
At lunch we feast on cheesy hot dogs

and chop suey then listen to announcements.

The afternoon is set and campers head back

to their cabin to practice the Kieve song. In

the meantime the Long Voyage is busy por-

taging their canoes and making beef jerky

with Charlie Harrington and Les, our chef.

All afternoon the camp is in full swing,

Rusty and Ralph are at their activities, but
in the back of their minds they are planning

the evening activity - Capture the Flag. At
4:30 threatening skies shorten the afternoon
swim; nevertheless, each camper manages to

get a bit of Lake Damariscotta on them. For
dinner Les treats us to rotini and meatballs.

This fills all of us up. So that no one has a

chance to let the calories sit we proceed to

run around camp for an hour and a half try-

ing to get a flag (nerf football) over to the

general of either the North or South in a

game of capture the flag. By 9:00 all is quiet

as we gather the troops, lower the flag, and
head down to our respective cabins.

By the way, the Gilligan's Island rendi-

tion of the Kieve song took top honors.

Great work, South Bunkerhill!

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

Qualifications

Island Swim
South Glenayr - Todd Bolint, Wes Flower,

Justin Moore, Jerry O'Connor, Chris

O'Donnell, Nick Rahman, Patrick Robert-

son, Harrison Stuart, Derek Vale, Jim

Wilkerson

North Glenayr - Laurent Busquet, Ben

Hasler, Derrick Packer, Matt Pizzi, Alex

Riahi, Trevor Russell, Clark Woolley

South Bunkerhill - Alex Butz, Calder

Cruikshank, Mallon Fitzpatrick, Alex
Hamilton, Seeley Okie, Corey Simonson
North Bunkerhill - Seth Bolint, Tim Coburn,

Grey Jones, David Kimelman, James Max-
well, Buzz Pierce, Will Stengel

South Harris - Langston Beram, Bobby
Bohlen, John Brooks, Andrew Ferrone,

Zander Vincent, Whit Warlow



North Harris - Austin Carlson, James Hager-

ty, David Maxwell, Devin Zeller, Damien

Petty, Blake Sando, George Wisecarver

Old Bunkerhill - Matt Jackson, Eddie Sar-

dina, Freddy Taylor

Allagash I - Edouard de Dreuzy, Doug
Ehrman, Brian Gottschalk, Rummy Lynch,

Jamie Riepe

Allagash II - Gaspard de Dreuzy, Jason

Hammer, Robbie Hutchinson, Justin

McCuUen, Gene McDonough, Peter

Sheridan

THURSDAY, JULY 20

Thursday, the second full day of camp,
got rolling by having Will Alter raise the flag.

After a hot breakfast, duties were handed

out to the "fearsome foursome" who miss-

ed lunch. A full compliment of activities was

offered during the morning and afternoon,

and the quahfications were numerous.

After a Pizza dinner, "Air Guitar" was

offered as the evening activity. Allagash I

was the winner with great choreography and
council intro.

It was a great day overall.

CHARLIE HARRINGTON

Qualifications

Tennis

Australian - Trevor Russell, Will Ewing,
James Maxwell, Will Stengel, Chris Des-

mond, Spencer Mallozzi, Chris Vila

Sailing

Oarsman - Ben Bishop, Tom Hartenstein,

Peter Post, Alex Stuempfig, Freddy Taylor,

Ben Willauer, Zach Cappelletti, Simon
Frost, Mallon Fitzpatrick, Calder
Cruikshank, Todd Bolint, Will Ewing, Nick
Rahman, Clark Woolley, Andy Gibbons,
Francis Beidler, Robbie Hutchinson, Doug
Ehrman, Will Alter, Seth Bolint, Tim
Coburn, Grey Jones, David Kimelman,
Spencer Mallozzi, Jonathan Matson, Jay

Pratt, Will Stengel, Chris Vanderwarker,
Will Ewing
Crew - Ben Bishop, Tom Hartenstein, Peter

Post, Alexander Stuempfig, Freddy Taylor,

Ben Willauer, Zach Cappelletti, Simon
Frost, Mallon Fitzpatrick, Andy Gibbons,
Robbie Hutchinson, Nick Rahman, Chris

Vanderwarker, Will Ewing, Doug Ehrman
Mate - Robbie Hutchinson

Tripping

Bowman - Langston Beram, Angus Cole,

Ketch Secor, Sam Shaw, Sandy Schmid, An-
drew Ferrone, Will Egan
Sternman - Bobby Bohlen, Whitney Warlow,
Chris Vila, Jeff Sullivan

Windsurfing -

Cool Ken Winner - Sam Shaw, Calder

Cruikshank, Will Stengel, Will Ewing
Swimming -

D-Snack - James Hagerty, Sam Atkins, Rob-
bie Hunt, Luca Borghese, Damien Petty,

Austin Carlson, George Wisecarver, Chris

Maclnnis, Devin Zeller, Freddy Taylor, Max
Blatt, Blake Sando, Alex Stuempfig, Tom
Hartenstein, Bobby Bohlen, Langston
Beram, Angus Cole, John Brooks, Ketch

Secor, Whit Warlow
Captain Orange - Sam Atkins

Nature

Wildword - Chris Maclnnis

FRIDAY, JULY 21

At flag we all said a prayer for S.H.,

N. H., Allagash and Long Voyage who were

all on their way to the woods to enjoy the

wonders of tripping. Being the fourth day
of camp, I reminded everyone of Kieve's

kindness rule and then sent everyone off to

enjoy a wonderful breakfast prepared by Les

and the girls. Bank duty went to our one and
only John Ledyard for his ever kind words.

Dick introduced an old Kiever, Liam
O'Brian, who had been at Kieve during the

thirty's.

After duties, we all met at Indian Cir-

cle and then headed off to enjoy a morning
of activities.

At lunch we were surprised to hear of

all the qualifications considering it was so
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early in the session.

After lunch we headed to our cabins for

rest period which all campers were told was

to be restful time, but as I went from cabin

to cabin during sign-ups, I remembered that

there is no way one can rest for too long at

Kieve, for there is always something in-

teresting happening.

The afternoon activities all went well

and at general swim campers were asked

trivia about Kieve to come in.

Dinner was great as usual, and once

again, the number of quahfications was

stupendous. The evening activity was going

to be Capture the Camper, so as OBH finish-

ed up Pasquaney Duty, the rest of us head-

ed to our cabins to put on long pants and

bug spray.

The game was great and gave those new
to Kieve a chance to explore the woods bet-

ween Pasquaney and Kistler Point and the

Harriet House.

At flag I was approached by the guys

of OBH with an apology for their lack of

participation in the game. Wow, that was

great! So the day ended on a wonderful note,

and I thought to myself that if only one

quarter of the world's population was as nice

as those at Kieve what a wonderful world it

would be.

DAVE RIDDIFORD

Qualifications

Swimming
D-Snack - Seeley Okie, Ben Etherington,

Chris Block, John Scott, Mallon Fitzpatrick,

Calder Cruikshank, Alex Hamilton, Spencer

Mallozzi, Will Alter, Will Stengel, Jay Pratt,

Will Ewing, Seth Bolint, James Maxwell

Sailing

Crew and Oarsman - Hugh Cole, Matt

Jackson, Chris Maclnnis, Eddie Sardina,

Webb Thompson, Campbell Walker, Andy
Wise

Tennis

AustraUan Open - Cooper Mallozzi, Will

Egan, Andrew Ferrone, Phil Petteruti, San-

dy Schmid, Phil Schmid, Corey Simonson,

Chris Block, Alex Butz, Ben Etherington

French Open - Will Stengel

SATURDAY, JULY 22

Hot, Hazy, Humid. That's the story this

morning. Because of the weather I decided

to concentrate activities on the water. We
had swimming, sailing, aqua sports, and

canoeing. Everyone was pleased to be in and

around the water.

Because of the heat, Les allowed an ex-

tra afternoon snack. Between first and se-

cond period all of camp gathered at Indian

Circle and enjoyed ice cream and fruit

punch. Thus loaded up on sugar, they zip-

ped to the next activity.
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The evening activity was a new one to

Kieve called Gold Hunt. Gold colored balls

were hidden throughout camp, and the

campers were charged with finding and keep-

ing them. If, however, a counselor sees them

and hits them with a tennis ball, they must

relinquish their "gold" and start over. Every

cabin also gets two passes which allows them

to only be captured by Jill and Tobi, who
were "Wonder Women". They had the

power to capture everyone, plus use their

truth belt to discover hiding places. It was

lots of fun. All had a good time, camper's

and counselors ahke. In the end OBH won
with 72 pieces of gold.

After the lowering of the flag and a mo-
ment of silent reflection, we turned in, thus

ending yet another day at the emerald shrine.

FRANK BARBIERI

Qualifications

Riflery

Pinwheel - Clark WooUey
Pro Marksman - Phil Schmid, Laurent Bus-

quet, Matt Pizzi

Archery

Short Bow - Jamie Riepe, Anthony Pollner,

Quint Friesell, Stewart Macon, Brian Gott-

schalk, Ted Okie

Flying Feather - Peter Wood, Rummy
Lynch, Anthony Pollner, Quint Friesell,

Stewart Macon, Francis Biedler, Brian

Gottschalk

Robin Hood - Brock Stensrud, Carl Jenkins,

Brad Mitchell, Doug Ehrman
Swimming

D-Snack - Peter Post, Tim Coburn, Ryan
Whitney, Phil Schmid, Clark Woolley,
Trevor Russell, Chris Desmond, Abie Lyon,
Ben Hasler

Captain Orange - Tom Hartenstein, Seeley

Okie, Seth Bolint, Freddy Taylor
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SUNDAY, JULY 23

Another beautiful hot, sunny day-a
great one for our first Sunday together at

Kieve. Since South Glenayr and South

Bunkerhill were leaving on their trips, they

had lighter duties than the rest.

The inspection this morning was a fine

one; all cabins had worked near miracles in

their clean-up, but the winner was North

Glenayr.

Charhe Harrington spoke most effec-

tively about the opportunity that each of us

has to make friends. Corrinna Farrell and

Merry Baldwin helped us understand

Charhe' s message by singing about friends

to a "standing O". The choir was in fine

voice, led by James Hagerty and Sandy
Schmid.

Les and his crew produced a dehcious

barbecue and chicken dinner shared by

visitors: Corey Simonson's Mom and friend,

Simon Frost's family, Ian and Eric Grier-

son's family, Bryan Manahan's father and

brother, Annie Richardson's family, Peter,

Lloyd and Anne Walmsley, Zach Cappellet-

ti's mom and sister and Trevor Russell's

father.

My second half O.D. day started out

with sunny skies and warm weather. I

aheady knew what the evening activity would

be, but I was not sure of what to do with the

afternoon. There was a shortage of vehicles,

so beach day was out. A normal afternoon

of activities would have to do. The kids must

not have minded because a slew of quahfica-

tions were given out.

The activity that I helped run, swimm-
ing, had the most quahfications of the day.

Brad and I together gave out 9 qualifications.

Receiving their D-Snacks, which is the first

quaUfication, were the team of Andy Wise,
Campbell Walker, Ben Willauer, Dave Max-
well, Will Egan, and Zander Vincent. The
second quahfication is Captain Orange.
James Hagerty, Chris Maclnnis and George
Wisecarver were the proud recipients of the

award named after Andy Dodge, a former
counselor.

Qualifications were received in saiHng,

adventure, tennis, and fishing. The Malloz-

zi brothers. Cooper and Spencer, received

their Mt. Quervo in adventure. The sailors

of the day were Philhp Schmid and Austin

Carlson. They received their oarsman and
crew. Clark WooUey and Will Alter receiv-

ed their crew. Gaspard de Dreuzy obtained

his oarsman. Will Ewing, Zach Cappelletti,

and Simon Frost all received their mate. Rus-

ty Stebbins was anxious to award one of his

fishing quahfications to Derrick Packer. He
received his Bass Pro.

Because of the heat, dinner was outside

on the picnic tables. Fruit pies were the

dessert after all of the trash was picked up.

I then announced that the evening activity

would be Town Ball.

Town Ball is an abridged version of
kickball. There are no outs and no limit to
the number of people allowed on base at one
time. Each player gets up to bat once. After
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the last batter has his turn, the sides switch.

The team with the most runs wins. The score

is always close, adding to the fun.

Tonight's game was no exception. My
team was down by 6 runs. There were 4

campers on the bases when I hit my first ever

"Town Ball home run!" The only people left

to bat were one camper and my brother, Jim.

The camper got on with a single, leaving it

all up to Jim. Since there are no foul balls

in Town Ball, Jim let the ball pass by him,

then he turned and hit the ball into the

woods. The ball went flying; I was ecstatic.

My ecstasy was short lived when the ball hit

a telephone pole and bounced back into the

field. Mayhem broke loose, I called the game
a tie.

My goal for the day was for the kids to

have a great deal of fun, and to realize that

it is not necessary to win all the time. When
I saw the campers' response, I knew my goal

had been accomplished. I then proceeded to

O.B.H., my cabin, and put the campers to

bed. I finished the day with some Dead tunes

and bed.

RCK / JOHN LEDYARD

MONDAY, JULY 24

I awoke this morning in my tent at

Kistler point to the red sun rising to the East.

The sky was clear and blue and it certainly

looked Hke another beautiful summer day
was ahead of us. Today Raymond McNeel
and the rest of South Glenayr would return

along with Perry Dodge and South
Bunkerhill; both had been out overnight on
their shakedown trips to Wescott Point and
Nelson's Point. It is also the day that North
Bunkerhill drove up to Camden Hills on their

two day trip.



At flag, the O.D. shared a special prayer

with the others called the Indian prayer

followed by the Our Father. Breakfast was
consumed in its usual fashion. More lengthy

and drawn out announcements were made
by council. Bank duty came as a surprise to

all when the O.D. awarded the lovely job to

himself.

Morning activities went smoothly,

followed by an enormous general swim. Just

before lunch, Dick Kennedy needed someone
to go on yet another urgent and special

mission. Guess who was chosen to drive the

broken down orange bus to Augusta...That's

right, the same fella' who cleaned the toilets.

As I drove Preserverance to O'Connor
G.M.C., Mike Cunningham took over

responsibihty of "action O.D." When I

returned, the second activity was underway.

General swim was held after that with more
Maine trivia held by the native male

counselor. Supper that evening was veal

cutlets, mashed potatoes, salad and pudding.

Announcements were made and then the

evening activity was announced. For the first

time in Kieve history a brand new game was
played. The name of it was "Fetchin

Bones", a variation of capture the flag. Two
separate games were held, one on the archery

field and one on the Harriet House field. The
boys battled each other for one very intense

hour. According to the boys, the game was
a big hit.

Flag was lowered in the last few minutes

of daylight. A prayer was said and the song

was sung. Another day, another page was
completed and written in Kieve history.

ROSS CAMERON
Qualifications

Sailing

Oarsmen and Crew - James Hagerty, David

Maxwell, Chris Desmond, George
Wisecarver, Blake Sando, Ben Hasler,

Trevor Russell, Ryan Whitney.

Crew - Able Lyon
First Mate - Austin Carlson, Phihp Schmid.

Archery

Short Bow - Robbie Hutchinson, Phil

Petteruti, Jason Hammer
Swimming

D-Snack Ben Bishop

D-Snack and Captain Orange - Webb
Thompson, Hugh Cole, Matt Jackson

Captain Orange - Peter Post, Alex Stuempfig

Ball Buster - Tom Hartenstein

Tennis

Austrahan - Jeff Sullivan, Zander Vincent

French - Chris Vila, Will Egan, Andrew
Ferrone, Sandy Schmid

TUESDAY, JULY 25

At flag this morning the OD wished

South Harris, North Harris, and North

Glenayr good luck and weather on their

respective trips, as all three of these cabins

would be heading off by lunch.

Following morning duties and a great

lunch, the afternoon brought a new form of

canoe racing. Canoeing around Swim Island

and back (but from Kistler Pt. to the

Waterfront without any paddles!). The one's

and two's of South Glenayr and South

Bunker Hill, and then of OBH and Allagash

2, squared off. The course ended up being

a lot less straight than many had anticipated,

and everyone did a great job in tough winds

and waves.

Just as the last canoes were pulling in,
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one could see serious weather looming across

the lake. Indeed fierce winds and pelting rain

gave us an interesting free time before

dinner. With the help of Les's TV and VCR,
"Princess Bride" in the Red Rug Room gave

us a nice close to an eventful day.

PERRY DODGE
Qualifications

Riflery

Pinwheel - Matt Jackson, Ben Willauer

Promarksman - Ben Willauer, Webb
Thompson

Archery

Short Bow - Justin Moore, Jerry O'Connor

WEDNESDAY, JULY 26

"Welcome Kieve campers to a bright,

sunny, new day. May every hour of today

be filled with friendships and fun. Let all

your endeavors be rewarded with the

satisfaction that only hard work brings."

Good morning again. Here we are under

the Kieve flag and the flag of our nation at

the top of the hill. "O.K. we need 24

tableboys - that's four from each cabin.

Everyone else follow John Ledyard down to

breakfast."

"Today for Bank duty we have

"North Bunkerhill I's have saihng and

then Archery. North Bunkerhill 2's have

Archery and then Saihng."

"Could everyone poHce the picnic area

for trash? Pick up five pieces of trash per

person."

"Are there any announcements ... Yes,

R.J.?"

"This afternoon we will be offering

swimming, archery, photo..."

"Let's all give Les Harris and the

kitchen staff a big Kieve cheer for all their

hard work on tonight's dinner."

This dialogue is a smattering of the

day's events. The magic of Kieve is too

difficult to describe or would be too long to

put into words. The most accurate way to

evaluate Kieve is to count smiles on faces,

to count new friendships, and to count new
goals that have yet to be achieved.

JIM LEDYARD
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Qualifications

Archery

Short Bow - Hugh Cole, Andy Wise, Webb
Thompson

Swimming
D-Snack - Josh Kallen, Alex Butz, Scott

Wise, Jeff Dunn, Doug Desmond, Corey

Simonson, Buzz Pierce, Dave Kimelman,

Chris Vanderwarker

Capt. Orange - Grey Jones, Tim Coburn
Tennis

Australian Open - Tim Wilkerson, Pat

Robertson
Riflery

Pro Marksman - Ben Etherington, Scott

Wise

THURSDAY, JULY 27

Our lovable OD had grown tired of

John Ledyard constantly receiving bank
duty, so he decided to run a game of musical

chairs with the twelve counselors who had
given poor John a hard time over the past

few weeks. We all gathered around the picnic

tables and played until Dave Sawyer was the

only one left standing. Yet, as bank duty is

usually performed by two people, it seemed
only poetic justice to also assign John himself

to keep Dave company.

The morning progressed smoothly.

Everyone did their assigned morning duties

and enjoyed two activities before lunch. Old
Bunkerhill got packed up to leave on their

trip, and we wished then a good voyage and
a fond farewell. After lunch we signed up for

our favorite activities with riflery and archery

being, of course, the most popular.

After a full afternoon of activities and

a swim, we had a wonderfully filling meal

in Pasquaney. The evening activity was a

Talent Auction where each of the cabins bid

on props they could use in their

performance. Tension was high as the

winning cabin would receive hot fudge

sundaes. AH Chmo and our special guest,

Jim Schwarz, judged the competition.

We all had a lot of fun, but when it

came time to announce a winner, Ali and Jim

simply could not make up their mind, so we
gave everyone sundaes in the moonUght.

RAYMOND McNEEL
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FRIDAY, JULY 28

I was just learning the cabin when
Charlie Richardson came down the hill with

a puzzled look on his face.

*'What did you oversleep, Ridd?"

"No," I replied, wondering why he had

thought I had overslept, for the bell had not

been rung yet.

Then Charlie said, "Ridd, you're the

O.D.".
Well, that explained everything, and so

another day at Kieve had begun.

Josh Kallen and Matt Pizzi were eager

to do flag duty, as we started off this

somewhat foggy day. After flag, we headed

to Pasquaney to enjoy a wonderful breakfast

of blueberry pancakes. Elaine and Clay were

awarded Bank Duty for helping me choose

who they thought deserved it, no they hadn't

chosen themselves.

The rain and fog put a slight damper on

morning activities, but everyone was glad to

get a break from general swim. Lunch was

great and we were all surprised by Rusty's

marriage proposal to Elaine, but we never

heard her answer.

The afternoon activities were partially

rained out, but the Tye-dyers were still going

strong, and others played games in the BMT
and Innisfree.

By dinner the skies had partially cleared

which was a blessing considering the Evening

Activity, Ultimate Frisbee. The game was a

lot of fun and ended just in time as the clouds

rolled back over Kieve.

Well, it had been an interesting day. The
day had showed me that no matter how
things start off they will always end in a great

way here at Kieve.

DAVE RIDDIFORD
Qualifications

Riflery

Pinwheel

Archery

Short Bow - Bobby Bohlen, Ben Willauer,

Will Egan, Tom Hartenstein, Zander
Vincent, Andrew Ferrone, Sandy Schmid

Windsurfing

Cool Ken Winner - Chris Block

Tennis

Australian Open - Alex Stuempfig, Ben
Bishop, Webb Thompson, John Brooks,

Hugh Cole, Robbie Hutchinson, Wes Flower

French Open -Ian Grierson, and Jay Grandin
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SATURDAY, JULY 29

The day started as any other, but when
it ended everyone would agree that this day

had been anything but ordinary. Bank duty

was awarded to Rusty Stebbins and Ah
Chmo for confusing the terms bathing suit

and birthday suit. Morning activities gave

our campers yet another opportunity to try

something they hadn't considered before,

and lunch was brought out at 12:30 on the

dot. That's when things started to get a little

strange.

After wishing Josh Kallen a Happy
Birthday, our OD (often being accused of

being related to Weird Al Yankovic)

announced that today would have a theme
- TROPICAL ISLAND NIGHT. And to get

things headed in the right direction, we
embarked on a field trip for all present a

beach day! We shuttled to Pernaquid Point

beach where Perry Dodge led yet another

game of "Pickles", Ah Climo judged a

sandcastle building contest, and frisbees flew

and balls were thrown and people got wet

(some involuntarily). Indeed, a grand time

was had by all.

Meanwhile, back at camp, Raymond
and Eric Redeker were covertly busy, setting

up torches and decorating Pasquaney for our

Luau. When the campers returned, a quick

dip in the lake to wash off the salt water was
followed by the hearing of exotic instruments

playing tropical rhythms. Most suspected

something was up, so everyone scampered

up to the picnic benches to see fifteen lit

torches, giant paper pineapples, beautiful

maidens in grass skirts, and a plump pig

slowly roasting in the firepit. Everyone got

in line to receive their leis and continued on
toward the buffet. Along with the pork, we

enjoyed sweet potatoes, fruits and nuts, and
a special tropical punch with the little

umbrellas in each glass. A party was very

much in progress.

Meanwhile, something else was afoot.

While the merriment continued at the picnic

tables, Lindsey Radchffe and Clay Mitchell

slinked and scurried all around the camp
hiding tiny pieces of red and blue paper (30

in all) in out-of-the-way nook and crannies

all over the property.

Back at the luau, Raymond suddenly

chmbed onto a picnic table and announced
the evening activity - the infamous
ULTIMATE TREASURE HUNT! The rules

were as follows: each cabin divided into

"pirates" and "buckaneers". Each half was

responsible for running a circuit of 15 clues,
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collecting
*

'secret letters" along the way, in

hopes of discovering the secret location of

one half of a treasure map. When both

cabins pieced the map together, both halves

combined revealed the location of the X-the

small wooden shed at the entrance of the

Harriet House field. There the amazing men
of North Bunker Hill found Raymond, who

said he would reveal the final clue to only

one person in the cabin, who would be

responsible for finding the treasure all by

himself. After careful deliberation, the

campers chose Spencer Mallozzi to

undertake the task. Luckily, Spencer

triumphed for his teammates and uncovered

the treasure - a golden ammo box filled with

fifty homemade toll house cookies along

with other surprises.

Though it was ten o'clock when we
finally lowered the flag, no one seemed the

least tired, and we all returned to our cabins

to talk long into the night about the fun we
had.

RAYMOND McNEEL
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SUNDAY, JULY 30

Another great Sunday with picture

perfect weather and a host of guests to share

our half way point of the second session. The
following had visitors: Peter Post, Josh

Kallen, Todd and Seth Bolint, Alex

Hamilton, Alex Stuempfig, Ben Hasler,

Jonathan Matson, Tim Coburn, Nick

Rahman, Corey Simonson, Jared Dunn, Jay

Pratt, the Cunninghams, the Richardsons,

and the Harringtons.

Holli ran the choir so that they sounded

a lot like the Mormon Tabernacle - Will

Stengel and Matt Jackson won Nancy's

cakes, and Scott Maxwell and Peter Post

read very well from the New Testament.

Lindsay's talk about what it means to give

generously of yourself to others made a

lasting impression on many of us - the

message was a very accurate description of

Lindsay's contributions to Kieve.

Everybody made a notable effort for

inspection; all cabins were in good shape, but

North Glenayr was the best.

We were blessed with another beautiful

afternoon of sun and refreshing breezes. The
many parents who were here visiting soon

said their good-byes, and the mad rush to
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sign up for afternoon activities began. The
zip wire was offered to all those adventurous

enough to try, and in true Kieve spirit it was

the first activity to be filled. This was

followed closely by riflery and tennis. John

McAndrews gave out a new tennis

Qualification to a handful of North
Glenayrians. Ryan Whitney retrieved 40

tennis balls from the woods that surrounds

the courts. Phil Schmid found 13, and

Derrick Packer and Laurent Busquet each

brought ten. All four were awarded their

Kieve Ball Boys!

General swim was a welcome relief after

working hard in activities. Rusty Stebbins

demonstrated the correct way to perform a

Butt-Dive, and fierce competition ensued

among the rafts to be the first to come in.

All divers were in fine form, and the decision

about the winner was difficult until Mike
Cunningham, who happened to be passing

by with a visiting couple, convinced us that

raft number four should come in first.

The dinner bell rang, and we had our

fill of hot dogs and potato chips. We ended

the day with an all new evening activity. Two
huge games of kick-the -can commenced at

the Harriet House fields. South Glenayr and

South Bunkerhill and North Bunkerhill

teamed up against the Old Bunkerhill twos.

The archery field game ran smoothly after

the initial confusion at the start. The Harriet

House field game transformed itself into a

rousing game of Dodge Ball! Everyone had
fun and played hard.

Up to flag and off to bed! It was a great

day! Thanks, guys!

RCK/LINDSEY RADCLIFFE
Qualifications

Tennis

US Open - Ryan Whitney
French Open - Laurent Busquet, Webb
Thompson, Hugh Cole

Riflery

Pro-Marksman - Ben Bishop

Archery

Short Bow - Matt Pizzi, Calder Cruikshank,

Jay Pratt



MONDAY, JULY 31

"Dear Lord, often we take for granted

how lucky we are, Let us remember to be

grateful for what we receive. Help us

remember to say thank you where thanks are

due. Amen."
This short prayer started off a day in

which everyone will say thank you to

someone. I was pleased at the campers

response during breakfast. A roaring Kieve

cheer echoed throughout Pasquaney for Les

Harris and the kitchen staff. This high level

of energy set a standard that would be met
and surpassed during the rest of the day.

Qualifications abounded today. Tennis,

swimming, and adventure were the most

popular activities today. Coming in a close

second were archery, sailing and riflery.

The Great Kieve Road Race was
scheduled for the evening activity. This

traditional relay event stretches the length of

West Neck Road. The boys found the

competition exciting as the last two runners

sprinted neck and neck. The catch to this

race is that the winner is not determined by

the individual crossing the finish Hne first.

The winner is the person who tries to the best

of his abihty. Everyone won! I love happy
endings to happy days. Thank you to

everyone for making everyone's day a happy
one.

JIM LEDYARD
Qualifications

Tennis

Austrahan Open - Ben Willauer, Buzz

Pierce, Eddie Sardina, Tim Coburn
French Open - Matt Jackson

US Open - Hugh Cole, Matt Jackson, Webb
Thompson, James Maxwell

Sailing

Crew - Wes Flower, Scott Maxwell, Chris

O'Donnell, CoHn Robins, Derek Vale

First Mate - Justin Moore
Skipper - Will Ewing

Riflery

Sharpshooter - Alex Stuempfig

Swimming
Captain Orange - Spencer Mallozzi, Will

Ewing, Will Alter, Will Stengel, Seth Bolint,

Jacob Pratt, Calder Cruikshank, Chris

Block, Ben Etherington, Alex Hamilton,

Mallon Fitzpatrick

Buster - Seeley Okie

TUESDAY, AUGUST 1

What makes Kieve so much fun? The

trips, the activities, and the challenges,

indeed make Kieve great. But to me, the fact

that one hears hearty laughter (of campers,

counselors, and directors, of everyone

involved with this place) so often, is

particularly marvelous. The OD was tired

this morning, but one thing that would pick

him up is laughter. Today would be "Make

Me Laugh!" day.

After flag, breakfast, and morning

announcements, the OD made clear how

seriously he took matters of cabin sanitation

and person hygiene. Indeed, there must be

some way to determine exactly who was

taking these matters a bit too Hghtly.

Instantly, Bobby Vance, former host of

"Make Me Laugh!" appeared, and he had

a sure-fire way to tell who would be laughing

all the way to the "bank". Lindsey put on

a stern face, and Ray seemed very casual,

almost too nonchalant as the seconds ticked

away. One final look at Lindsey, and a little

bit of milk secured her duty for the morning.

AU sure knows how to laugh, but Ralph

Sando had a tough time at first breaking her

cold frown. Suddenly, a serenade of

"You've Lost that Loving Feehng" burst all

of Pasquaney, including Lindsey, into

laughter. Bank. CharUe R. would be one

tough customer, and when he took off his

shirt up on that chair, we all knew we were

facing a man in charge. It would take an

infinitely talented and most merciless

comedian to break down this fortress of

mascuhne bulk. Enter Scott Maxwell. We all

wanted to know how Scott had lost his

canteen, and apparently Charlie did, too, for

a wide grin gave him something to do until
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Indian Circle. Bank. Finally, Mike
Cunningham ascended the throne, and Brad

W. would have to bring him down. After 10

seconds we were all in stitches, but only Mike

maintained bodily control and poise. It's

more than appropriate that our director

should regard toilet cleanliness in such a way.

After morning activities, an exciting

dive contest determined which raft would

come in first. Lunch, the regular afternoon

activities (including lacrosse, thanks to Brad

W. and Chris Marks) brought us to the

second General Swim, in which portrayal of

comic movie scene was the contest. Will

James's CharUe ChapHn won, but the Ten
Commandments scene from "History of the

World, Part I" and two dinner scenes from
"Dirty Rotten Scoundrels" were also funny.

Finally, after dinner. Bobby Vance and

"Make Me Laugh" hit Kieve with full force.

Cabin row was buzzing with campers

preparing to "break their counselors up"
and force duties upon them. After we had

all gathered in Innisfree, the show began.

Chris Marks and Brad W. had everyone

going with their strip tease for Ali, and the

sun tan lotion and near bursting Speedos

held all spectators in awe. More memorable
moments later were: Ray McNeel's tears as

he tried to maintain himself in front of his

comedians of South Glenayr; Corrinna's

stone face denying Ralph Sando's and
Charlie Loxton's "Dice" like limericks; Will

James and Andy D'Elia, and later Pothole,

in front of Laurie; Jesse's casual but effective

anecdotes of his relationship with Holli; and
John McAndrews', Jim Ledyard's, and Eric

"Tex" Redeker's frantic but futile attempts

to provoke a chuckle from Lindsey.

All cabin acts were excellent, as

evidenced by Bobby V's own non-stop

laughter throughout the show. A splendid

moment to end the evening was Charlie

Harrington's effective wooing and face-

making in front of his wife. Wendy.
At flag that evening, the OD was

thankful for laughter, and all went to bed

that night with a very satisfying kind of

exhaustion - a stomach tired from laughing!

Thanks to everyone - kids, counselors,

and especially the girls in the Ritz for making
the night so much fun.

Qualifications
^^RRY DODGE

Art

Primary - Todd Bohnt, Wes Flower, Ian

Glessner, Scott Maxwell, Justin Moore, Jerry

O'Connor, Chris O'Connor, Chris

O'Donnell, Nick Rahman, Pat Robertson,

Colin Robins, Harry Stuart, Derek Vale, Jim

Wilkerson, Scott Wise
Secondary - Todd Bolint, Ian Glessner, Nick

Rahman, Pat Robertson, Jim Wilkerson,

Alex Butz, Doug Desmond
Terciary - Jared Dunn, Corey Simonson

Adventure

Mt. Reiner - Cooper Mallozzi

Mt. Oz - Cooper Mallozzi, Phil Petteruti,

Peter Sheridan, Jan Grandin, Robbie
Hutchinson
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Mt. Cuervo - Phil Petteruti, Eric Grierson,

Jay Grandin, Robbie Hutchinson, Jason

Hammer
Photo

Snapshot - Damien Petty, Robbie Hunt,

James Hagerty, George Wisecarver, Blake

Sando, Devin Zeller, Max Blatt, Ben
Wissinger

Darkroom - Luca Borghese

Sailing

Mate - Will Alter, Jay Pratt

Crew - Seth Bolint, Spencer Mallozzi, James

Maxwell, Will Stengel

Oarsman - James Maxwell

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Chris Vila, Jake Harrington

Pinwheel - Chris Marks
Tennis

French Open - Buzz Pierce, Spencer Mallozzi

U.S. Open - Will Stengel

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 2

There's nothing like the sound of a
cheaply made alarm clock waking you up in

the morning. "Well, I guess I'll hit just one
snooze button." Three snoozes later, I

approached a lively Pasquaney already
thinking of the day to come. It seemed to be
a regular day at Kieve. A beautiful sky was
starting to break, the sound of the Glenyrs
waking up their counselors before the chimes
went off, and a calm Lake Damariscotta,
waiting and anticipating for the winds to pick
up later and disturb the unwrinkled sheet on
the surface of the lake. Even with the regular

signs of Kieve staring at me in the face, I felt

''something was up." Then Mike
Cunningham told me, "The Lincoln County
Theatre Group is coming to perform tonight

so you won't have to plan an evening

activity." It didn't really hit me, I thought

oh well that's nice. But then at general swim
in the morning it hit me. Almost forty girls

ages eight through fourteen were coming to

Kieve. It was an interesting idea, having girls

at an all boys camp. The flag went up, no
problem. A lively breakfast entertained us,

along with some amusingly long counsel

announcements and lots O' BOOM, BOOM,
CHICKS on the tables avowing the

humorous announcements and insuring that

almost everyone, kids and counselors, at

Kieve really is crazy. Bank Duty went to

couple at Kieve who opted to keep a low

profile; Will James, and Elaine Kristo. At
General swim we had a tribute to Jack

Nickelson. The skits ranged from scenes in

Batman to One Flew Over The Cuckoo's

Nest to Easy Rider. Sam Shaw, an avid fan

of Jack, helped out by listing possible movies

people could use and also did the best

performance; thus his raft came in first.

Lunch and afternoon activities went

according to plan, as did dinner. Our evening

(General swim was shared with the girls from

Lincoln County Theatre Group) meal was
similar to our morning meal full of peculiar

and humorous announcements.

Then, it was evening activity. The play
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the group performed was "Velveteen

Rabbit." The "bunnies" did a great job and

camp really enjoyed it. I think the boys

enjoyed the performance by the Nanny in the

play. The boys went down to their cabins

with thoughts of having as attractive a

Nanny as the one who had just performed.

As the "bunnies" left, the Lake calmed, the

boys calmed (except North Harris wresthng

in the archery field), and the loons could

better be heard.

BRAD WOLOSON

THURSDAY, AUGUST 3

August third dawned like any other day.

That is, the sun came up. It was pretty hard

to see it though because the fog was a little

thick. "Should we postpone wake up until

eight?" I wondered as I heard a soft rain on
the roof."Nah!" was my response as I

jumped into the chilly cabin air.

At eight we ran the flag up, grabbed

table boys from all cabins except Allagash

I, and trooped down to a breakfast of bacon

and waffles. As we ate, the fog burned off

and the blue sky revealed itself. Duties were

handed out until we came to Bank Duty.

Bank Duty went to a man who hadn't gotten

the Duty and I gave it to Sam Potter - that

is, myself.

As morning activities progressed. South

Glenayr left for their trip to foggy Loud's

Island. The South Harris ones departed for

the sloop, but found that it was too foggy

for any sailing so they came back. All other

activities went well however as the

temperature climbed.

During general swim, the action O.D.
(me) took a raft and let Brad call the shots.

The rafts had a Chinese raft drill and then

the O.D.'s raft came in first according to an
old obscure rule of the camp.

Lunch was vegetarian quiche and beef

ravioli. Then it was off to rest period where

sign-ups for afternoon activities commenced.
Rather popular was Ah's photo trip to

Pemaquid Point. During afternoon activities

the temperature lowered a bit and during

second general swim there was a definite

breeze. The O.D.'s raft came in first again.

Thanks Brad. Dinner was great baked

chicken with mashed potatoes. Then it was

time for the great announcement. Just what
is evening activity? Chainsaw tag? Tactical

nuclear war? Applied time travel theories?

No, it's capture the counselor. All were

psyched.

The game was good. Some council were

found by everyone. Some weren't found at

all. Only five campers figured out that the

O.D. who was sitting openly in the office

reading was also playing. The cabin with the

most points was North Harris with 120.

Remember, the fun is more in playing than

winning.

As we lowered flag in the newly foggy

dusk we wished South Bunkerhill luck on
Mt. Washington and North Bunkerhill luck

on the St. Croix since both trips left the next

day. And with that the day ended like any

other. That is, the sun went down and we
went to bed.

SAM "POTHOLE" POTTER
Qualifications

Photo
Snapshot - Doug Desmond, Chris

Vanderwarker, Tim Coburn, Corey
Simonson, Jared Dunn
Darkroom - John Matson, Alex Riahi, Grey

Jones, David Kimelman, Corey Simonson,

Jared Dunn
Swimming

Captain Orange - Will Ewing, Zander

Vincent, David Maxwell, John Brooks
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Archery

Short Bow - Jon Scott, Seeley Okie, Chris

Vila, Peter Wood, Brad Mitchell, Doug
Ehrman, Edouard deDreuzy, Carl Jenkins,

Rummy Lynch, Brock Stensrud, Francis

Beidler, Laurent Busquet

Flying Feather - Will Ewing
Printing

Printer's Devil - Sandy Schmid, Andrew
Ferrone, Max Blatt, Will Stengel

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Spencer Mallozzi, Sam
Shaw, Will Ewing, Chris Block

Tennis

Austrahan Open - Rummy Lynch, Carl

Jenkins, Brad Mitchell, Anthony Pollner,

Jamie Riepe, Brock Stensrud, Peter Wood
French Open - Blake Sando

SATURDAY, AUGUST 5

The morning was a grey one, and it

shown on the children's faces Hke the

reflection from an early and still morning on
Lake Damariscotta. Happy campers there

seemed not to be. The sullen moment lasts

long not as the exuberant cheer of Kieve

erupted from the gutteral trenches deep

inside each and everyone of us. Soon there

was glee and much rejoicing, as a voice of

Kieve's past once spoke. We ate pig and
drank juice from the King's own cup. There

was not a moment of woe in our hearts as

the hearty meal replenished us as it broke our

fast from the previous evening. We had good
times and not bad ones.

The wretched head of bank duty was
not to be so kind to all. At mere mention of

this feared exercise, panic sets in and many
o'heart beats irregular. "We Hke this part of

the day not," call the peasants. "Too much
dread causes our tummies pain," they

continue. The evil O.D. cared not of these

lowly persons as he recited verse similar to

that of King James Buffett.

"Saturday here at camp Kieve, not

much going on. The parties are all over, they

ended just last night. The stories bear

repeating, for everyone's delight. You can

hear 'em on the coconut telegraph. Can't
keep nothin' under their hat. You can hear

'em on the coconut telegraph saying who did

dis and dat. Dis and dat, dis and dat.

Now I'm not one to deal in gossip, but

was he that big a fool to mess with the

daughter of that big a director. Man, he must
a lost his cool. Now what became of Tobi
and the Kid nobody knew? He's just back
from the long voyage trying to make up for

lost time. That long ride back on the Kieve

bus you know I'm talking about Tobi and
Gus. Cause you can hear it on the Coconut
telegraph. Just who comes and goes."

Cleansing of camp followed the

rejoicing sounds of reUef as sorrow befealt

Gus and Tobi. Festivities held attentions in

the morning hours and soon there was to be

more merriment in gorging ourselves. In the

afternoon hours there were more activities

on the grounds, followed by a swim across

the moat and back. We toasted the gods and
offered a lamb in sacrifice before partaking

in a gala called Over Land, Over Water.
Each village group formed relay teams. An
individual begins at the Great Gate of Kieve

and runs until his legs can hold him no more
and his lungs burn deep pain. Fire froths

from his mouth before he can hand the baton

to the next partner at the basketball nets.

Following five successful freethrows a quick

jaunt is made to the tire swing for a hand
off. Following this, a person must get to

Pasquaney to chew crackers and whistle. He
then passes the torch to friendly folks who
canoe around a viking ship before passing

to the next set where more friends bounce
a ball over a net with undersized dragon nets.

Bows and arrows precede the volly of gun
shot. A dizzy round about on sword buts

goes unnoticed not to the next who passes

on to a chewer of animal intestines. Tossing

shoes near a post ensues this activity which
then goes on to the final frontier of fiUing

a barrel with but a thimble. Cheating occurs

and much water is tossed about. Folks are

joyous and happy, too, as a full night of rest

follows.

CHRIS DOUGHERTY
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Qualifications

Sailing

Oarsman - Matt Pizzi, John Brooks

Crew - John Brooks
Archery

Short Bow - Langston Beram, Chris

O'Donnell, Jack Michaud
Flying Feather - Laurent Busquet, Jack

Michaud
Riflery

Pro Marksman - Will Eagan
Printing

Printer's Devil - Ted Okie

Photography
Snapshot - Bobby Bolen, Sam Shaw,
Langston Beram, Andrew Ferrone, Sandy
Schmid, Chris Vila

Portrait - Will Egan
Darkroom - Andrew Ferrone

Tennis

U.S. Open - Phil Schmid, Trevor Russell,

Brad Mitchell, Carl Jenkins, Anthony
Pollner

French - Carl Jenkins, Anthony Pollner,

Jamie Riepe

Australian - Bobby Bohlen

SUNDAY, AUGUST 6

The nicest part of the day was 6:00 a.m.;

after that fog, haze, and humidity ruled the

day.

Old camper Hap Carr and his family

and friends joined us for a famous Les-

cooked pancake breakfast. Duties were done

with dispatch, and the inspection was the best

of the year, won by South Harris.

Chapel was outside in spite of

threatening weather. Sam Shaw, Ketch

Secor, and John Brooks sang as a wonderful

trio; Chris Desmond and Chris O'Donnell

read their biblical passages very well; Jamie

Riepe and Phil Schmidt led the choir; and
Brad Woloson spoke very effectively about

involvement and commitment at Kieve.

We had a wonderful chicken barbecue

lunch and shared the fun with a number of

visitors. We were joined by the famihes of:

Max Blatt, Trevor Russell, Ian Grierson,

Austin Carlson, and Nick Rahman.
After working at Kieve for three years,

the day had finally arrived for my first OD
day. Needless to say, I was scared and
nervous to be in control of everyone's fun

for the day. Although all my fears were

alleviated when I stepped on the porch of

Pasquaney only to find smihng and friendly

faces. After all the announcements were

finished, everyone went back to their cabin

to catch a few Z's. The bell was rung at 2: 15

as a warning call for the fun that everyone

would soon be having.
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After we all enjoyed ourselves to the

point of sheer happiness, the activities ended

and we moved on to general swim. The swim
was quick and painless.

When dinner time rolled around
everyone felt refreshed and ready to chow.

Thankfully the meal was delicious and well

worth the wait. The food was being eaten

quickly because high energy levels were

needed for tonight's evening activity. As our

stomachs were growing, so was our
anticipation for the ever popular World Cup
Soccer Game.

After we finished playing a rough and
tough game, everyone headed up to flag for

the final formahty of our wonderful day.

. RCK/TOBI HARRINGTON
Qualifications

Tennis

U.S. Open - Sam Atkins, Max Blatt

French Open - Stuart Macon
AustraHan Open - Justin Moore

Photography
Darkroom - Peter Wood, Brock Stenstrud,

Stuart Macon, Ben Wissinger, Sandy Schmid

Portrait - Ketch Secor, James Hagerty

Sailing

Skipper - Phil Schmid, Francis Beldler

Oarsman and Crew - Whit Warlow
First Mate - Bobby Bohlen

Archery

Flying Feather - Matt Pizzi, Ian Grierson

Short Bow - Pat Robertson, Evan Hunt,

Peter Bagnall, Wes Flower, Avery Cook

MONDAY, AUGUST 7

7:00 a.m. The alarm shriUing in my ear,

"My God!" I thought. "I've got to make
my connection and got to Tangier in three

minutes! Then I've got to meet the agent-in-

place and bring that missing scientist across

the border and .." Whoops, wrong report.

All KGB agents reading this, please ignore

that.

Monday started with a heavy fog and

a silent chill in the air. I started thinking up

evening activities as I wandered up the hill

to prepare for flag. After breakfast, bank

duty was given out according to the allegory

that relationships are Hke cars. Sometimes

they ride smooth; sometimes they blow a tire.

And so, since they had been keeping clean

lately, I gave it to Jesse and Holly.
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As duties ended and morning activities

began, the clouds burned off and the day

turned warm. A good sing indeed. At general

swim everyone frolicked in the water for

once, as the counsel basked in the sunlight.

To come in, the rafts had to perform a water

ballet or synchronized swimming exhibition.

The OD's raft didn't win, and he started

wondering if he should have given bank duty

to someone else.

At lunch it was announced that it was

skit night with a slight variation. But that can

wait for the moment. As afternoon activities

moved into full swing, dark clouds moved
in as well. Towards the end of second period,

periodic thunder could be heard. Some
brainstorming was done, and general swim
was cancelled. Instead we all went over to

the Grey Barn for a play rehearsal, sing-

along with Nancy. It went well, even the

counsel solo.

By dinner the sky looked grim, but skit

night is an indoor activity, so I wasn't

worried. After dinner I gave the cabins time

to work on their skits as Ray and I set up
everything.

Then it was time. It was time for Tribute

to Mike Cunningham Night! He looked

happy as he sat in his throne with tie dye cape

and Burger King crown. All tributes were

very nice. After the short (too short!) skits,

we all went for a short jog and then a swim.

Then it was up to flag for a quick prayer and

song as the mosquitoes ate us and chased us

back to our cabins.

Now, if I could only find some way to

get out to Tangiers without the KGB
recognizing me...

SAM "POTHOLE" POTTER
Qualifications

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Blake Sando, Billy Schafer,

Austin Carlson, Ben Wissinger

Sharp Shooter -Damier Petty, John Wayne
(?), Devin Zeller

Printing

Printer's Devil - John Brooks, Ben Franklin

(?), Devin Zeller

Compositor - Luke Borghese

Archery
Short Bow - Able Lyons, Trevor Russell,

Bard of Laketown (?), Philip Schmid, Chris

Desmond, Derrick Packer, Alex Riahi

Flying Feather - Ryan Whitney, Derrick

Packer

Sailing

Oarsman and Crew - Ketch Secor, Will
Egan, Mickey Mouse (?), Andrew Ferrone,
Sandy Schmid, Jeff Sulhvan, Chris Vila,

Zander Vincent, Langston Beram
Mate - Sandy Schmid, Lord Nelson (?)

Tennis
Australian Open - Whit Warlow, Crocodile
Dundee (?) Angus Cole
French Open - Zander Vincent, and Bond,
James Bond (?)

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8

The flag sailed up the pole and the line

was tied down tightly. Charlie Loxton and
Clay Mitchell led the campers down to

Pasquaney for breakfast, however their path

was far from direct. They might have even

taken a dip in the lake before breakfast as

far as I knew. The counselor's energy spread

to the rest of the people in camp, including

the rest of the staff. Jill Pedrick had her table

performing some interesting chants and
cheers, during breakfast.

We survived a wild breakfast and
morning duties. Charhe and Clay received

Bank Duty for their interesting and
unprecedented display of energy along with

some "other things". The air was somewhat
cool accompanied by some wind, restricting

our morning general swim to only swimming
around the rafts. The sun came out for lunch

and afternoon activities, lengthening our

afternoon general swim. To bring the

campers in from the rafts at swim, we tested

their minds and memories asking trivia

questions about the counselors on their rafts.

We were able to eat dinner outside because

of the change in weather, having a great

picnic style meal.

Evening activity, rather evening
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activities, were announced after dinner.

Being the week before parents weekend, we
were compelled to work on the camp's

production, the Kieve play. However, we did

an especially good job learning the songs,

allowing us to have a second activity. We all

went down to Harriet House field to play a

big game of FIREBALL. It turned out to be

a wild game allowing both campers and

counselors to run around and scream for

(Devin Zeller, David Maxwell, and Alex

Riahi seemed to allude the fireballs best)

almost an entire hour. At the end of our

game, the counselors with the help of Charlie

Richardson, threw fireball candies to all of

the campers. By the time we walked up to

flag most of the campers needed some water

to cool down their mouths.

Dust came over us and cooled the earth

as the drinking fountain cooled our mouths.

Carl Jenkins and Chris O'Donnell helped

take down the flag and all returned to their

cabins.

BRAD WOLOSON

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9

After being absent from Camp for most

of the summer, I was somewhat nervous

about the day. As it turned out, I had no
worries. It was a simply beautiful early

August morning. I was awakened by Zach
Bensley, who was off to pick up the boys of

North Bunkerhill, and Steve Kaback, who
was up early to finish all of his many writing

assignments.

Flag was pleasantly interrupted by the

AUagash boys returning some eight hours

early from their trip. Apparently they had
driven all night, spending the early morning
hours at Old Bunker Hill Church. Camp was
pleasantly surprised to see Ross, Brian, Mike
and the gang. The day had started with a

bang.

Morning activities rolled on smoothly.

Although with five cabins in camp, general

swim was a bit hectic. Rugby trivia became
the deciding factor for which raft would be

relieved of the swimming duties.

By dinner all of the cabins had returned.

The camp had returned to its normal
somewhat chaotic state. And to add to the

chaos, the evening activity would be the egg

drop. Each half cabin received 20 straws and
24 inches of masking tape. With these

supplies, the kids were meant to develop a

transport vehicle able to keep the egg intact

following an eight foot descent. After much
ballyhooing and down right ratty

shenanigans by Steve Kaback and R. J.

Caldwell, the winning cabin was North
Harris. Both of their transports were

successful in a drop from the rafters in

Innisfree. It was a great day, thank you.

JARED SCHOTT

Qualifications

Tennis

AustraUan - Jerry O'Conner
French - Harrison Stuart

Archery

Short Bow - Freddy Taylor, Alex Stuempfig,
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Ben Bishop, Chris Maclnnis, Campbell

Walker, Eddie Sardina

Flying Feather - Ben Willauer, Tom
Hartenstein, Ben Bishop, Webb Thompson

Pottery

Apprentice - Jamie Laurent-Joye, Derek

Vale, Alex Riahi

Swimming
Captain Orange - Robbie Hunt, Scott

Maxwell, Bobby Bohlen, Todd BoUnt

Sailing

Oarsman - Carl Jenkins, Stuart Macon,
Anthony Pollner

Oarsman and Crew - Devon Zeller, Ben
Wissinger, Max Blatt, Ian Grierson, Ted
Okie, Sam Atkins

Mate - Sam Atkins

Adventure

Mt. Cuervo - Doug Ehrman, Brock
Stensrud, Brian Gottschalk, Peter Wood,
Rummy Lynch, Trevor Russell

Mt. Oz - Doug Ehrman

QUALIFICATION THURSDAY,
AUGUST 10

So much to do with so little time left in

Camp Kieve 2nd session 1989. It is hard to

believe it is already qualification Thursday!

With bright skies, energized counselors, and
enthusiastic campers, everything was in

motion for a great day. It went a little bit

like this. First a prayer of thanks for the safe

return of all the trips that returned from the

outskirts of Maine; places like the Allagash

Waterway and the St. Croix River...At
breakfast we were treated to French toast

and bacon then we got a great rendition of

the Bank Duty Blues by Steve Kaback and
the Kitchenettes (alias Corrinna and Merry).

For morning duties the younger cabins began

to weed their way through their clothes to

separate the clean from the grimy. The older

cabins spruced up camp and the men from
the long voyage did a stellar job washing the

orange buses. By the time the duties were

completed it was time to amass as many
quahfications as possible. Also going on at

this time was the tennis tournament (great

action by future superstars such as Pat

Robertson and Nick Rahman) and practice

for the play. Nancy informed me there will

be no dilly dallying and the play will come
together just beautifully. Ketch Secor, John
Brooks, and Sam Shaw, the stars of the play

put in extra time rehearsing. By 1 1 :30 all the

campers were in desperate need for a swim.

We all swam around for three quarters of an

hour and worked up an appetite for for a pot

luck hmch. During rest period the campers

from North Glenayr along with Rid, Rusty,

and Clay fine tuned their skit for the play

while the rest of the campers had a rest. All

that is except for long voyage who went to

sleep out on the Snow-goose and four lucky

campers who went on an overnight solo

excursion. Coopers, Simon, Peter and Brock

set out from Camp bhndfolded to a spot on
the lake. Their job was to orient themselves

with a topo map, paddle back to camp and
cook and sleep alone in the woods for the

night. The two counselors overseeing this

were Frank Barbieri and Brian Manahan.
The afternoon was filled with campers

scurrying from activity to activity trying to

break first sessions record for qualification.

The tally is not yet in but it looks good for

this group of campers. By 4:30 everyone was

ready to froHc in the water for an hour and
then move on to dinner; chicken McNuggets
and baked potatoes. Some free time after

dinner then we performed the play from
beginning to end; the whole kit and
caboodle. Below are the quahfications. The
number for the day was 201! Goodnight.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON
Qualifications

Adventure

Mt. Cuervo - Andy Gibbons, Devin Zeller,

Zach Cappelletti, Will Alter, Chris

Vanderwarker, Patrick Robertson, Ted

Okie, Sam Atkins, Derrick Packer, Ben

Bishop, Peter Post, Tom Hartenstein, Jerry

O'Connor, Philip Schmid, Blake Sando, Ben

Wissinger, Jamie Riepe, Max Blatt, Jason

Hammer, Eddie Sardina
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Mt. Oz - Peter Post, Eddie Sardina, Pat
Robertson, Will Alter, Rummy Lynch, Zach
Cappelletti, Jerry O'Connor, Ben Bishop,

Jamie Riepe, Tom Hartenstein, Phil Schmid,
Andy Gibbons, Devin Zeller, Brian
Gottschalk, Will Stengel

Mt. Reinier - Ketch Secor, Will Stengel, Jay
Grandin, Doug Ehrman, Spencer Mallozzi,

Francis Beidler, Peter Sheridan, Andy
Gibbons ,

Windsurfing

"Cool Ken" Winner - Mallon Fitzpatrick,

Sam Atkins, Able Lyon, Max Blatt, Robbie

Hunt, Jim Wilkerson, Devin Zeller, Austin

Carlson, Seely Okie, Blake Sando, John
Brooks, Chris Vila, George Wisecarver,

Dave Maxwell, James Haggerty

Master Boardsman - Robbie Hutchinson

The Kieve Windsurfer - Quint Friesell,

Robbie Hutchinson

Pottery

Apprentice - Derek Vale, Colin Robins,

Seeley Okie, Ben Bishop, Andy Wise, Jeff

Sullivan, Jamie Riepe, Rummy Lynch, Matt

Jackson, Webb Thompson, Austin Carlson,

Zander Vincent

Journeyman - John Brooks, Will Egan, Will

Alter, Bobby Bohlen

Photography
Snapshot - Scott Wise, Laurent Busquet,

Austin Carlson

Ansel Adams - Ben Wissinger, Will Egan,

Zander Vincent

Portrait - Scott Wise, Josh Kallen, Luca
Borghese, Clark WooUey
Darkroom - Alex Hamilton, Scott Wise,

Calder Cruikshank, Edouard DeDreuzy,

Bobby Bohlen, Angus Cole, Blake Sando,

Laurent Busquet

PhotojournaUst - Luca Borghese, Will Egan
Kieve Photography - Luca Borghese, Will

Egan
Archery

Flying Feather - Chris Maclnnis, Trevor

Russell, Patrick Robertson, Philip Schmid,

Justin Moore
Shortbow - Trevor Russell, Angus Cole,

Scott Wise
Tennis

Australian Open - Jason Hammer
U.S. Open - Buzz Pierce

French Open - Alex Stuempfig

Wimbledon - Andrew Ferrone, Will Stengel,

James Hagerty, Campbell Walker, Andy
Wise, Webb Thompson, Ryan Whitney

Nature

Herbivore - Alex Riahi, Chris Maclnnis
Bugger - Alex Riahi, Chris Maclnnis, Ryan
Whitney, Billy Schaefer, Clark Woolley,
Derek Vale

Wildword - Ben Etherington, Harrison

Stuart, Eddie Sardina, Peter Post, Josh
Kallen, Tom Hartenstein, John Brooks
Adopt a Tree - Alex Riahi, John Brooks
Kieve Nature Pledge - Ketch Secor

Printing

Printer's Devil - Phil Schmid, Chris

Maclnnis, Zander Vincent, David
Kimelman, Chris Vila

Compositor - Chris Maclnnis, Damien Petty

Journeyman - Quint Friesell

Kieve Typesetter - Quint Friesell

Art

Primary - Ben Hasler, Billy Schaefer, Phihp
Schmid, Ryan Whitney, Ben Etherington,

Will Alter, David Kimelman, James
Maxwell, John Brooks, Bobby Bohlen, Jeff

Sullivan, Chris Vila, Whit Warlow, David
Maxwell, Ben Wissinger, Luca Borghese,

Matt Jackson, Chris Maclnnis, Webb
Thompson, Peter Post

Secondary - Justin Moore, Jerry O'Connor,
Colin Robins, Harry Stuart, Derek Vale, Jim
Wilkerson, Ben Hasler, Billy Schaefer, Philip

Schmid, Calder Cruikshank, Ben
Etherington, Scott Wise, Will Alter, David
Kimelman, James Maxwell, Chris
Vanderwarker, John Brooks, Ian Grierson,

David Maxwell, Tom Hartenstein, Matt
Jackson, Chris Maclnnis, Brian Gottschalk,

Carl Jenkins, Rummy Lynch, Stuart Macon,
Brad Mitchell, Jamie Riepe, Brock Stensrud

Terciary - Justin Moore, Harry Stuart, Derek
Vale, Ben Hasler, Billy Schaefer, Chris

Black, Alex Butz, Calder Cruikshank, Doug
Desmond, Will Alter, David Kimelman,
Chris Vanderwarker, Tom Hartenstein,

Chris Maclnnis

Artisan - Justin Moore, Derek Vale, Alex
Butz, Doug Desmond, Corey Simonson,
Will Alter, David Kimelman, Tom
Hartenstein, Chris Maclnnis
Craftsman - Derek Vale, Doug Desmond,
Corey Simonson, Will Alter

Kieve Master Craftsman - Josh Kallen

Swimming
Captain Orange - Blake Sando, Ketch Secor,

Clark Woolley, Corey Simonson, Jared

Dunn, Phil Schmid, John Scott, Josh Kallen,
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Jim Wilkerson, Carl Jenkins, Stuart Macon,
Chris Desmond
Buster - George Wisecarver, Sam Atkins,

Robbie Hunt, Bobby Bohlen, Mallon

Fitzpatrick, James Hagerty, Scott Maxwell,

Blake Sando, Alex Hamilton, David
Maxwell, John Brooks, Ben Etherington

D-Snack - Ben Wissinger, Angus Cole, Matt
Pizzi, Derek Packer

Sailing

Crew - Todd Bolint, Jim Wilkerson, Jeremie

Laurent-Joye, Jay Grandin, Stewart Macon,
Carl Jenkins, Luca Borghese

First Mate - Jay Grandin, Chris O'Donnell,

Ted Okie, Seth Bolint, Alex Hamilton, Ketch

Secor, Ryan Whitney, Chris Vanderwarker,

James Hagerty, Tim Coburn, John Matson
Mate - Jay Grandin, Jeff Sullivan, Robbie

Hunt, Trevor Russell

Fishing

The Big One The Got Away - Alex Butz, Ben
Etherington

Bass Pro - Mallon Fitzpatrick

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Derek Packer, Mallon
Fitzpatrick, Nick Rahman, SeeJey Okie,

Harrison Stewart

Marksman - Clark WooUey, Justin Moore,
Whit Warlow, Josh Kallen

Bar I - Hugh Cole, Eric Grierson

Les Harris - Hugh Cole, Eric Grierson

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11

A gorgeous morning awaited us at Flag,

where Matt Pizzi and Chris Desmond raised

Old Glory. Cereal and warm danish pumped

us up for a morning of "open hill", the last

go at activities and qualifications. The boys

were psyched, as you can see by the number
of quahfications Hsted below.

The afternoon was full. A lackluster

attempt at cleaning the cabins and loading

trunks was followed by a solid play rehearsal.

Then the annual Aqua Attack game ensued.

Generals Ledyard and James led the Orange

team to defeat at the hands of Generals

Loxton and Mitchell. John tried to point out

how several transgressions by the Black

team, if accounted for, made the score even.

Sorry, Johnny, we know you hate to lose,

but all's fair in War.
Throughout Aqua Attack a light rain

fell, and the traditional cookout at Harriet

House had to be moved to the BMT. Despite

being indoors, it was fun. Campers played

wall ball, counselors had a dunk-a-thon on
the eight foot baskets, and the burgers and
watermelon, as always, pleased everyone.

Many, many thanks to the Long Voyage
guys, who set up, cooked, and cleaned up
- ran the whole meal. You guys were great!

Next, we went into our reflective mode
with two special ceremonies. I had the honor

of reading to everyone from the 1955 Kieve

Annual. Amazing how the boys then had the

same experiences we have now - treasures.

On we walked, in silence, to Kistler

Point, where we sat around the traditional

bonfire. Dick spoke of the personal and
interpersonal successes made over the last

month and hoped that we would take home
and apply the strengths gained here. We will.

Finally, in single file, with candle in each

boy's hand, we measured along the dark

path, twinkled our way to the hill, and
solemnly sang the Kieve song. Though not

part of the ceremony, no one spoke or

moved for five minutes - an unplanned and
warm tribute to our sense of community.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM

Qualifications

Riflery

Marksman - Derrick Packer, Jason Hammer
Pro Marksman - George Wisecarver

Bar I - Damien Petty

Sailing

Oarsman - Brian Gottschalk, Brad Mitchell,

Jamie Riepe

Mate - Matt Pizzi
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Photography

Snapshot - Justin Moore
Darkroom - Justin Moore, Whit Warlow
Ansel Adams - Ben Hasler

Portrait - Zander Vincent

Kieve Photographer - Zander Vincent

Archery

Short Bow - David Maxwell

Robin Hood - Ben Bishop

Swimming
Captain Orange - James Maxwell, Ted Okie,

Andrew Ferrone, Justin Moore, Matt Pizzi

Buster - Ketch Secor, Will Egan, Jonathan

Scott, Corey Simonson, Jared Dunn
D-Snack - Jamie Riepe, Ted Okie, Laurent

Busquet, Andrew Ferrone, Jeff Sullivan,

Chris Vila

Surfer Joe - John Brooks, James Hagerty

Sailing

Oarsman - Brian Gottschalk, Brad Mitchell,

Jamie Riepe

Mate - Matt Pizzi

Pottery

Apprentice - Andrew Ferrone, Clark

Woolley

Journeyman - Jeff Sullivan, Seeley Okie

Craftsman - Phil Schmid
Windsurfing

"Cool Ken" Winner - Quint Friesell,

Andrew Ferrone

Railrider - Quint Friesell, Calder

Cruikshank, Devin Zeller

Boardsman - Calder Cruikshank

SATURDAY, AUGUST 12

It was 6:30 a.m. when "The Eagle",

Dick Kennedy, made the executive decision

to go with a rainy day program. The forecast

was rain all day. Reluctantly, all meals were
planned for the BMT, and the Watersports

competition was cancelled. Also, the play

which had been scheduled as an evening

performance, was switched to a matinee.

After breakfast, each camper adopted

a chair and walked it to the BMT. The boys

of Long Voyage with Gus and Jared deserve

special mention for helping to pack and
move the Harriet House Reception to the

BMT.
Chicken was on Les' mind all morning

because the main ingredient for dinner had
not been delivered. The food salesman

showed up at 10 a.m. with chicken for 400

people. Les relaxed knowing that dinner

would be served.

Around the same time the chicken

arrived so did the parents. To their chagrin,

the waterfront had to be closed because of

the weather.

A hotdog luncheon was served at noon.

Then at 1:30 p.m. the great production of

"I Was a Dog at a Boy's Camp" was staged

at Innisfree. Nancy Kennedy, year in and
year out, develops a play that makes all of

camp proud.

After cabin meetings at 4 p.m., cocktails

and dinner were combined at the BMT. This

facihty has always been a blessing for Kieve,

but it really showed its importance this day.

At 6:00 p.m., Dick led the final chapel;

Kieve '89 was officially over.

CHARLIE HARRINGTON
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TRIP r
June 25-26

South Glenayr to Westcott Point

Raymond McNeel, Jeb Cogger,

John McAndrews
After a hearty lunch, the stalwart men

of South Glenayr embarked on a journey

that would send them to the farthest reaches

of their imagination and the innermost

depths of their souls. Oh, sure . . . Kirk and

Spock may have faced the Final Frontier, In-

diana Jones may have pursued the Last

Crusade, Batman may even have toyed with

the Joker - but these adventures were piddily-

poop when placed beside the Odyssey that

is WESTCOTT POINT!!!
The 24 hour experience was filled with

discoveries - the first one being that canoes

are not going to jump into the water by

themselves. Jakob ''Shakey" von Eichel and

Chad Burkhardt were true inspirations for

us all as everyone pitched in to load up and
carefully sHde the canoes into Damariscotta

Lake and then we were off.

The paddle was grueling and tortuous

and twelve minutes later we arrived at our

destination. The first order of business was
the unloading of our vessels while Jake Har-

rington organized the pile into a manageable

mess. Then, the inevitable and unavoidable

setting up of tents could wait no longer. Hav-
ing had an excellent tent clinic led by Charlie

Richardson, the entire effort went as

smoothly and cleanly as a decaying pine

cone. Nevertheless, an eventual unity of pur-

pose (and a quick run back to camp John
McAndrews for tent stakes) resulted in three

cozy shelters for our merry band.
Activities in the afternoon included

some swimming (Bren Kelley and Alex Con-
nell demonstrated the proper angle for a

back flip from a rope swing), fishing (Tim
Peck has a great story about the one that got

away, and firewood gathering (a skill David
Kapell developed and honed into an art).

Just a few short hours later, eleven pa-

tient boys quietly waited with mature calm
for supper to be prepared (especially after

they were told that eating Lanse Davis just

because he was the smallest was a No No).

The menu consisted of pan fried hot dogs
and baked beans followed shortly thereafter

by gooey messy and deliciously delectable

SMORES.

Later that evening, we divided up into

two groups - a joke telling group and (for

the braver souls) a ghost story group.

Though we were all excited about not being

confined to the strict schedule that we follow-

ed so diligently back at camp, the wearing

look on our counselors' faces told us it was

time to call it a night. So we all retired to

our tents and properly fell asleep - three and

a half hours later.

Most of us were awakened by squeals

of delight as Pete Steenland and Pat Poole

discovered a bounty of birch bark - better

than gold at any camp site. Jeb Cogger made
a roaring fire with one match and prepara-

tions for a scrumptious buttermilk pancake

breakfast. As portions were ample, we all

received seconds and thirds.

Next on our agenda was a grand ex-

ploration around the nearby islands in our

canoes led by Counselor Jeb. Over marshes,

past lily pads and beaver dams, we paddled

with the loons who escorted us on our

journey.

We arrived back in time to see the con-

clusion of that morning's General Swim. As
soon as the swimmers were safely back in the

bathhouse we glided smoothly to our final

destination and with the able assistance of

Ludi Salm and others, the gear was unload-

ed and the canoes were gently placed on their

side for the next trip's use.

We were proud to announce David

Kapell and Pete Steenland as KIEVE TRIP-
PERS for Westcott Point 1989.

RAYMOND McNEEL

July 6-8

South Glenayr to Louds Island

Raymond McNeel, Jeb Cogger and
John McAndrews

On Saturday morning, as South Glenayr

piled into the Kieve mini-bus, the anticipa-

tion and excitement in their eyes was over-

whelming. The bus rolled out of the Kieve

driveway and there were just enough seats

for everybody due to the amount of luggage

that was brought. We headed for Round
Pond where we awaited Kieve 's lobster boat,

the Snow Goose.

Once on the dock, everyone worked
together by forming an assembly line in order

to get all the equipment and belongings on-
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to the Snow Goose. With life jackets securely

fastened, the South Glenayrians had no trou-

ble dispersing themselves on the boat.

Charhe Harrington directed the white Snow
Goose to Louds and even let Lanse Davis

and Pat Poole steer. As we rounded the

backside of Louds, many Glenayrians ex-

pressed astonishment. The fishing vessel an-

chored itself about 300 yards away from the

rocky shore of the island.

The men of South Glenayr formed

another assembly hne and loaded up the two

row boats that Jeb Cogger and Charhe Har-

rington navigated. Because of the campers'

enthusiasm, equipment getting a little wet

was inevitable. While luggage and equipment

was unloaded and carried to the campsite,

Jake von Eichel and Lanse Davis showed no
fear about getting themselves knee-high in

water in order to save some of the soggy

bags.

The Snow Goose soon sailed away and

setting up camp began. Without any help

from the counselors, all of South Glenayr set

up their own tents and unpacked. Soon after,

the exploration of the new island started as

well as the finding and delivering of

firewood. One of the activities we did was

picking up the trash on the beach for treats.

As the day progressed, Alex Connell and Jeb

Cogger found many new secret places where

Yoda could have lived due to all the moss
growth. As campers returned to camp from
their exploration, many discovered the fire

which H.B.C. Raymond McNeel had started

for dinner.

While the sun began to sink in the sky,

we all sat down to a deUcious ravioli and

garhc bread dinner prepared by Ray. Many
campers could anticipate the story reading

by Ray, so finishing the meal was not too

difficult.

When Ray finished the last chapter for

the evening, the fatigued campers had no
qualms about turning in early. Campers who
were in Tent 1 got a story about Westcott

Jones by Jeb.

The next morning the counselors awoke
to the sounds of campers who were up
already. After a grits and fried ham
breakfast, the dreaded clean up was taken

over by tripper Chad Burkhardt and tripper

Tim Peck, who both volunteered their

dishwashing service to everyone when

breakfast was finished. John McAndrews led

an expedition of campers across a rock

plateau to a nearby island. This island could

only be reached at low tide. Chad Burkhardt
named the plateau, the *'Walk of Freedom."
The island itself was rightly named "Castle

Island" by David Kapell because he felt the

Walk of Freedom served as sort of a

drawbridge. The kids were quite enthusiastic

about investigating Castle Island. Jake von
Eichel discovered some old stairs and in-

teresting rocks.

As we returned from Castle Island, Bren

Kelley found a huge Uve snail as big as an

orange as well as a hermit crab which was
still in its shell. Once back at camp, Ludi

Salm, Alex Connell, Tim Peck, Bren Kelley,

Lanse Davis and Pat Poole were directed in

the woods for more exploration by Jeb.

While showing the campers the island, the

remaining Glenayrians took a trip of their

own, got lost, but finally found their way
back to the path and discovered a cemetery.

All six campers were so excited that they ran

back to camp to tell the others. As news of

the cemetery spread, many campers wanted
to go see it. John McAndrews agreed to take

another group into the woods. Accompanied
by Jake von Eichel and Chad Burkhardt,

John took these two campers into the

unknown woods at Louds Island. "Shakey"
discovered an old cottage which Chad
figured was a fisherman's house because of

the crippled dock which led into the water.

As Chad, Shakey, and John returned

from the woods, Jeb, Tim, and Pete were

also returning from a long day of tide pool-

ing. Jeb, Tim and Pete all saw sea urchins,

a sea anemone, as well as a starfish.

While the day progressed to night, Ray-

mond fixed a tuna noodle casserole for din-

ner, and he also read 3 more chapters in

"The Castle In the Attic" while campers

munched on smores. We finished up the

evening with a game called Murder as well

as Flashhght Tag. Many campers did not

want to turn in, but once they were in their

sleeping bags all the days excitement quieted

them down quickly.

In the morning, we stuffed our faces

with pancakes and blueberries. Much to the

campers' disappointment the tents were

taken down and the belongings were pack-

ed. Charhe Harrington arrived in the Snow
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Goose to take us back to Round Pond. As
we sailed away from Louds, all the kids felt

a longing to stay, but the influence of Jake

Harrington and his description of Hogs
Island, as well as the opportunity to fish on
the Snow Goose, shifted doubts. The Snow
Goose pulled away from Louds destined for

Hogs. Pat Poole and Chad Burkhardt caught

a small fish, but we decided to throw it back

for another day.

The boat docked at Hogs and all the

campers went to a National Audubon
oceanography museum. Counselors and
campers both indulged themselves with all

the marine Hfe. Many of the campers were

extremely fascinated with all the stuffed

birds.

Once again, we all piled back into the

Snow Goose in order to go back to Round
Pond. As we all loaded up the bus, the

counselors and campers both commented on
the trip's success. The bus pulled out of the

Round Pond parking lot and many of us

were caught looking back to see Louds Island

one more time, hoping we would return

someday.

JEB COGGER
JOHN McANDREWS

North Glenayr to Westcott Point

July 27-28

With Perry Dodge, Andy D'Elia and
John Ledyard

Right after breakfast the troopers of

North Glenayr set out for their overnight.

As Les had packed us sixteen lunches, we set

off early to get extra paddling time in

preparation for our upcoming saltwater pad-

dle on the Fort Island Trip. Though some
time was lost by a slow launch at the water-

front, by 10:30 the eight canoes were off in

the hot sun and eager for adventure.

Tevi Puloka and John Ledyard led the

convoy with strong strokes up front, while

Nick Wexberg and Perry Dodge brought up
the rear. The group turned not west to

Westcott, but east, in order to explore a cove

and later picnic on Blueberry Island. After

a short canoe clinic, we all practice our J-

stroke, C-stroke, and bow pulls, which we
anticipated would be necessary now if head-

winds picked up and definitely on the nine

mile Fort Island paddle. After a lunch of
bologna and cheese sandwiches, Fritos, fruit

punch, and granola bars, almost all were
ready to cool off with a swim. The landing

beach provided the natural bathing site, and
Grant Garrison in particular liked being toss-

ed backward into the cool freshness of

Damariscotta. Meanwhile, Gray Calhoun,
Hill McCarty and Andy D'Elia discovered

their own swimming site - a drop off of rocks

which were particularly apt for athletic dives.

Even an observed leach couldn't keep us

from a few quick plunges. Finally as Ben
Quereau noticed, some substantial head-

winds had developed, and it was time to head

for Westcott.

The paddle was short, and the trippers

of North Glenayr battled the winds well.

After arriving at the site and setting up the

tents, a firewood crew set out and Rob Webb
and Dan Brown helped haul back what Ht-

tle wood the site offered. Afterward, a rope

overhanging the lake provided a natural Tar-

zan swing for all to flex their musculature.

While Dave Bailey, Nick Wexberg, Dan
Firger, Ben Quereau, Hill McCarty, Dave
Brown, and Andy Poole displayed athletic

and flamboyant landings. Pier Bos, Gray
Calhoun, Grant Garrison, Josh Kallen, Tevi

Puloka, and Rob Webb offered a different

kind of "display" of their musculature. For-

tunately there weren't too many motorboats

passing by to witness the spectacle!

Around 4:30 three canoes set out to ex-

plore the nearby island and swamp to the

north. They saw two beaver homes, a big

snapping turtle, and, particularly bizarre, a

huge loon on its nest, either pretending to

be dead or actually quite ill. When the ex-

plorers returned, all enjoyed a dinner of

cheeseburgers, the ever-present lemon drink,

and smores. After a few stories, including

Alex the crippled lumberjack, we settled in

our bags tired and thankful for the good
weather.

The next day, rain threatened, and even

sprinkled us a Uttle, but it didn't keep us

from breakfast and the trip back to camp.
Dave Brown demonstrated the log cabin fire

starter technique, and all enjoyed pears and
pancakes - plain or chocolate chip. As the

troop broke camp and returned to camp
before lunch, all were tired but satisfied. We
could look forward to Fort Island knowing
that Westcott had given us the needed ex-

perience and fun.
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July 3-5

North Glenayr to Fort Island

Perry Dodge, Andy D'Elia and
John Ledyard

The trip pushed off from Mr. Richard-

son's yard (He is no relation to our direc-

tor, Charhe). He was very friendly in his

orange Kieve shirt. As he offered to help us

with any problems that might arise, I had this

funny feeling that we might take him up on

his offer.

Before long we were on Fort Island. Un-

fortunately, we were greeted by a group of

twelve or so 4th of July vacationers. Since

they occupied the main campsite, we had to

explore for an alternative place to set up
camp. Fortunately, a fellow named Chuck
offered us his fire pit. The tents were put up

with a little help from a lot of rope to replace

the lost tent poles. Lunch was followed by

a collage of games. A stupendous beef stew

was prepared by S.S. Pierce and Perry Dodge
for dinner. Chuck enhghtened the campers

and entertained the counselors with a few

stories just before we all went to bed. A war-

ning not to wake up the counselors in the

morning replaced the usual bedtime story.

On our second day at Fort Island, we
had a great time. We woke up at about 8:30.

Despite the heavy winds, John started a fire.

We had pancakes, and they were good. After

breakfast, we picked up the trash and got go-

ing. Everyone was refreshed, so we planned

a big game. We played a war game in which

there were two teams: the Russian Elite Ar-

my and the U.S. Navy. Each side had a home
base and a flag. Each team had to get the

opposing team's flag without getting killed.

We played for about an hour and a half; I

myself was exhausted. We used the whole

island, and we had a lot of fun. After the

war game (in which the U.S. triumphed), we
had a snack and rested up. Then, at about

5:30, Perry started a fire for dinner. We had

macaroni and cheese which was good. At
night, although Chuck had left, we told our

own stories. The campers were pretty tired,

and so was I. They went to bed at about 9:30

or 10:00. And after those stories we told,

they probably went to sleep pretty quickly.

We counselors had a discussion of how the

trip was going thus far, which was a positive

talk. Then we went to bed because we had

to get up very early the next morning.

On our third morning, the counselors

awoke very early to make sure all of camp
was ready to go by 7:15. At that moment,
the tide of Damariscotta River would be at

its lowest, and the trippers of North Glenayr

were planning to ride the rising tide for a nice

mile paddle up the river. Today, however.

Mother Nature would have the last word.

As Quaker Oats with brown sugar and

bacon were prepared for breakfast, all notic-

ed that the dense fog which greeted us when
we first awoke was not lifting. By 9:00 the

fog was still thick, and the river silent. We
all hoped the sun would pierce through and

burn off the intrusive mist.

In the meantime, we entertained

ourselves with a few games of "Whisper
Down the Lane" and charades. It was in-

credible how the original message in

"Whisper" seemed somehow to be drastical-

ly transformed and distorted when it was
passed on by certain people. At different

times the campers accused all three

counselors of cheating, and en masse they

assaulted their incredulous leaders.

By 10:30 it was clear that the fog was

in no hurry, and the council decided it was

best to paddle back to our original launching

site at Mr. Richardson's, just a mile up river.

We wanted to go in four pairs of two, side

by side, but, as we started across, the very

strong current quickly spread us into a single

file line. All eight canoes made it across the

river, but a particularly fierce current forc-

ed us to raft up and plan an alternate

strategy, at our rafting site there were rocky

cliffs - certainly no place where a trailer could

pick us up. In addition, it was starting to

rain.

John and I canoed up to Mr. Richard-

son's. We were all psyched when his motor-

boat came around the point to rescue us. One
canoe tipped while being towed on the way
back, and Andy Poole lost his raincoat.

When we pulled into camp around 4:00

that afternoon, everyone was hungry and ex-

hausted, almost more mentally than

physically. We were disappointed not to have

our nice mile paddle, but at the same time

we felt fortunate to be returning intact as a

group. If nothing else, we all gladly gave

Mother Nature a little bit more of her due

respect.
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The campers were so eager for a longer

paddle that we planned a later day trip down
Lake Damariscotta. What would have been

a three hour gUde down the lake in better

conditions turned into a five hour battle

against the elements. Fierce headwinds and
rain were with us most of the trip. We had
to concede victory to Mother Nature at Fort

Island even before the battle had begun. Now
we could face her head on. All eight canoes

rose to the challenge and struggled to make
it down the lake. Pier Bos, Dan Firger, Josh

Kallen and David Brown displayed particular

perseverance and determination in this bat-

tle. When we made the end of the lake and
loaded up for lunch at Zecchinos, we all still

respected Mother Nature as much, perhaps

even more, that when we had just returned

from Fort Island. However, we also knew
that in this instance, our determination, hard

work, and group unity had triumphed.

June 25-26

South Bunkerhill to Nelson's Point
Zach Bensley, Mike McGillion and

Ben Metcalf

Guys, *

'Let's do it on 3. One . . . two
. . .three. . . Let's Do It!!" Paddle, pad-
dle, paddle, splash, splash, splash! Sorry,

Tobi, Holli and Elaine, we didn't notice you
sunbathing on the raft (ya, rrright).

Who needs a canoe cHnic, not the men
of South Bunkerhill. Tailwinds and the

wakes from passing boats made the paddle
seem short. By the time we had reached the

portage trail at the end of the lake, Jake had
mastered the "J" stroke, Gordie had paddl-
ed 264 strokes, and Mike Cunningham was
nowhere to be found. "Excuse me, ma'am.
Could I use your phone to call back to Camp
Kieve. I think someone may have forgotten

about us."

We crossed the Salt Bay and looked for-

the campsite. Well we looked, and looked
some more. Finally, by 7:30 we were at the

site. Canoes up, tents up, fire started by 8:30.

Spaghetti with chili/marinara sauce, garlic

bread, lemonade, hot chocolate and rice

krispie treats were consumed by ten. "So-
meone help Gus and Nate with those dishes.

Someone? Anyone?" We began "The
Westing Game". Off to bed by 12 p.m.

Ah, morning. The smell of smoke from
a crackling fire, the taste of eggs and bacon
in your mouth. "Sorry, guys, we don't have
enough water for eggs. It's gonna have to be
toast, granola bars, fruit bars and lemonade
for breakfast." We loaded the canoes, Gor-
die and Pat went swimming (accidentally),

and we were back on the water by ten.

Ben and I knew the bald eagle we had
seen yesterday would bring us good luck.

"Rapids ahead, guys, get psyched." Mike
gave a hearty "Yeeaah" just as Bubba and
Sise dumped their canoe into the river. "Boy,
that was fun, can we do it again?" Charhe
Harrington had us back at camp for lunch,

what a great trip!

June 23-24

South Harris to St. John's Bay
With Chris Dougherty, Chris Marks and

David Riddiford

We left camp after breakfast expecting

no problems until we put the canoes in.

Wrong. A mile down West Neck Road we
came upon the road crew taking a break. It

was a tight squeeze, but we managed to drive

off the road a bit to get by the fifteen truck

entourage. Two minutes later we looked

back to check the trailer, notorious for its

breakdowns. It did. The tire wobbled all over

especially driving at 22 m.p.h., higher or

lower it leveled out a bit. To make a long

story short, we made it to the put in and em-
barked on our trip.

The beginning was a bit humorous. Kids

chose their own canoe pairs and didn't real-

ly do a good job at it. After a few changes

in the water we formed a tight group with

Rid the lead and Chris D. in the rear. The
toughest part of the trip turned out to be a

piece of cake for us as we found the gut right

off the bat. Many a trip has become very lost

in doing so.

After winding our way through St.

John's Bay we made it to South Bristol Har-

bor where we stopped for a delicious bologna

and cheese lunch. It was here that the kids

first discovered the fact that everything really

does taste better on a trip. After lunch the

kids amused themselves by practicing their

karate skills on every tree branch they could

reach. Before long, however, we were back
on the water and headed for Fort Island.
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It quickly became evident that Clay and
Trip had made a poor decision in switching

positions in the canoe, as they weaved back
and forth across the mouth of the

Damariscotta River. Once we got close to the

Island the paddhng became easier, and we
simply rode the incoming tide to shore.

Once we were in camp and the canoes

were pulled up, we were quick to set up the

tarp as the skies began to darken. The rain

held off, however, and the kids spent the re-

mainder of the afternoon down on the shore

bombing the seawood with large rocks. As
the afternoon wore into early evening, the

kids set out to explore the rest of the island.

Although they were unsuccessful in their

search for the acclaimed "Fort Island Her-
mit", they did discover a large osprey's nest

along with various other sea dwelhng
creatures such as crabs, starfish and mussels.

Close to six in the evening the campers

returned with a large pot of fresh mussels

which were masterfully prepared and serv-

ed by Dave Riddiford. The main course

which consisted of tender beef patties serv-

ed on a bun with cheese, lettuce, and

tomatoes was soon to follow. The meal was
enjoyed by all, but soon it was time for the

dreaded clean-up. This proved to be quite a

chore for many of the campers and by the

time the campsite was fully clean, night had

fallen, and only the dwindhng campfire re-

mained. As the campers and counselors

gathered around the fire for marshmallows,

the dirty jokes narrated by John Payne and
others kept everyone entertained. After a

brief attempt was made by the council to

scare the campers with ghost stories, the

council headed for their sleeping bags as well.

As we rose the following day, we were

greeted with sunshine, and Chris Marks was
quick to prepare a delicious meal of oatmeal,

brown sugar and sUced pears. Following

another shghtly drawn out clean-up, camp
was taken down and the men of South Har-

ris headed for home. As we left camp the in-

coming tide carried us into the Damariscot-

ta River, and we began the long nine mile

paddle. Along the way we were greeted by
many lobster boats, and Chris Dougherty
was finally able to convince the campers that

what we were trying to avoid here were not

snorkelers, but lobster bouys. Because the

sun was shining, we were able to spot many

seals sunbathing on the rocks and wallow-
ing in the cool water. The day began to grow
long and the kids began to tire as we attemp-
ted to stay in a tight group stopping
periodically for granola bars and inspira-
tional words from our fearless leaders. With
one last race for shores, we arrived in

Damariscotta. After lugging our canoes and
gear out of the water, the kids were all

treated to much welcomed subs from Zee-
chinos. Once we were all satisfied, we pack-
ed our gear and boarded the bus back to
Kieve.

North Bunkerhill to Bald Rock Mountain
June 26-27

With Sam Potter, Bryan Manahan,
Rusty Stebbins

On a fair summer morning in June, we
boldly set out from Kieve right after

breakfast. Spirits were high and so was the

temperature as we sung our way down Route

1 for the hour drive to the park. At Camden
Hills State Park we checked in with the

Rangers and drove on in to tent site five.

A quick council meeting decided that

the camp would be set up before the chmb
scheduled for that afternoon. The campers

watched impressed as Bryan and Pothole

struggled with 8-man tents in our unplann-

ed tent-setting-up demonstration. Then it

was lunch time. Les' bologna and cheese

sandwiches were a hit as were the Ring Dings

he had put in for dessert. In fact, the Ring

Dings were a bit too much of a hit as

everyone wanted more of the things.

The council conferred and decided to

hold off their tent and start the planned hike.

It was an ambitious plan they had in mind,

and they wanted time to complete it. After

filling our canteens at the park's parking lot,

we started up the Nature Trail towards the

summit of Mt. Battle. Brian and Alberto

were the goats as they leapt up the path

followed by a small crowd of other campers

who even left the council in the dust for a

bit. Others, like Ben and Duncan learned

that their legs were not meant for hiking, but

used pure spunk to keep them moving. The
woods around the path were beautiful, but

the campers often wondered why climb when
they could see and hear drivers on the not
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so far away road.

After a long hour of hiking, we made
it to the Tablelands Trail and hung a left

towards the tower that sits on Mt. Battie's

peak. The view of Camden was great and the

view of the ocean was no less so.

There were snacks handed around and

we struck up a conversation with a man nam-

ed Mark Laxler who was writing part of his

book on a solar powered computer. The kids

and the council listened to him answer ques-

tions and talk for a while on his travels until

the mean bunkhouse counselor remembers

that there is^ still a lot of hiking to do.

As we bid Mark farewell, we head back

across Tablelands Trail toward the Ocean

Lookout (elevation 1300 feet) on Mt. Megun-

tacook. The trail is a tough one for the men
of North Bunker, but with a great will they

all push on. At one point Pothole comments

on the beautiful view of the forest. Ben can't

see the woods for the trees and says there

were too many trees for him to see the view.

He catches on soon though.

There was much rejoicing as we stepped

out of the woods and onto thh Ocean

Lookout. Camden was spread before us like

a postcard with the harbor and ocean stret-

ching away to the horizon. Sam points out

the street he lives on. Cam and Phil scare

Pothole by going near the edge of the cliff

to look down. Mark Laxler is not there, and

some are disappointed. Again snacks are

pulled out and the cabin rests in the sun. Are

those big birds hawks or turkey vultures,

Kevin? They're big, anyway.

Then it's a nice walk down Megun-
ticook trail and back to the campsite. As the

council prepare a meal of Mac and cheese,

Andrew and Lane report that there are not

enough poles to put up the council tent.

Pothole doesn't understand how this could

be. After a little jury-rigging, though,

everyone has a place to sleep.

After dinner and clean up, Pothole tells

a story that scares everyone - at least until

he reveals the horrible punchline that brings

groans from the listeners. Then the kids go

to bed while Rusty does some racoon hun-

ting with Ring Dings as bait. Duncan and
Eric imitate animal sounds late into the

night. The next morning we wake at 7:30 to

the realization that there would be no sleep-

ing in. Pothole, in an effort to make pan-

cakes, messes up with rather ugly results.

Brunch is soup and hot chocolate. Then it

is off to the beach.

Much time is spent climbing over rocks

looking for life. Rusty finds some and is pin-

ched by it rather hard. Both Jay and Brian

slip and we give them bandaids for the bar-

nacle scrapes they receive. Brave souls go

swimming in the ocean.

After a quick lunch of tuna, the van is

packed up and we're homeward bound. We
only stop once, and that is at Round Top Ice

Cream, much to the delight of all. From
there it's a quick jump to camp where we pull

in singing the Kieve song. Good trip, guys.

Next stop - the St. Croix River.

North Bunkerhill to the St. Croix River

July 7-12

With Sam Potter, Bryan Manahan and

Rusty Stebbins

Day 1 -

It was 5 a.m. It was Friday. I knew there

was a reason for my alarm going off, but I

couldn't quite remember it. Then I woke up

and remembered that it was time to get the

cabin up and take off for our big trip. With

a yell I roused the rest of the guys and herd-

ed them up to Pasquaney.

At Pasquaney we munched on cereal

and doughnuts, and then loaded the tents

and food wannigans into our bus. Courage.

We were out of Kieve at 6:20. The ride was

a long one due to many stops; stops for gas,

jelly and more Dramamine. At Topsfield we
stopped and Pothole called the Lee ranger

station on Spednik Lake.

When we got there we were surprised to

find a group of girls from New Hampshire

camp also preparing to put in. We would

have competition for campsites. In order to

beat them to Birch Island that night, we put

off lunch and threw our canoes into the

water. The water in the lake was very high

and we moved fast. After a little confusion

with the maps, we identified Birch Island and

pulled right in to our campsite. After the

canoes were unloaded, we broke for lunch.

Lunch was turkey with cheese sandwiches

and juice with pies for dessert. Jay wants

Grey Poupon mustard, and we just happen

to have some.
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That's when the clouds moved in. Just

as the ever hungry Albert was asking for

seconds, the council noticed that rain was

coming. Seconds were postponed until the

tents were up. As it turned out, the storm

missed us, and all we got was a quick splat-

ter as the very edge of the clouds brushed by.

Back to lunch.

The rest of the afternoon passed with

wood gathering, fishing and swimming. The
only mishap was when Bryan fell into the

shallow water and scratched himself up. That

night the plan was for hamburgers, but the

meat was still frozen, so we moved to plan

B - spaghetti. After a filhng meal, we all

crashed in our tents and ended our first day

on the water.

Day 2 -

Knowing that the paddle was a short

one, we were up at the late hour of 6:30 a.m.

After a tasty breakfast of Maypo and bacon

with hot chocolate, we piled in the canoes

and headed for Todd's Island, a Canadian

owned island. By noon, we had reached an

island which Pothole swore was Todd's
Island, but after a full circuit of the island,

no camp site was to be found. Still sure that

this was the right place, we camped next to

a spooky cabin near the ruins of an old

house. The only visible sign of the old place

was the stone chimney, but as Andrew
found, there were plenty of remains such as

broken pottery and foundation outhnes.

Lunch was tuna fish and then it was

sleep or swim for everyone. While many peo-

ple were skinny dipping, a group of people

drove up in a motor boat to chat. As Bryan

and Pothole talked with them, everyone else

hid modestly in the water, except for Cam
who streaked right by. These people inform-

ed us that Todd's Island was a good two or

three miles further down the lake. Dinner

was postponed hamburgers with lettuce and

cheese. After dinner, Pothole told the drawn

out story of the mystical Tis Bottle. As usual,

it got a groan from the campers, and shak-

ing their heads they went off to bed.

Day 3 -

Up at five for the long paddle ahead.

As we take down the tents, the first stuck tent

poles make an appearance. Eric and Ben got

very good at untwisting them. We're on the

water by 7:20 a.m. After stopping for a quick

swim on this bright sunny day, we reached

Vanceboro dam around noon. We carried

around and met a group of girls who took
pity on Ben and carried his stuff for him.

As soon as the equipment and canoes

had been carried across. Rusty and Bryan
made PB&J's for lunch and Pothole
wandered off. When Pothole wandered
back, he was carrying a bag full of sodas,

a morale booster. The water in the river was
very low, about two feet lower than normal,

due to the fact that the dam was closed. We
got on the river with all equipment tied in

. . . and dragged the canoes through every

set of rapids due to the low water level. On-
ly the leeches like it that way and we had to

pull one off Bryan.

Ten and a half hours after leaving our

campsite that morning, and a little over

twenty miles later, we reached Little Falls

campsite. We were, to say the least, happy
to be there. Soon after we had set up camp,
a group from Kennebec Camp arrived, and
we got to watch them drag their canoes down
the side of the falls. The water level was so

low that there was only one place that would
allow a canoe to be shot through it. I hoped
that they would open the dam that night.

For dinner we threw the rest of the ham-
burger into the macaroni and cheese and
chowed down. Then Jay told his story

"Rap" and then, amongst many groans, a

very tired North Bunkerhill went to bed.

Day 4 -

The dawn was chilly and overcast. A
breakfast of com beef hash filling our bellies,

we pushed off into the low river again. Soon
the sky opened up on us. Around 12:30

morale was low, and people were getting

mighty cold. A good sign that it was
lunchtime.

We pulled over by a campsite on the

Canadian side and got out. There were two
men from the Canadian Department of
Natural Resources and Energy there, who
took one look at our shivering cabin and
whipped up a fire faster than you could say,

"Boy am I cold." According to them, the

forecast was for rain all day. We gave them
a PB&J in return for some newspaper for fire

starting.

When we finally got to Loon Bay after

a lot more dragging, we were so cold that we
pulled into a campsite at the mouth of Loon
Bay where there was a cabin for use by peo-
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pie staying at the nearby Loon Bay Lodge.

We wondered at the Old Town canoe there,

but quickly turned our attention to getting

tents up, dry clothes on, and a fire started.

Eventually, everyone was warm again, if not

dry.

Dinner was beef ravioli and was eager-

ly gulped down by all. While it was being

cooked, the owner of the Old Town Canoe

came down and told us that it was supposed

to be sunny the next day. None felt like

swimming in the cold rain, but Jon and Dun-

can caught crayfish for bait. As we were

heating water for after dinner hot chocolate,

the girls' camp went by again, looking

mighty wet and cold. I was glad we had a

good campsite as I shooed the guys to an ear-

ly bed. And they didn't need much pushing.

We got up at six and breakfasted again

on corn beef hash. There were clouds in the

sky and very little sun. There were also head

winds across the bay as we set off for another

13 miles. There were very few sets of rapids

on this day and so all canoes were able to

paddle with every little dragging.

We made a floating lunch of PB&J
around 12:30 and ate it slowly while com-
plaining about the head winds. Kevin and

Alberto, the strongest camper canoe pair,

were eager to go. We figured we had another

two hours to go.

A half hour later we turned a corner and

there was Grand Falls Flowage, the lake we
were taking out on. From there it was ten

minutes to the campsite.

A lot of resting and fishing was ac-

complished that afternoon. As evening clos-

ed in, a dinner of thick ham steaks was cook-

ed up. Alberto lost a tooth on one of them,

but that's all right, it was about to come out

anyway. Then, the moment we had all been

waiting for - s 'mores! We all ate like pigs.

As dark fell, Pothole told of the Old Ones
and then sent a rather nervous and scared

cabin off to bed.

Day 5 -

We woke up at a late 7:30 to strong

headwinds across Grand Falls Flowage. We
cooked up the last of the bacon and some
cream of wheat and then leisurely broke

camp.
The paddle across the lake into the

headwinds had canoes blowing all over the

water, and it took us 45 minutes to cover

what could be done in twenty on a windless

day. Then we turned the point and the winds

became tail winds. We had done in twenty

minutes what normally would have taken

thirty or forty. The only incident was when
Pothole foolishly went swimming after his

hat.

As we pulled into our take out spot, so

did our ride out with Frank at the wheel. We
eagerly loaded up and only stopped once, at

Burger King, on the way back home. Thanks
for a fantastic trip, guys. Through all the wet

and raw tempers, you guys still had fun, and

so did we.

Your Council

July 7-11

South Bunkerhill to the White Mountains

Zach Bensley, Mike McGillion and
Ben Metcalf

Vrrrrroooommm. The gray van charg-

ed up the hill from Pasquaney with thirteen

raging campers. A 3 1/2 hour ride of barely

audible AM radio brought us to Gorham,
NH. While I was trying to get directions to

the campsite, the boys were hooting at a pair

of teenage girls (This was not to be the only

encounter with girls on the trip).

When we found Hastings campground,
we set up camp as quickly as possible. Geoff
and Reed directed the flow of tent poles and
pretty soon we were making dinner. Ben,

Mike and I grilled some hot dogs which fill-

ed our stomachs. With our stomachs full, we
sat around the fire listening to the story of

Freddy Knowles. The counselors drifted to
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sleep while Gus rationalized the chances of
us all getting hacked to death.

Geoff was up early, really early. I guess

that's good though, otherwise I might have
slept until nine. We chowed on eggs, bacon
and toast, as I told our boys about our up-
coming climb that day. Gordie's dry shoes
were wet, Pat had no socks, and Gus just

didn't want to wear shorts. Mike and Miller
shot up Imp Trail while Ben and I brought
up the rear (50 feet in front of Bubba). The
trail was fairly steep near the top, so
everyone was weary by the time we reached
Imp face. We stuffed lunch down our
throats, enjoyed the view of Mt.
Washington, and took some pictures of them

cabin rock cUmbing. Mike, Ben and I
*

'rack-

ed our brains" for the sHde show. By the

time our stomachs were settled, we had
begun the trek down. Topher and Sise swit-

ched off carrying the pack down (Topher had
lugged it halfway up the mountain already);

Mike's long legs kept the cabin moving at a

fast chp. By 4:30 we were all down Imp Face
(el: 3269 feet). We had done a five hour
cUmb in less than 4 1/2 hours.

While Reed and Miller tried to saw a

log, we started cooking burgers which much
to our dismay turned out to be very greasy

and a little rotten. We abandoned the burgers

in the dumpster and decided to have pizza

instead. Oh, well, I guess God really does

work in mysterious ways. Some more camp-
fire talk of tomorrow's big cUmb put the kids

to sleep. It's a good thing Claire and Jill (our

next-tent neighbors) came by to liven things

up. I could sense it would take a while to get

everyone to bed, and it sure did. 10:30 p.m.
Pat woke up a Httle nervous about Freddy
Knowles. Don't worry. He's 72 years old

now. He can barely carry that axe. Back to

sleep, everything's O.K.
As we arose well rested on the last day

of our trip to the White Mountains,
breakfast was the perfect last camping meal.

Zach had gotten up a bit earher than the rest

of us, and in doing so, reeled in three eleven

inch rainbow trout. The council indulged as

the campers enjoyed their fruit cocktail and

snack meal. The campground was then

systematically dismantled and pohced for

trash. The trailer that Zach could "just see

from here" was loaded and tarped. The two
sites we occupied looked quite nice as we left

the trailer and headed for the famous
Emerald Pool.

So we did finally get there after miss-

ing it on the first drive hy\ With towels in

hand, we all headed for the pool and
watersUde. Another hiking group was enjoy-

ing the 15 foot ledge jump as we arrived.

Without hesitation, our whole cabin took

turns jumping, cannon baUing, or merely

falhng into the crystal clear, cold water of

Emerald Pool. Zach was first to test his rump
on the waterslide, and the campers were soon

to follow. Zach, Ben and I took our turns

helping kids out by lending a hand on the

sUppery rock. After a good 45 minutes to an

hour was spent there, we hiked back to the

van well refreshed and cleansed. ''Emerald

Pool was certainly the cap to an amazing trip

on the mountains.

The trailer was attached back at the

campsite; our campers said goodbye to

Sherry, Clair, Susan and "the one who ran

into the dumpster", their girlfriends for the

past 3 or 4 days. We left the Hasting Cam-
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pground for the final time as we headed back

to camp. The AM radio was not the best for

music selection, but we made due by pick-

ing up WBZ all the way from Boston. At
Lewiston we made our Burger King stop, boy

did they love us. Everyone had their fill and
everyone got a Burger King Crown. We then

hit the notorious Kieve Bump and then Pas-

quaney. Dinner was on and the warm
welcome was great. OBH (without their med
kit, I believe) arrived minutes later, and we
shared our trip stories. After dinner, we
tubbed, readjusted, and bid the day and the

trip goodnight. I really think this is one of

the best trips at camp, and it was by far one
of the best trips I've ever been on.

June 27-July 2

South Harris to Mt. Katahdin

Chris Dougherty, Chris Marks,

David Riddiford

Day One:
After many hours of planning and

packing, we were ready to go at 10 a.m. As
I switched into drive, we went nowhere. How
'bout that parking brake?! Details. I began

to wonder what else I would discover to be

missing.

We departed and traveled on an
uncharacteristically quiet ride until we
stopped for lunch near Medway. Finally by
3:30 p.m., we arrived at our camp site at

Avalanche Falls. We set up camp with the

threat of rain over our heads. Fortunately,

it held off. The kids wanted to start the fire

with all the skills they had learned on the last

trip. After 45 minutes there was a small

flame beginning. I guess the other trip wasn't

too helpful. At least it was fun.

We eat cheeseburgers with lettuce,

tomato and green peppers for dinner. Curt

is the man when it comes to trivia. Soon after

dinner John Tuten casually tells us that our

hot pad glove is on fire. So much for that

fire proof glove.

Nightfall brings worry of bears, so

everyone is extra cautious to get their

toothpaste in the van. Bears eat anything.

John Church is nervous enough about the

bears that he throws up his dinner.
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Day Two:
We wake up at 5 a.m. to check the

weather, but it is overcast and begins to rain

a half an hour later. So we sleep in while one
of the tents begins their first game of worm
wresthng. Five minutes later their tent

collapses.

We have a slow, lingering breakfast of

pancakes due to wet fire wood, but Brady
Bunch Trivia passes the time away. Chris

Rogers wants more food. After a long clean

up and more hunting for and splitting of

firewood, we are ready for the day hike to

Mt. Katahdin Lake. En route, after

balancing on a log to cross a stream, we ran

into two locals with fully loaded donkeys.

They inform us that it is three more miles,

and it's worth the walk. An hour and nine

minutes later we arrive. We have packed tuna

sandwiches, and as we break them out

Jimmy informs us that he's allergic to

mayonnaise . . . and peanut butter, the only

other lunch we packed for the trip. He
doesn't go hungry, though, we have granola

bars, and I don't need mine.

After lunch the spirit moves the kids to

get naked and jump in the lake. We pretend

to take pictures, and are they shy? Nope.
When we return to our campsite, we are

hot and tired, so we swim in the icy stream.

Chris Kelley and Tripper are not afraid to

get wet. It is at this point, I finally realize

what we forgot. Raid for the tents. A minor
detail. So Chris and Chris, the counselors go
off to town, 45 minutes away to pick up a

poncho for Scullin, some Raid and a new fire

mitt. Dinner is camp made, not home made
Chih. This pleases some, but not others. We
eat marshmallow, and then off to bed again

making quite sure we have not left out any
toothpaste.

Day Tkm:
We wake up at five a.m., but again it

is cloudy, so we reset our alarm clock for

seven. Fortunately, it is sunny then, so we
can cUmb mountain. However, it won't be

Katahdin which we expect to be at least a ten

hour day. After a Cream of Wheat
breakfast, we are off to climb Mt. O.J.I. The

trails are wet and muddy, but we are helped

by the small log bridges put in by the ranger.

We are not, however, helped out by the dam
put in by the beavers. John Payne can attest

to that as he lost his balance and got really

wet. We decided to leave his now 50 pound
sweat pants at the base of the mountain.

This short five mile loop is anything but

wimpy. We were surprised to find such tough

hand over hand cUmbing. We may have

guessed from the name North Slide, not

North Side. This climb is both challenging

and fun. It also provides an incredible view.

We eat peanut butter and jelly sandwiches

(just jelly for Jimmy) with our trail mix of

granola and chocolate chips, on the summit.

On our way down we get slightly lost,

so we bush-wack for over a mile before

sighting the comforting light blue markers.

As we descend, Chris Rogers and John

Warner take it upon themselves to count

each and every blue mark they see. They were

well into the two hundreds before they lost

interest.
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For dinner we ate macaroni and cheese

which sold well to everyone. Marshmallows
followed and soon we were off to bed with

great expectations of the coming day.

Day Four:

We wake up at five once again, and
there is no excuse not to climb today. We fuel

up with good old oats and are at the base
of the mountain by 7:20 a.m. We check in

at the ranger station before we climb up
Helon Taylor Trail. We all drag our feet

from the previous day's hike up Mt. O.J.I.

,

so things didn't look good right off. We stop

to rest every eight minutes which is bad. We
all had our doubts, but we press on.

Before we know it we are at the tree line.

It looks as if we are getting close ... a little

further and we get the rest of the picture. We
are not even close. The wind is strong and
our sweat soaked shirts begin to really get

cold. A change of clothes is a wise move as

we spent the next six hours above the tree

line in unprotected areas. Soon we reach

Pamola Peak where we are over 4900 feet

above sea level. The whole mountain ridge

is before us. Only 1.1 miles along Knife's

Edge to Baxter Peak at 5200+ feet. Little

did we know, it would take 2 1/2 hours to

traverse this trail.

From Pamola Peak we descend and
chmb up Devils Crotch to Chimney Peak.
This is decidedly the toughest part of the trip.

With one wrong step, one could easily

tumble a couple of thousand feet.

Although the group spreads out, as a
cabin we stick together and support each
other. As the wind rifles past us at 30-40

m.p.h., we cling to the rocks as tight as we
can. A break for granola along the way
before we finally make it to Baxter Peak for

lunch. We take pictures and eat lunch before

starting on our way down. The rocks form

natural steps down which seems so easy

compared to the other trail we took. We
descend the saddle trail to Chimney Pond
where we fill our canteens in a stream and

get an incredible panoramic view of the

mountain ridge surrounding us. The 3.3 mile

hike back seems to go on forever as our

energy evaporates. Finally, we arrive back

at the ranger station where we had begun just

nine hours and 44 minutes before.

Since it has been an especially long day,

we choose to go to McDonalds instead of

making stew. Before actually hitting Mickey
D's, we stop at Ames to purchase counselor

cool cowboy hats. This sets a tone, and we
get lots of funny looks. It's an early night

to bed, and we don't have to get up early,

right guys? Wrong.
Day Five:

After warning the kids about waking us

up early, we see it only fitting that we should

be irate at a 7:30 wake up call. They didn't

try to, they just thought their talking was
quiet enough . . . Yeah, right. The
counselors get up and proceed to make
breakfast for themselves. We ignore the kids

and talk cheerily to one another. Confusion

sets in. The kids try really hard to figure out

what is wrong. They all band together and
say they are walking home. As they play

down by the river we enjoy pancakes. Soon
hunger sets in, so they try to steal assorted

cooking materials. Eventually, they start

their own fire, and we give them the rest of

the essential materials. This at least proved

that they were not so helpless at starting a

fire, cooking and organizing themselves.

The afternoon is cloudy and overcast,

so we organize a big wiffleball game that is

rained out after two hours of play. For



dinner, we make burritos and beef stew.

With Chris Roger's third helping, he gets a
mouthful of tobasco sauce. He then tricks

John Payne into trying some. Soon we're off

to bed after marshmallows and hot
chocolate.

Day Six:

We're up at five again this time to go
home. We leave the site in less than 45
minutes. A breakfast stop at McDonalds and
we're back at Kieve for lunch. Thanks for

a great trip, boys.

North Harris to the Pemaquid River

June 23-24

Ross Cameron, Will James, Eric Redeker

It was an early rise for one of the leaders

this Friday morning for a quick jog and then

an eye opening dip in the lake. By 7:00 a.m.

the rest of the cabin was up and getting ready

for our big day.

Before breakfast, the boys had their

gear up near Pasquaney and their favorite

paddle picked out and ready to roll. After

a rather lengthy montage of wordy
announcements, the chairs were finally put

up and we were ahnost all set to go, but wait,

not before the photographers stopped us on
our way out for a cabin picture. Finally by

9:30 a.m. the guys of North Harris were on

the water and our overnight trip was

underway. As we said goodby to the

waterfront at Camp Kieve, we paddled

around Kistler Pt. in our empty canoes. In

less than an hour we all had made it to the

beginning of the much talked about and

dreaded mile and a half portage. The carry

started off slow to say the least, but we all

grunted our way through it despite the swarm
of mosquitos and the sweltering heat. Brady
and Stuart maintained a strong and steady

pace along with Alex and Jared. After two
hours of "living Hell" as Buzz Poole said,

we all made it to the end of one journey but

the beginning of another.

Before we pushed off on Pemaquid
Pond, we all took a well deserved lunch

break consisting of PB&J, granola bars and
OJ. After everyone was thoroughly revived,

the team of 8 canoes shoved off into the

wind. Roughly two miles up the pond, we
safely arrived at our destination for the

night, Brightree campsite. The gear was then

unloaded and the tents set up with a little

council assistance. The mosquitoes again

were thick and vicious and the only rehef

seemed to be the tents. Needless to say, that's

where we headed for a bit. The time before

supper consisted of resting our weary bones

and taking over what we had all just

experienced.

By 5:30 or so, the fire was lit and more
firewood was being gathered. As the mac and

cheese was heating up. Will W., Steff, and
Wesley kept the rest of the boys laughing and

joking. Supper was eaten in no time with

cries for seconds. Before the dessert was
served, we all took advantage of the longest

day of the year and got some things

accomplished before darkness hit. We all

worked together to reconstruct a floating

bridge that led to the outhouse and also

learned what it was hke to be in both the

stern and the bow of a canoe.

Later that evening, we all enjoyed the

warm spirit of the fire, the great taste of

smores and the fear of countless ghost

stories. Buzz, Will James, and Turner were

among the few who shared their stories while

others blocked their ears in an attempt not

to hear. Soon after, the boys retreated to

their respective tents and the three leaders

shared a few moments of peace and quiet

around the glowing fire.

The next morning the leaders awoke
around 7:00 a.m., gathered more dry wood
and then woke the sleepy boys up. Everyone

was feeUng a bit sore and stiff from the

previous day's portage, but after a tasty

breakfast of cream of wheat, bacon, and hot

cocoa, the group was ready to go another

day.

By 9:00 a.m. the canoes were loaded

and we all began paddling south on
Pemaquid Pond. Along the way we were able
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to get within fifty yards of a few different

pairs of loons which Hfted our spirits even

more. After nine and a half miles of steady

paddling, we had reached the end of the

Pemaquid River much to the campers relief.

Waiting patiently for us at the end was Zach
Bensley with the bright orange bus.

Together, we all loaded the canoes and gear

onto the bus and off we were. The first of

the two trips was no doubt a difficult one

but a worthwhile and essential one at that.

North Harris to the Moose River

June 27 - July 3

Ross Cameron, Will James, and
Eric Redeker

Day one: Early morning rise to a hot

sun. The big day was upon us. Up to

Pasquaney for some nourishment, and by six

a.m. sharp we were all set and on the road.

Zack B. at the wheel, we were safely in

Jackman by ten. Just before crossing the

town line, two beautiful deer bounded before

us. A good sign. Great eyes, Francois! A stop

at the Ranger Station and the IGA, and then

the next thing we know, the canoes were in

the water, and we were saying goodbye to

our friend in the orange bus.

Attean Pond, windy and wild looking,

was our beginning. It was a tough paddle

into the wind. The 3 1/2 mile paddle felt

more like seven miles. Lunch was eaten in

the canoes on the southeast side of a small

island. Arrival at our destination was late in

the afternoon. An exhausting paddle for all.

Beautiful site and a marked portage trail,

yeah! ! A short rest, tents up and then off on
the trail with the canoes. Muddy and long

it was, but a strong effort by all. The shoeless

trio of Turner, Will and Wesley carried their

canoe the distance - a tremendous
accomplishment. Brady and Stu hung in

there along with Tony and Steff. Later that

night, we all enjoyed a tasty meal of flame

broiled burgers along with mung and
popcorn. Truly a strong and good first day.

Day two: Early rise again. Gear packed

up, a quick bowl of granola, and then off

again on the portage. Wanigans, tents, and
bags were carried by all. Another
tremendous effort by all. A great display of

courage and perseverance by Alex in carrying

a wanigan with only one shoe on and a

sprained right ankle.

Well after a short breather, the canoes

were again loaded up and we are paddling

across Holeb pond. A short easy push
brought us to our day two campsite. Another

beautiful spot; sandy beach, picnic tables and

lots of dry spruce. The wind picked up and

blew hard for several hours, a great natural

bug deterrent and clothes dryer. Naps and

water games made up the afternoon. Supper

was Rotini and sauce, mung and fruit.

Another long and hard day had come to an

end.

Day three: The sun broke through the

clouds as I peered out the window of our

tent. Breakfast was a freeze dried dehght

called Fruit Nut Mt. Mush with hot cocoa

to wash it down. The mush didn't go over

very well, but we all managed to fill our

stomachs enough. The paddle across Holeb

Pond was short, and before we knew it, we
were winding our way in and out of Holeb

Stream. It came as a nice change from the

windy and wide ponds that we had been on
the last couple of days.

We all managed to maneuver each bend

with ease, but there was some bumping and
coUiding of canoes. As we made our way
onto the Moose River, Tony and I spotted

a bull moose about 100 yards to the right

downriver. The bull was difficult to spot

because of its natural camouflage, but a few

others had the chance to watch it move
about. Tim and Buzz caught a glimpse of it

as he sensed us coming and made his way
into the woods.

As the day progressed, the sun

continued to shine, and we continued to wind

our way along the narrow and scenic river.

After a set of Whitewater at Camel Rips, we
were all at the beginning of the Holeb Falls

Portage. The boys were hungry and anxious

to get going on the trail, so in no time at all,

the gear had been carried to the end where

a nice site on the rolUng river awaited us.

Lunch was served, tents up, and then

the canoes were portaged. The afternoon was

spent bathing in the cool Whitewater, and
seeking refuge from the swarms of

mosquitoes. Tim, Buzz, Wesley, Alex and
Jared sat in the rushing waters while Will,

Eric, and Steff and a few others checked out

the amazingly beautiful waterfall nearby.

We had some company that afternoon

from a group of campers from Wilderness

Waterways. Their fearless leader was a big.
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burly, bearded man named Gardner DeFoe,

and he was accompanied by his enormous
103 lbs. German Shepherd named Timber.

We all enjoyed watching the group of 19

portage their seemingly endless supply of

gear. We also got a kick out of checking out

some of the items they were carrying. For

example, they hauled along a metal bed

frame, a three foot frying pan, and nine

coolers filled with milk and choice cuts of

meat. Gardner and I chatted for a while

about the wilderness. He told us about a

natural spring that had the coldest water

around. Supper that evening was chicken

Rotelli and rice. Sleep followed shortly after.

Day four: After breaking camp, Ross

greeted all of us with granola cereal and
powdered milk. One of everybody's favorites

- some may call it the breakfast of

champions. After this we were ready for our

fifteen mile paddle from Holeb Falls to

Attean Pond. The paddle from Holeb Falls

to Attean Falls was relatively easy because

of the calm lake. After the portage around

Attean Falls, the wind started to pick up
making paddling hard for everybody. Once
we entered Attean Pond, the head winds
were impossible. As a result, we were forced

to seek refuge on a small deserted island

about two miles from our camp site. At this

point, everybody thought that we were going

to camp on this small island and set up camp.

After we unloaded most of our gear, the

question of where to put the tents came up.

Buzz Poole came up with a plan to sleep on
a huge rock mass with a few other campers.

That left the rest of us to find a spot among
the dead trees and boulders. We put aside

the sleeping arrangements for the moment
and cooked up a very large quantity of freeze

dried Mountain Chile with Francois' help.

After dinner everyone was in better spirits,

especially after the Pepto-Bismol was passed

around. Just as we decided on where to put

the eight man tent, the wind died down.
After a quick vote, we all decided to push

on to our real camp site. Within fifteen

minutes, we had all our canoes packed up,

and we were ready to start our two miles

paddle to the site. By this time it was 7:30

at night, and all of us were ready to get to

sleep. With this in mind, we paddled hke
maniacs to get to the site. However, none of

us expected such a magnificent last mile.

During the last mile of paddling we saw two
moose, four water skiers in a row, various

other canoes, multiple sailboats and two
converging jets. After this spectacular

greeting, we were all in very good moods.
These high spirits were demonstrated by
Alex, Wesley, Stewart, Brady, Jared, and
Will Wister singing a loud version of the

Kieve song. This was followed by Francois'

version of "Old MacDonald" sung to get

back at Will James for singing Grateful Dead
for the previous fourteen miles.

Finally, we reached the place where the

cemipsite was supposed to be. Unfortunately,

it was already occupied by another group of

trippers. So we pushed on to another

campsite, which was also taken. However,
the next and last campsite in the area was
free. It was a relatively nice site with a beach

and a lot of space.

Around 8:30 at night we had the canoes

unpacked and camp set up. By this time all

of us were completely beat from paddling,

so we all turned in at around 9:00.

Day 5: The next morning we were

awakened by the sound of rain on our tents.

Before we took the weather into account, we
had planned to climb Mt. Sally, one of the

many mountains that surrounded the lake.

Unfortunately, we had to abandon our

venture up the mountain. Rather, we decided

to make our rest day live up to its name, and
rest the whole day in our tents. All of us

thought that this was a good idea since the

previous day we had paddled fifteen miles

in strong head winds.

On this day of much rest, we ate Uke
kings. For breakfast we had corn beef hash

and cocoa. Lunch was a large pot of soup

accompanied by a snack, and an enormous
dinner of tuna noodle casserole.

Unknowingly, we had built the fire in a

"kindle no fires" area, and we were caught.

Thus forcing us to use Ross's portable stove

for the remainder of the day and night.

Overall, the fifth day was a day of rest.

Except for a few expeditions and some mud
throwing. Also because our water purifier

broke on the second day, we sent out some
search parties to find a fresh spring. We
finally settled with tap water from a marina

that Tim and Turner brought back.

During our swim time there was a

massive mud brawl led by Alex, Wesley,
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Steff and Jared. Unfortunately, it was ended
abruptly by the council, and everybody was
forced to leave the water. However, some
campers such as Will Wister and Wesley did

go back into the water unexpectedly after

throwing Will James's shoe into the lake.

By the time everybody calmed down
from the water expeditions, mud and rock

wars, and playing keep away with various

articles of Will James's wardrobe, we were

all ready for a good night's sleep. Especially

the council. Everybody was also very willing

to rest up for our thirteen mile paddle from
Attean Pond into Long Pond. Especially

Turner and Francois, who slept all day even

through two meals.

Day 6: The hearty group of North
Harris awoke well rested after a relaxing rest

day. In good spirits, Cream of Wheat was
consumed by all. We left our campsite in

Attean Pond destined to hit the Moose River

for one last hurrah. Going down the Moose
River, we passed Attean Landing, where we
had put in. After a brief spell on the Moose
River, we hit Wood Pond. With great agility

and speed, we traversed Wood Pond to the

Moose River again. Stopping in Jackman,
we rekindled our energy with ice cream
sandwiches. While rafting up, the group
played the name game. Everyone would
make up a question that could only be
answered by a yes or no. Everyone was
stumped when one famous person turned out

to be Francois de Brignac.

The Moose River gently led us out to

Long Pond. The tail winds were enjoyed by
all, for hardly any paddling was needed.

North Harris made an attempt at catamaran
when the canoe of Eric and Turner teamed
up with Stuart and Brady.

Our campsite was taken. We continued

on to our stop at a beach for lunch. Peanut
butter and fluff was the main attraction while

peaches followed for dessert. The counselors

consumed the leftover tuna casserole.

We battled our former friend, the wind,

for we had to go back. We stopped at our
friend, Frank Strasberger's house for

suggestions for a good site. We arrived at

what looked Uke a brand new site. Much to

our dismay, it turned out to be private

property. A couple from New Hampshire
said we would have to leave the site of their

future home. Alex treated them with

kindness and struck up a conversation.

Francois and Steff cleaned up after our meal
of baked beans and bacon.

Where to go? Kindly enough, Frank let

us pitch tents on his spacious lawn. We were
treated to a sauna that much cleansed our
minds and bodies. Much to our delight, we
had ice cream sandwiches provided by
Frank. Ross called together a very
meaningful meeting in which each person

told what they Hked, didn't like and what
they learned about themselves. Very positive

results came from our discussion. We all

went to bed, but were awoken in the middle

of the night by a train that sounded Hke it

was going right through our tents.

Day Seven: What was that smell that

woke us from our deep sleep? It was the

smell of Frank cooking us flapjacks. The
fresh orange juice was an added bonus. Will

Wister and Alex started up a friendship with

Justin Strasberger. Then, a beep! Wow!
Charlie Richardson was here to drive us back

to Kieve. During our bus ride, Jared kept us

all entertained with trivia questions.

McDonald's was consumed with gusto by a

well deserving group. Thanks to the great

group of campers. Fond memories of the

Moose River will be treasured by all.

June 29-July 1

Old Bunker Hill to Belgrade Lakes
James Ledyard, Jesse Johnson and

Gus Koven

Day 1 -

We unloaded our canoes at 12:15 p.m.
after a wonderful lunch of turkey cheese

sandwiches, apples and granola bars (provid-

ed by the kitchen stafO- The 1-2 foot

whitecapped waves seemed to set a precedent

for the rest of the day. One hour and one
hundred yards later, we were being over-

whehned by the surf. Several times I had to

catch Win out of the air before he went
bouncing overboard.

After rounding the point, we were
treated to ferocious tailwinds. It was Uke
windsurfing without the sails. Upon arriv-

ing at Oak Isle Campsite, we were all very

disappointed to find it had already been
taken - by a group of 14-year old girls from
Camp Runoia. They evacuated the girls as

soon as we showed up, but we did get to see

them.

With Camp Runioa gone, we turned our
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attention to the task of setting up camp for

the night. Dan Voog's duffel had gotten wet

so we rigged a drying line between two red

cedars. Very soon the whole line was full

with a potpourri of odd socks, shirts, shoes,

bandanas, and swim trunks. A roaring blaze

was provided by firemaster Gus for many
shivering campers. Warm once again, we set

about finding hotdog roasting sticks for the

feast that was soon to come. With our bellies

stuffed far too close to bursting, we found

ourselves longing for the smores that had
been our incentive for paddhng hard today.

Fingers and faces were sticky with mar-

shmallow and chocolate goo; we were final-

ly satisfied.

A fine ghost story about an axe

murderer who had escaped from a prison

across the lake was provided by Gus for us

before we went off to bed. Thanks, Gus.

Goodnight.

Day 2 -

Getting up early, we cooked a hearty

breakfast of eggs (powdered) and sausage

(hotdogs). As the wind wasn't as strong as

it had been yesterday, we had no trouble

canoeing around the point to take a small

river into another lake. We made a quick

portage over a road and afterwards ate a long

lunch of PB&J with newly-bought fudge for

dessert. Later, upon reaching our campsite,

we found it taken by a very nice man who
told us of a more beautiful site across the

lake. We finally settled for the evening on
some private land. Dead tired bodies escaped

silently into sleeping bags early after a huge
spaghetti dinner. No ghost stories tonight,

thanks.

Day 3 -

This morning was another early one,

and after heaping bowls of oatmeal, we
found ourselves meandering down a seem-

ingly current-less river. Tom and Ozzie sped

off while Jesse indolently crept along a mile

behind. The finale of the trip was jumping
off a 20-foot high bridge into the water just

before meeting Mike and making the bus ride

home.

July 4-11

Old Bunker Hill to Chesuncook Lake
James Ledyard, Jesse Johnson and

Gus Koven

Day 1 -

We started at Penobscot Farms. The
sun blessed us during lunch. By mid-

afternoon the thunderclouds had gathered;

we were in Lobster Lake and rain was im-

minent. Lightning was sited and we were still

a quarter mile from shore. Paddle, paddle,

paddle, paddle. Two hundred yards off shore

\vc spotted a seaplane parked in front of our

campsite.

Well, it turned out that they weren't

staying at the site. They were just waiting for

the storm to pass. Almost as soon as the tents

were set up, it started to rain. Thanks to Ed-
ward Wartels, who "volunteered" his space

blanket as a tarp for the fire.

After a traditional 4th of July dinner of

hotdogs and corn, we had seconds on the

hotdogs . . . and then thirds . . . and
fourths and fifths . . . and then we were

full. And then Matt Budd had eight more.

The feeding frenzy called the 4th of Ju-

ly Feast exhausted us all. We retired to our

tents to get some sleep before our 5:30 wake-

up call. We were wet. The rain had
thoroughly drenched us during dinner. The
six-man tent had puddles by the time we were

into our fourth hotdogs. The eight-man

made it through dessert. The six-man was
declared unsleepable and the whole group
moved into the eight-man, except for Tom
and Ozzie. They thought it was just fine.

Tom was dressed in wool socks and drench-

ed swim trunks. Chris had crawled into his

river duffel and looked quiet content. Good-
night, everyone. Special mention to the com-
eback canoe pair of Garrett and Drew. Nice

paddhng, boys.

Day 2 -

Blessed with a pleasant change from the

night before, the men of OBH, after a hear-

ty breakfast of eggs and sausage (hotdogs),

set off into a glistening early morning sun.

We made our way back up to Penobscot

River by the same small stream we had
paddled down the previous afternoon. Canoe
wars raged all day between the campers and
the counselors. Tom and Ozzie suffered a

serious blow from Gus and Dan and
heroically went down with the ship - thus

leading into the first lesson of righting a

canoe in the water. Finally our campsite ar-

rived. Big Island, however, was far from a

campsite. The firepit resembled that of a
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French chateau with seats and tables made

by some boy scouts. Dinner was spaghetti,

and, until they passed inspection, the plates

served as frisbees for the counselors.

Day 3 -

Another beautiful day. After an

oatmeal breakfast, the counselors continued

the dirty dish throwing competition. Ozzie

purposely soiled his dish twice so that Gus,

Jim and I could try to shatter the existing

distance record. Win successfully failed four

or five easy tests, enabhng Gus to disturb

every tree located in the general area of the

water. Nice shooting, Gus! In his rage. Win
formed a resistance party versus the

counselors with Ozzie, Tom, Mike and Alex.

Thanks for the tip, Dan. Although their plan

was never followed, there were some great

canoe wars on the high seas. I think they

were called the Civil and World War One.

Having paddled through a brief section

of white water, Gus and Dan delivered the

final blow to flip Ozzie and Tom's vessel.

Yet, thanks to Tom's quick skills, Gus was

lured into the water, providing Tom and the

other boys with the final laugh.

Once we arrived at our next campsite,

we were greeted by a friendly moose, who
was eventually visited by all the campers.

Dave, Mike, and Matt all came within a

canoe's length of the moose.

Before the slapping games and "action

stories", we ate a dehcious macaroni and

cheese and ham dinner. Then it was off to

a well-deserved rest.

Honorable Mention for the day: 1) Matt
- for winning the tongue competition; 2)

Mike - for seconds on macaroni; and 3) Win
- for reading his favorite story to everyone.

Day 4 -

Alarm clock was set at 5:30; we got up
at 6:30. Hope you guys enjoyed sleeping in.

The water at our campsite is real bad; it's

got a lot of silt and bacteria in it. Granola

worked fine as an appetizer while Jim cook-

ed up a mouthwatering entree - ham sauteed

in a dollop of butter and glazed with a brown
sugar marinade.

Our fingers were still sticky as we load-

ed our canoes into the Caucomgomoc stream

and headed up towards Black Pond. By now
the men of OBH were seasoned paddlers,

and the headwinds on Black Pond were a

welcome challenge (just kidding, we really

were sore from yesterday's paddling and
were hoping we'd have tailwinds. I think the

counselors were hurting the most).

As we rounded a marshy peninsula, we
saw our first bull moose of the trip. Up till

now, all the moose had been antler-less cows.

This shy buck picked his horned head out of

the water, gave it a shake, and bolted into

the woods. He was no fool.

After several grueling hours of paddl-

ing, we arrived at our campsite for a late

lunch of whopper peanut butter and jelly

sandwiches, followed Campbell's alphabet

soup. Mmmm, Mmmm Good. Fully rested

and fed, we set out to inspect the portage trail

up to Caucomgomoc Dam. Our mission

turned into a free-for-all froHc in the

overflow of the dam. Chris lost both of his

river sandles and Garrett only lost one shoe.

Aside from the above-mentioned casualties

... we had fun. Furthering our inspection,

we surveyed the following day's set of rapids

by floating on Horserace Rips. Over water-

falls and down the stream, the adventurous

men of Old Bunker Hill floated joyously in

their Hfe jackets.

Jim retired before dinner that night,

leaving his two proficient and qualified

junior counselors to prepare a feast of beef

stew over noodles. Following the stew, we
gorged ourselves on chocolate, mar-
shmallows and graham crackers. The kids'

quote for the day was, "It was awesome!"
Day 5 -

Waking up early, we portaged to the

dam with canoes and paddles after downing
eggs and taking down camp in record time.

To prepare ourselves for the rapids to come,

we again swam in the wash coming from the

dam. After some brief instruction on how
to take rapids, the men ofOBH took to their

canoes. All went well on Horserace Rips,

with one spill by Matt Budd and Big Ed
Wartels. James heroically attempted the

ledge. The rest of the day was spent singing

songs for 15 miles until we reached Cero
Island. Unfortunately, all the campsites were

taken, and we were forced to stay in a less-

than-top-rate campsite. We made it home,
nevertheless, and it was perhaps, the most
comfortable place we stayed. We stayed up
late that night in preparation for the rest day
to come. Happy to know we had accomplish-

ed 16 miles, rapids, and a mile portage all
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in one day, we slept soundly, dreaming of

pancakes.

Day 6 -

Day 6 was a welcome change, seeing

that it was our rest day. Most campers awoke
at 11:30 to be greeted by freshly picked

strawberries from a few hearty individuals.

After stuffing ourselves with strawberry pan-

cakes, Jim and Jesse left the site to paddle

to a bakery shop. They returned with cookies

for everyone. Two groups were then form-

ed to play charades. After a long, relaxing

afternoon, we started our qualifications for

dinner. Tonight all the campers had to do
a Stupid Human trick. The talent ranged

from Drew's wonderful face to Mike's jum-

ping through his leg.

Now it was on to what the campers call-

ed the most fun night. We all gathered on
the beach for a lesson from Gus in how to

build a low-impact fire. Each camper was
given a colorful sparkler and was judged on
his dancing performance. Then the

counselors paraded in view of Trailmix to

prove their superiority. After we gathered

around the fire for the OBH ghost story, we
all returned to our tents. It was definitely a

day full of rest.

Day 7 -

After our rest day, we were all prepared

for our 13-mile paddle down Caucomgomoc
Lake until we saw the headwinds. Whitecaps

crested the largest waves we had seen thus

far. We courageously launched ourselves on-

to a lake that had turned into a rollercoaster.

Two hours later, we had traveled one mile.

An on-the-spot decision had to be made.
We retreated to shore as soon as possible.

Once there, we set up a low-impact camp and
waited out the storm. From 11 a.m. to 5:30

p.m. we huddled together in a leaky, damp,
prehistoric tent.

Coughing, sneezing and shivering, we
emerged from our tent and started the 12

mile paddle we still had before us. We tackl-

ed this challenge with the confidence gained

from six days of rugged adventuring in the

Maine wilderness. Dave and Charhe looked

strong. Matt and Edward were in the front

Uke always. Garrett and Drew had their

hearts in the right place and did much bet-

ter once they resolved their conflicts. Dan
and Gus were still singing Beatles' songs.

Evan and Jesse surprised everyone and mov-

ed way out ahead.

We finally pulled in to our campsite at

8:30 p.m. "Are you sure this is it?" Win
said. The island was only about 20 square

yards of rock with a half dozen pine trees

and four cedars. Soon we had beef ravioU

and hot soup, served in the dim glow of a

flashhght from Sears . . . Gus provided us

with yet another bone-chilling tale of the an-

cient Indian killer spirits with hands cold as

death and as evil as nature can be. Thanks,

Gus. We'll all sleep well tonight.

Day 8 -

On our last day, we all got up early, but

we took time preparing breakfast. The wind
had turned around during the night and pro-

ceeded to aim itself directly at our pick-up

point. We prepared sails with space blankets

and tent flies and sped onward. We did the

8 miles in just over an hour.

Arriving at our take-out spot, we
organized our gear and got ready for the big

orange bus. When it finally arrived, everyone

was in a bustle and gave Charlie Harrington

a rundown of the trip at Mach 3 speed.

Smiles abounded and we sat ourselves down
for the ride home.

June 24-July 5

Allagash I to Allagash River

Frank Barbieri, Clay Mitchell and
Ralph Sando

Day 1 -

On the 24th of June, 1989, the *'men"

of Allagash I and their counselors set out on
their trip up the Allagash Waterway. We
were driven in

* 'Courage" with no mishaps

and put in at Hannibals Crossing. First we
enjoyed a lunch of bologna and cheese sand-

wiches. Brad Woloson bade us a farewell and

good luck as we pushed off from the logg-

ing bridge into the West branch of the

Penobscot River. Frank led us while Clay

and Ralph decided to sweep jointly. As we
rounded one corner, we met a shaggy and
slightly bedraggled moose. He patiently

allowed us to take pictures of him before

plodding back to shore.

We ended up paddling for two hours

before coming to our campsite at Big Island.

The practice we had gotten at camp proved

invaluable, for the tents were up in five

minutes. Some of us went swimming in the
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crystal clear water while the wood crew

found some good wood. Josh caught his first

of many fish on the right side of the island.

After an enjoyable dinner of burgers,

the counselors returned to their tent while we

played cards on the picnic table. Everyone

went to bed at about 10:30 as we had been

told that the next day would be hard.

WESLEY TOOKE
Day 2 -

Up at 4:30 so we could hear the crack

of dawn . . . then we went back to bed. We
had bacon, eggs and chipmunk that Clay had

caught the night before. We then left the Big

Island South and, having been in the bush

for a long time, we headed straight for Jack's

and some homemade rootbeer.

We reached our campsite around three

and had lunch - open-faced tuna sandwiches

flavored with the spices found on the top of

the K. But, being ambitious, we decided to

get an early start on Day 3 by doing the first

half of it on Day 2. So it was on to Mud
Pond and the 5 and 1/2 mile portage through

1.6 miles of thigh-deep mosquito, leech and

crocodile infested mud. We took just the

canoes, saving some fun for the next day.

Around eight we had a feast - Unguini

and clam sauce de Frank - an all-you-can-

eat meal which was given a tres bon by all.

We then hit the sack and hit it hard because

it had been bothering us a lot that day.

RALPH SANDO
Day 3 -

Two words - Mud Pond. This was the

day of Mud Pond portage, the zenith of

physical hardship that can be endured by

boys of this age.

Waking to the grim reality of Maypo,
followed by a 1.6 mile trek through mud
(hence the name), our group raUied to

numerous Allagash songs and started the

seemingly impossible quest of finishing the

portage we had begun the previous night. We
wanted to do it in one trip.

The infamous Team Jason of McKin-
ney and Veilleux led the way by volunteer-

ing for the horrid task of transporting the

wanigans. Palmer and I swept the trail as a

sprinting Frank Barbieri passed us tumping

a K-wanigan.

After a short paddle, we set up camp at

Gravel Beach and began some needed rest

and relaxation. Frank's hammock went up,

and card playing, swimming and reading

commenced. The bets were already being

placed: Would Ralph finish his gargantuan

war book Red Storm Rising before the year's

end? All-you-can-eat mountain chili ended

a hard, but rewarding day, and some hit the

sack. Others stayed up, spotting two

shooting stars, among other things.

CLAY MITCHELL
Day 4 -

Rest day - Aaaaaaaahhhhhh. Gravel

Beach, time to take a rest. We slept late to-

day, till around 9:30, and woke up to a

beautiful day in the Eden of campsites. This

place had everything - swimming, good dog

wood, butterflies, and rabbits. We took ad-

vantage of the good weather and long after-

noon to enjoy a traditional pancake brunch

cooked by Dave Jackson and Ty Walsh. The
cakes, complimented by freeze-dried blueber-

ries and strawberries, were delicious.

Clay had the good fortune to catch and

consume a wild turkey. Although it tasted

good, I don't think it agreed with his

stomach. He enjoyed a queasy rest all day.

In the afternoon the whole cabin en-

joyed a game of water football, followed by

a lean dinner of freeze-dried beef stroganoff

.

Dessert was a Kieve first . . . fresh baked

chocolate cake, made in the Dutch oven, and

topped with white frosting.

After some popcorn and ghost stories

(Ralph, we knew you were coming), we hit

the sack.

FRANK B.

Day 5 -

Resupply day. The first thing that hap-

pened on resupply day was that we woke up.

The second thing that happened was that we
walked over to the firepit to see what was

cooking. That's all you need to know. In the

pot was Cream of Wheat, which is a little

bit better than Maypo, which is a little bit

better than being eaten alive by bears while

on a fire while falling ten thousand feet to

your death. So breakfast was great.

Afterwards, we broke camp. Clay went

with Wes, Andrew, Ty, Tim and Josh to

Lock Dam while Team Jason, Frank, Dan,
Rob, David, Erik and I went five miles in

the other direction to resupply. We got there

early due to tailwinds, which were just star-

ting as we arrived, and Frank told Team
Jason and Eric to go jump off a bridge. Pic-
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tures of all of us jumping off the bridge were

arranged by aerial choreographers Frank,

Dan and David, who could do everything but

turn the camera on.

Jenna came on resupply. She helped

Frank unload while the campers and I pack-

ed the canoes. We then set out on our twelve

mile journey to Lock Dam, where the rest

of the gang awaited us.

Now, in case you are not an out-

doorsman, the best weather for canoes is for-

ty to fifty mile-per-hour headwinds which
kick up eight foot waves that crash over the

bowrim, simultaneously submerging the

bow. I'm talking about wind blowing so hard

you can paddle your heart out and still

average two miles an hour in the opposite

direction you are paddling. This is good
weather, but not perfect. Perfect weather is

when lightning flashes fifty feet in front of
your boat, thunder deafens you, and then it

starts to rain. That afternoon we had perfect

weather. Erik and I were way in front and
got separated from the rest of the group
when we hit land. Water started pouring over

the side of our canoe so we took it out of

the water and used it for a shelter. The rest

of the guys tied up their canoes and huddl-

ed under Frank's all-purpose blanket. Mean-
while, Clay's boys had mastered a new sport

- tent racing. While moving tents over

boulders, the wind had lofted the tents at

Lock Dam, and the guys chased them into

the woods.

When the storm passed, the resupply

group finished their paddle and was reward-

ed with the best dinner served that night -

chicken pattie sandwiches with lettuce and
tomato. The other group had the same thing.

After dinner we went into our tents just as

the rain restarted, and we tried to fall asleep

before blowing into the woods again.

RALPH S.

Day 6 -

Following the suggestion of Frank's

alarm clock, the counselors sprang from our
sleeping bags, as usual, and began to

disassemble our Lock Dam campsite. Freeze-

dried scrambled eggs - you cook them first,

Ralph - provided the nourishment that would
be essential to survive the headwinds ahead,

our perpetual arch-nemesis. Once on the

water, a major mutiny occurred, in which I

led a group of the dissatisfied to our even-

tual campsite at Farm Island, while Ralph
and Frank journeyed to abandoned
locomotives. The two locomotives and cor-

responding tramway were built in 1904 and
had served the lumber industry. When we
finally reunited, we decided to remain at

Farm Island, instead of continuing to our in-

tended destination. We were rewarded with

a multitude of females that visited our lair,

during a brief rainstorm. Seeking shelter a

group of recent high school graduates waited

out the storm under our tarp, much to the

dismay of Jason Veilleux. Ty continued his

endless pursuit of spit - none of our visitors

would participate - and after their departure,

dinner began. Fettucini Alfredo and Josh's

fish provided a distinctive highpoint of the

trip.

CLAY M.
Day 7 -

Maypo in the morning, smells like . . .

Victory! Short paddle today, but fierce head-

winds. We sucked it up through and met the

challenge. Unfortunately, we were beaten to

the campsite by a train of canoes pulled by

a motorboat filled with tenderfoot high

school grads. No problems, though, as the

alternate site proved just as good (with an

outhouse that got a 10 on the McKinney
scale).

The Dutch oven provided us with bak-

ed potatoes, which we topped with various

freeze-dried delights. After dinner excitement

grew as the boys talked about the next day

and the rapids to come.

FRANK
Day 8 -

We woke up at his bank because that

is where we were. For breakfast we had
Maypo which smells like victory, but doesn't

taste Hke it. Then it was off to Chase Rapids
- a nine mile stretch of fast pace deadly white

water. Goofus could not steer and horse shoe

his canoe around a rock causing it to rotate

in such a fashion that Goofus and his friend

became extremely wet. Gallant skillfully

maneuvered his canoe through the rapids so

that he moved quickly and stayed dry. We
spent the night at Ledges and after a big

pasta dinner. Clay, Frank, Andrew, Tim,

David, Jason, Rob, and Dan climbed a

lookout tower which they never really found.

FRANK
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Day 9 -

It began as usual with Ralph rising ear-

ly for Cream of Wheat. Like the well oiled

machine they had become, the campers

cleared the site and packed the canoes for the

21 miles of paddling that lay ahead. Up Long
Lake and down Allagash River, Team Jason

led as Ralph and I swept the rear, amusing

all, especially Wes and Erik with our Bob
and Doug imitations. Upon reaching Inlet at

Round Pond, we pitched our tents and all

retired for a late afternoon nap which was

interrupted only by some extremely high-

impact visitors, who stopped to harass

campers. The evening provided a surplus of

entertainment, from rabbits eating out of

Rob's hand, to Dave throwing Andrew off

a cHff, to Wes pioneering D and D. Tim, oc-

casionally breaking his meditation kept us all

amused with his keen humor involving the

proceedings.

RALPH
Day 10 -

The day looked dim and foggy as we left

the inlet. That morning on Round Pond our

canoes stumbled onto a fresh water spring.

After the canteens were filled, we headed for

the Allagash River. Everyone enjoyed Round
Pond rips that morning. Almost everyone

got wet in the morning except for team Jason

who paddled ahead. Ralph capsized during

the canoe wars. At Michaud farm we stop-

ped for PB&J and to drop off the trash.

Soon we arrived at Allagash Falls. After we
were done looking at the falls, we began to

set up camp. We all decided that we would
stay at Allagash Falls. Frank suggested that

we float down the rapids at the bottom of

the falls with Hfe jackets. After Frank and
Ralph were done checking it out, the rest of

us floated down. For dinner we ate chicken

Rotelli. Then it was time for the s'mores con-

test. The winners were Erik Babcock in first,

Robb Beckerlegge in second and Andrew
Palmer, third, the worst smore was by Jason

McKinney, who wrapped a smore in a leaf

. . . and Frank ate it! Then a story by
Frank, and it was time for bed.

Day 11 -

We got up. We ate food. We rowed our

boats for two hours. We talked in simple

sentences and used monosyllabic words. For
lunch we had minestrone soup and lots of

snacks. A quick game of sock wiffle ball

followed. In Maine the mountains are a lit-

tle higher, the river runs a little cooler, and

some people say you can taste it in the mung.
Mung red and mung yellow - mung is Maine
juice.

Frank and Jason McKinney dragged a

canoe up the last set of rapids to shoot them
again. Before dinner, some campers wrestl-

ed, some counselors bet, and some people

did both; and some hummed and some
cheered and some cried and after some din-

ner some of us got some sleep since we were

tired from using run-on sentences and the

word "some".
Day 12 -

When we awoke at East Twin Brook,

we had none of the sentimental sadness that

would follow, but only a desire to reach

Pelletier's and fulfill our quest. The day had
a twisted surrealism, as we shot St. John's

rapids with trucks cruising by us on the ad-

jacent highway. Dave also got a feel of how
it is to sweep, though he did not seem to en-

joy it.

Upon our arrival at Pelletier's, Frank

and Dan reiterated the word ethic of the en-

tire trip by running their canoe up to the pick

up spot. That night we cooked deep-pan

fried pizza in the dutch oven, all the while

reminiscing and doing strenuous calisthenics.

Tim, occasionally breaking his meditation,

kept us all amused with his keen humor in-

volving the proceedings.

The counselors retired to their tent for

an all-night vigil of wax mania - candle

lanterns are recommended with some serious

reservations - while pondering the complete

transformation of "the animal" of the

previous summer, who disappointed us by
not swinging from the trees naked.

Day 13 -

While we were eating a delicious

breakfast of cold cereal and whole milk,

CharUe Harrington drove up in the big

orange bus. What a sight! Time to go, men.
We packed up our tents and gear and bade

farewell to the beautiful Maine woods. Game
over, man; let's hit the road. Thanks for a

great trip, everyone.

FRANK
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June 30-July 12

Allagash Waterway
Brad Woloson, Charlie Loxton and

David Sawyer

The worst four letter word I can think

of is the word FAIL. The Allagash trip has

many physical as well as psychological

obstacles that instill a fear of failure. Most
of Allagash 2 were afraid of Mud Pond Por-

tage and the headwinds of Eagle Lake. These

obstacles would need tremendous physical

exertion to overcome, and our cabin was
somewhat unsure of themselves before we
left. On Wednesday, June 30, we loaded our

Kieve vehicle with supplies and loaded our

stomachs with cereal and butterflies. Sleep

and silence took turns occupying the boys of

Allagash on the bus ride up. Then, about 15

miles short of our drop off, a fighter plane

screamed by, startling the cabin. The shock

said, '*Wake up, boys! This is no drill! This

is the GASH!" Nervous chatter and mind
occupying antics took control over silence

and sleep.

We put in at Hannibal's crossing, had
lunch with Charlie Harrington, and shoved

off on the West Branch of the Penobscot

River. Nervous energy caused our boats to

mov€ quickly. We stopped just once where

a birch tree had fallen part way into the

water. Nick Simonds and Peter Lacher tore

some bark off for future fires setting a prece-

dent for eyes to look for birch on the side

of the river. After some paddling, our nerves

calmed with the help of three moose, soHdi-

fying our presence in a new place. It was ex-

citing. Here we were, 16 people, alone for

13 days in wilderness full of the beauty of

nature.

Day 2 -

Day two was our first ''full" day of

paddling which proved to be a significant day

of growth for the cabin. We paddled on the

rest of the West Branch and into the

Chesenook Lake. Here we navigated

somewhat astray from our shortest path. The
feeling of a never ending day was Hngering,

yet the cabin kept its spirits high, spurned

on by interesting ideas of Mitch Reidel, Jeff

Carney and Jordie Hannum. We rested after

4 1/2 hours of paddling and had PB&J's on

an island owned by pigeons. There the cabin

realized Jared Metz's love for peanut but-

ter. Three hours later the cabin kept up its

spirits by singing the theme song to Gilligan's

Island. We shared a site with some interesting

men whom the kids were somewhat afraid

of; however, they realized their kindness

when they gave us some Coleman fluid and

a replacement cap to our can of fuel.



Day 3 -

Day three was IT. Mud Pond Portage.

Before the carry there was a paddle up Um-
basooksis Stream and across Umbasooksis

Lake.

We had planned what each boy would

try to carry on his one or two trips across

the trail, keeping in mind our group's goal

of conquering the Mud Pond Portage

obstacle. Five hours later and 2 1/2 trips

later, we sat with all of our gear and canoes

at the end of the trail. We realized the poten-

tial of our group through perseverance and

teamwork. As if completing MPP wasn't

enough, we paddled across a stream and had

20 knot headwinds on Chamberlain Lake.

This kept us from our destination of Gravel

Beach. Ryan Viner kept spirits high singing

the theme to the Brady Bunch in his own
special way. Ironically enough, the theme to

the Brady Bunch has a line in it, "and that's

the way we became the Bra-dy Bunch, the

Bra-dy Bunch."
Allagash 2 was also becoming a tighter

group as a result of our physical and emo-
tional day.

We arrived at Gravel Beach, sore, tired

and ready for "chow! " We ate dinner as the

sun went down and had cleaning in the dark.

Gash 2 went to bed having accomplished a

major task as a group. Luckily, the next day
would mean one thing, rest!

Day 4 -

Rest . . . swim . . . relax ... a great

day! We woke up "whenever we want";
thus, the counselors were awoken at 7:30

a.m. to the yells of concern for the morning
meal. Rest day morning would be a little

special. We made pancake batter with

strawberries, started a fire, and then explain-

ed to the boys that it was their job to feed

the cabin. They cooked, and stoked, and ate

for almost two and a half hours. The
strawberries added a great touch; I think

Mitch Reidel enjoyed them most! Later in

the day, Ryan Viner organized a volleyball

tournament for three teams, double elimina-

tion. Somehow Charlie Loxton's team won
the hearty battle against Brad's team who
was undefeated at the time. Some of the

campers, like Jared Metz and Brett Gordon
had a dip off the beach before bed. We all

watched the sun set that evening, one of the

first - it was strange to think we had 9 days

left.

Day 5 -

Nick Simonds, Will Stevenson, Jeff

Carney, and Chris Hall joined David and

myself on an interesting resupply; a two and

a half hour paddle down an arm of

Chamberlain Lake. We set out after an open

face PB&J at 8:00 a.m. with somewhat light

skies. Within 40 minutes of our paddle we
saw a ranger who told us there would be
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heavy thunderstorms in the afternoon. We
turn back to get sleeping bags and a tent just

in case we had to form a makeshift camp-
site and sleep the night separated from the

group because of the storm. We then left

Gravel Beach for a second time. When we
reached our destination, we waited for three

hours for CharHe Harrington who was

delayed at camp, all the while fearing the

possible storm. The clouds were rumbling

and thunder was heard, but wemade it. Fif-

teen minutes after our arrival, the sky

dumped rain for quite some time. The
resupply group had missed another quiet day

in camp. Charlie had made some bacon and

French toast for the boys, quite a special

meal. After our tremendous burgers, we all

went to bed.

Day 6 -

It's what we all feared. Chamberlain
and Eagle Lake. *'I heard the headwinds are

so strong that there are, like, five foot

waves!" I heard one camper claim. We woke
up at five and got a good start on the day
to try to "beat the winds". We did not beat

the winds. They picked up by eight and there

were one foot swells; however, they were
taiiwinds. What joy! What a relief! We cruis-

ed up Chamberlain Lake, carried our gear

around Lock Dam and sailed on Eagle Lake.

Because of the tailwind, we could take our

time. David Sawyer led us to the tramway
that loggers used to move logs from
Chamberlain to Eagle Lake. The engine cars

were unbelievable in size. We had some lunch

and put up garbage bag sails which pushed
us past Farm Island to the Pumphandle site

for the night. We had really gelled as a cabin

at this point. Campsites would be put up
without a word of explanation, firewood col-

lected, and great time spent just playing cards

and talking.

Day 7 -

We got a great start to a short day, stop-

ped at a spring, filled canteens and our Gerry

jug, and with the help of Gregg Zimmerman,
we were off again. We traveled across Chur-
chill Lake so easily that we had a special

lunch of grilled cheese with bacon, lettuce

and tomato. After digestion, we all put our
lifejackets on and went to Churchill Lake
and floated for quite some time. By then, it

was already late afternoon and time to think

about dinner. Allagash stew was the main en-

tree and quite a course it was! FeeHng very

satisfied if not too satisfied, we went to bed
with thoughts of tomorrow's Chase Rapids.

Fear, concern, thought, and excitement final-

ly were replaced by sleep.

Day 8 -

White water rapids, eddies, hay stacks,

chutes, rips. "Pull! Crosspull! Rock left!

Lean right!" Nine miles of rapids! "Wow!
Chase's Rapids, we really did it!" It was
great. Our gear was driven down the nine

milesand left for us as we flew down Chase's.



We really did well, also. With a little en-

couragement even Jordie and Michael were

dodging rocks and hitting chutes the whole

way down. Boy, were we up. What an

experience.

We continued hitting some smaller rips

with our gear in our canoes, and then we hit

Umsaksis Lake. Headwinds. Tough head-

winds. We paddled and paddled. We,
counselors and campers, had to make a deci-

sion. We had already had to stop at a

makeshift site for over an hour to have

lunch. '*Do you want to keep going to our

planned site on Long Lake or stop here at

High Pines site?" Unbelievably enough, the

group wanted to keep going. It got so bad
that we had to drag our canoes on the side

of Long Lake. But still, everyone was in high

spirits. Scott Tackett ran his canoe up the

shore. Ryan Viner kept screaming how much
fun he was having. I thought to myself,

"What a tight group, an interesting tight

group." At Sam's Site, we had a great meal
of baked potatoes and chili and after our ten

hour day, put our heads down before 8:00

p.m.

Day 9 -

By now the cogs of our machine were

meshing beautifully. We woke up at 5:45,

had a hot breakfast, broke down our site,

and were on the water by 6:45. We had
reached a goal of ours - leaving our camp-
sites within one hour. We paddled up Long
Lake, through a good portion of the

Allagash River and up Round Pond to outlet

campsite. We met a ranger before the camp-

site who warned us of bears near the site.

Luckily, Jared Metz had a book on bear at-

tacks enabhng him to explain to us how to

prepare against a possible attack. Unfor-

tunately, we ate tuna fish for lunch, and

many of the campers spilled their tuna

around the campsite creating quite a possi-

ble lure for bears. We all went to sleep with

concern; however, we saw no bears.

Although I might have rustled in the bushes

quite a bit in order to wake up the cabin for

our next day.

Day 10 -

I woke up at 4 a.m., thinking of a big

day. We were supposed to stay at Allagash

Falls campsite; however, in the past that site

has been extremely buggy. I thought it would

be great to wake up very early, and try to

push to Big Brook which was 22 miles away.

The rangers had told us two groups were

ahead of us, implying campsite competition,

but the boys from Camp Kieve would
definitely prevail. I woke everyone up at 4:15

a.m., an hour and a half before dawn. We
were on Long Lake before 5:15. As the mist

rose from the water, we felt as if we were

the only ones awake and moving. We saw
four bull moose and one female along with

five deer. At eight we passed a group who
hadn't quite woken up yet. Their trip leader

explained that they wanted to spend the night

at Big Brook, our destination; however, it

was first come, first serve. We pushed on
past Michaud Farms, dropped off our gar-

bage, checked in with the last ranger station

on the waterway, and we were off again.

When we arrived at Allagash Falls, the kids

were incredibly pumped up about the 700

yard portage. The group ah-eady there gawk-

ed at the physical and mental abihties of our

boys. At that time the previous group's trip

leader arrived at Allagash Falls by way of

motor on his canoe. We made a decision to

allow them to sleep at Big Brook, and we
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would move five miles past that site to the

last site on the waterway, Twin Brook, mak-
ing a total of 27 miles covered on our record

setting day. After our portage, we had lunch,

swam in the falls and were on our way again.

Twin Brook appeared in our sights closer

than expected with no help from moving
water or rips. We chowed that night, put our

heads down, and racked!

Day 11 -

This was a partial rest day in which we
decided to eat our extra breakfast. We woke
up at about 8:00 a.m. - a great bonus to sleep

in. After 40 slices of toast and jelly, 150 slices

of bacon and 72 eggs had filled, I mean fill-

ed, our stomachs, we were off. We were so

busy eating, we could barely tell that it was
raining. However, because of our previous

day's paddle, we only had to paddle two
hours. We stopped at an A-frame campsite,

had hot soup and sat and listened to the per-

sistent rain. After another hearty dinner

(Gash 2 really learned to appreciate the ex-

panding capabilities of instant mashed
potatoes), it was rest for our last paddle of

the trip.

Day 12 -

Our last paddle. Everyone was confus-

ed about whether to be joyful or sorrowful.

I think overwhelmed would be the best way
to describe our feelings. We finished the

Allagash and paddled into the St. John's. We
had some last minute rips to remind us where

we'd been, and we really appreciated them.

We had some headwinds on the more stag-

nant part of the river, but no one seemed to

mind; it kept us on our journey longer.

Pillitiers came, CBH for lunch, a special din-

ner of Linguini with white sauce. To our sur-

prise, Tobi Harrington and Lindsey Radcliff

showed up before dinner, so they stayed with

us for a meal and for some conversation. We
baked for our fourth and last time on the

trip, brownies surprise. Our last sleep on the

ground felt good; however, thinking of our

home at Kieve W2is something to really look

forward to.

Day 13 -

Lindsey and Tobi took care of our

lengthy drive with a stop at Pizza Hut. Ex-

cited, yet mature chatter circled in the bus

as we returned to Kieve. As we pulled in,

Peter Lacher looked to me with stained eyes

and just said, ''AWESOME!" which really

said it all.

The Long Voyage
1st Session '89

Loose, the Invisible Moose, a friend,

comrade, confidante and guide stayed in the

shadows for 16 days of the Long Voyage.

Some claimed to see him - Colin and Wyatt

say they spoke with him several times - but

all the while, Loose looked out for us the en-

tire trip without truly identifying himself. A
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sage of the woods, he brought us from
darkness to light in our times of despair. I

truly miss Loose . . . and I never got a

chance to thank him.

Being in the woods for 16 days can do
wonders for the soul, although it is not

recommended for the complexion. We were

a group of 16. We ranged in age from 14 to

25 but our combined emotional age did not

push past 50. The counselor's emphasis was
to prepare and teach the senior campers
about responsibility and maturity for the up-

coming years. It turned out that the

counselors did a bit of the same themselves.

The trip actually started several years

ago, when all the campers, in their own time

and place, were born. Skipping ahead, after

a hectic two days at camp, we packed up
Courage and left for Greenville with Charlie

Harrington. At the Moosehead Cam-
pground, John, R.J. and I set the tone for

the trip by letting the group figure things out
for themselves. At first, all was
pandemonium. No one could figure out how
to cook dinner, everyone was either yelling

at each other or sitting in disgust, Danny was
running around telling everyone that ''din-

ner will be ready 'loon,'" and Florian and
Emmanuel were speaking to each other in

French. But things eventually settled. We all

played Ah-so-ko then retired. The following

day, we drove next door to Easter River's Ex-

peditions for our first day of white-water

rafting.

The Big Tale

"Look at the wimp who's holding on.'*

Tom, the guide

They put us in two big rafts, one group

of eight and the other of nine. The water

from the Kennebec Power Station was be-

ing released at 6,000 cubic feet per second,

or, in Charlie Harrington's terminology,

CPS. This made for fast water and a par-

ticularly eventful ride at the Magic Hole, a

very serious Class IV drop. After cruising

through enormous standing waves of some
five or six feet, the boats peeled around a

corner and confronted the Magic Hole. The
rafts got quiet as guides Tom and Georgia

shouted out signals. Then we went. The first

boat fell smoothly and rode out the rapid

before the next one followed. After a few

strong strokes, the rush, and then a bang,

the second boat hit very quickly. An im-

mense wall of water, probably bigger than

the tidal wave in the Poseidan Adventure,

crushed the raft. Danny and Colin, both

mighty sailing men, were sent airborne and
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landed in the back of the boat. RT, brave

and sure, was ejected from his seat and head-

ed for the water butt. Fortunately, his bot-

tom traveled right into kind and gentle RJ's

face, saving him from disaster.

The controversy surrounding the Magic

Hole actually began at the end of the day,

after the Duckie Kayaks, after the waterfall

sitting, and after the steak, rice and three-

bean salad lunch. With great effort not to

be vain, and understanding that I have the

biased position of just reporting my side of

the story, I report nasty slanderings of my
name. As we sat and watched slides of the

day in the comfortable confines of the ERE
Headquarters, slide #17 was suddenly pro-

jected on the wall (it actually was not that

sudden as it followed the shocking slide #16).

In the picture, the raft was seen careening

down the river heading for its penultimate

doom in the water gaping jaws of the Magic

Hole. One said Steve Kaback appeared to be

grasping, nay, clutching, onto a piece of safe-

ty webbing that surrounded the raft as his

do-gooding crew mates fiercely paddled in-

to the great abyss. Without question, the first

viewing appeared as if that self-proclaimed

bold adventurer and seeker of new and dis-

tant and a little closer than distant frontiers

was sucking the air from the wimp balloon.

And oh, let met tell you of the relentless rib-

bing and devious, incessant insinuating that

went on by my associates. But, my good
friends, even though my testimony was ig-

nored, the lovable RJ had to eat his humble
words as the picture on closer examination

undisputedly showed the innocence of

slandered victim, me. I mention this also to

foreshadow later events in which lovable RJ
uses words too loosely.

The Seboomook Ledges

"Look out! There's a moose
in a wheelchair!" CP.

By the following morning, the white-

water rafts were stowed safely away in the

distant recesses of our minds. Charhe Harr-

ington dropped us off near the Seboomook
Dam for probably the number one high

adventure, heavy-hitting, gusty day of the

trip. Not only did we face a great river

challenge, but we did it as we sat for the first

time in our dusty canoes that sat collected

dirt in the trailer the two previous days. Even
so, at the start, people were feeling pretty

sure of themselves, mayhaps I even say a bit

cocky. Before the day ended, however,

everyone would be soaked, 1 1 campers and
one unnamed, but lovable, counselor would
begin their boat then unintentionally leave

their boat as they went over a falls, and all,

if I may be so bold, agreed that it was the

most exciting time of all. RJ and RT had
some memorable flips as they propped the

bow way up in the air and stern-dragged

down the drops. Manny and Florian went
through one backwards and Dan and Bill lost

their boat altogether one time. Colin and
Wyatt slammed into a boulder on the shore

when they forgot about their turn. Only
Marc, John, Rob, and I managed to escape

from the fated moment when one's canoe

goes belly up. After paddling about 10

minutes to the first ledge and another 10 to

the second, the day became more and more
grueUng as endless drops followed one after

the next. Each was scouted then passed

through one boat at a time. It turned out the

short four mile day lasted five hours. Ex-

hausted, wet, terrified of small land mam-
mals, we walked shell-shot up to our site at

Burbank flinching at the sound of axrackl-

ing stick, a dog howling in the woods, and
an F-15 Fighter buzzing us overhead. "I wish

I had my (fill in with the

name of favorite anti-aircraft weapon)!"
Lovable RJ.

Sonnet for Lobster Lake
The sun was cheery and the sky was bright.

We all awoke from dark and sleep-filled

night,

Down the River drifted our sleek canoes,

Hoping to pass those confounded yahooes,
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Our guts yearned for some more, as well our

tongues

Desired but a cup of Robbie's monge,

As we made for yonder and distant shore,

And Loose the Moose left prints on sand so

pure.

We made camp and threw mud at John and
Juice,

While Colin twice made faces from his

bruise.

Out from the water we took naps so that,

We 'rose, found sun set o'er the whiffle bat,

With spaghetti dinner to celebrate,

The day ended as Manny said, 'That's

Great!"

The evening sky at Lobster Lake bath-

ed us with the rich pink colors of an im-

maculate sunset then cooled into a violet and
black canopy of darkness. Night fell, we tried

to prop it up, but it fell again anyway. The
sky filled with stars and the land exploded

with mosquitoes. We doused ourselves with

Ben's 100 and put on longs and longs to pre-

vent the female puUcidae mosquito from in-

cising a small laceration with her labial palpi

so that her elongate nostrum could penetrate

our epidermal layer while secreting a salivary

fluid acting as both an anticoagulent and an

anesthetic to aid in drawing blood and stor-

ing it in her abdomen to provide a higher

protein meal for her eggs which later mature

into larvae and dwell in potentially low pro-

tein ecosystems. We made s'mores by the

campfire and I told the group of a horrify-

ing experience I had when hitchhiking down
the Cahfornia coast. After the story was

recanted and we lay on the beach taking in

a shooting star or two, RT approached and

embellished a similar story by Colin.

Story synopsis: "CP was hitchhiking

along Lobster Lake when he got picked up
by this canoe sterned by a guy with a voice

box. He hopped into the bow and was so

busy bailing water out of the boat that he

did not notice they had left Lobster Stream.

One thing lead to another and they went to

this guy's cabin where Colin was told to wait

in the canoe. After a while, Colin got out oi

the canoe and started walking toward the

cabin when he heard this strange sound. So,

he went in the cabin and climbed down a lad-

der into the cellar. The sound grew louder

and it sounded as if someone were blowing

bubbles through mashed potatoes. As he got

to the bottom of the ladder, he saw that the

guys dog had died, probably from eating bad

meat ..." The story continued although

the rest is a bit blurry. Still, it was a very

good story. Very entertaining. Five star.

Bravo.

Let's push on, shall we. From Lobster

Lake we went to Big Island, a hot and event-

less paddle led by the wily sleuths CoHn and
Wyatt who found the way out of the

purgatorial maze of Lobster Stream. We
bathed at Big Island after RJ and RT raced

ahead to save our site. Even Bill washed
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himself which was kinda neat. We made a

birthday cake for Steve Fuchs, but the bot-

tom got a little well done. All the same, even-

tually we tuckered out.

The Night Paddle

"Get me the heck out of here!" JT

Things were beginning to get a bit

routine when John Russell suggested a

brilliant diversion to upset the daily

rigmarole.

From Big Island, we were up early and

on the West Branch for the last time in

canoes. We attempted a game, of canoe

rugby, but realized that without a current,

we made almost no forward progress. Even-

tually, we came upon our site at Canvas

Dam, near the base of Black Pond. The pad-

dle included the usual trivia for snacks and

as usual, Steve Fuchs and RJ grilled each

other with WWII fact and fantasy. We were

met by a group of OutWard Bound people

at the site and we exchanged stories of our

exploits. Soon after that, while everyone nap-

ped. Bill punctured the bottom of his foot

with a well-camouflaged nail. John and RJ
quickly took over the control of the situa-

tion, sending Bill and I to Chesuncook
Village for further medical attention.

Although John was only semi-coherent be-

ing so rudely awakened from his nap, RJ
learned the details for the nights dinner and
they both orchestrated a fabulous spaghetti

alfredo meal fit for Les Harris. Meanwhile,

Bill lay in the bottom of the canoe scream-

ing in a fit of bhnding pain. He grabbed at

his foot with both hands and pulled it

towards his mouth and began gnawing at his

ankle crying out that the pain was too great.

Blood spurted from his ankle as his teeth tore

away clumps of flesh and sinew exposing a

pale white bone underneath. The bottom of

the boat covered with blood. Bill's eyes rolled

to the top of his head and he sHpped from
consciousness just as my feet became dren-

ched. About a quarter of a mile from the

shore, in the middle Chesuncook Lake, I

burst to the center of the boat where Bill laid

face down in a rising pool of gore. But my
panicked surge was too quick and the canoe

rocked back and forth, then flipped. Into the

freezing water we both went. The blood from
the bottom of the boat steamed as it hit the

cool water and warmed the surrounding

depths. We bobbed up and down in the

swells. Floating by our life jackets, I grabb-

ed Bill and started swimming shoreward,

when the wind kicked up and the sky

darkened.

Lightning and thunder erupted in the

sky as sheets of rain washed out my vision

and confused my way. Bill started to drift

away. I yanked on his jacket to pull him
near, but I mistakenly unhooked it and Bill

sHd from the jacket into the deep void of

water below. I ripped off my jacket and dove

after him. In the murky water, I could bare-

ly make out his listless figure sinking

downward. I swam closer, my lungs aching

for air, I reached out to grab him slowly get-

ting closer and closer. My hand extended, my
Hps blue from the icy deep, I was almost to

him. I reached and . . . and . . . and . . .

just kidding. I mean, guy . . . can't you take

a joke.

Back to reality. Bill and I had a wonder-
ful paddle which included getting very close

to a young male moose (no relation to

Loose). On our return, we were met with a
delicious full bowl of pasta and were inform-

ed that the group wanted to push on that

night. And so we did. And into the night we
went.
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On Black Pond, an unfortunate natural

act of God began to happen. The skies

became lit by electric iridescent flashes.

Lightning. We were paddling due north in-

to a storm that was heading due south. Ac-

cording to Newtonian physics and Russian

peasant multiplication, that meant we need-

ed to get our little aluminum canoes off the

water, but quick. Then another strange thing

happened. With the storm rapidly ap-

proaching and our flashlights searching the

shoreline, we realized the shore was a swamp
and there was no place dry enough for us to

get our canoes out of the water. So we quick-

ly pushed forward around the next cove. The

storm identified itself every few seconds or

so by highlighting the night sky in front of

us. We paddled faster hoping for the ap-

pearance of a spot to take. Never have the

guys paddled so hard and so seriously, but

then again, adrenaline is a common
byproduct when one realizes they may soon

get a permanent fro. And what followed will

always be remembered through the ''Ballad

of John Twiss" which went like this:

Da da da da da da da da da da, John Twiss,

We were paddling through the night, lightn-

ing start to strike.

Da da da da da da da da da da, John Twiss,

John start to paddle heading for the shore.

Da da da da da da da da da da, John Twiss,

But he kept his cool and took the tarp out

o' de boat,

John John John John John John John John,

Twiss Twiss Twiss Twiss Twiss Twiss Twiss,

John Twiss.

So under the tarp in the woods we sat

and slept, 16 gourmet entrees for the no-see-

ums. We entertained ourselves with a few
jokes and the famous White Mountain
Clown story. Finally, the skies cleared and
the stars appeared. We dragged our weary
bodies back into the damp canoes and made
forth with scout Juice navigating by the

celestial lights. At the Cini Memorial Tree,
all bowmen threw their paddles at their stem-
men. It was very touching ... I almost
wept. When we did pull in at 2:30 a.m., we
were pleasantly surprised to find the site

taken by Boy Scouts; but none to fear, Jason
and Wyatt led the quiet charge to set up tents

and we quickly established camp nearby the
site.

Rest Day Quiz . . .

1. Which two school mates initiated the
baseball game?

2. Who was the first to float down the
Horserace in his life jacket (clue: his butt
was seen in the slide show)?

3. How many people used our excellent camp
shovel (on par with our excellent camp
axe)?

4. Who were the songs '*RJ in the USA",
and "M-m-m-mannuela" about?

5. Was the mac and cheese really good?
6. Why didn't the Boy Scouts shoot the

Horserace?

Answers: 1-a, 2-f, 3-b, 4-d, 5-d, too,
6-Because they were too wimpy.

Rest day at the bottom of the Horserace
was highlighted by an awesome musical and
dance display that probably topped Rudy
Bali dancers on the Carol Burnett Show. Per-

forming for Loose, Colin and Wyatt did a
touching rendifion of Dirty Dancing to the
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orchestral tones of panakins being pounded
by sticks. Pete conducted the cabin in sing-

ing "Ooo, Baby Baby," and fortunately, no
one was arrested.

Up early the next day, we all enjoyed

a leisurely portage to the Caucomgomoc
Dam. Several carried their own canoe and
Jason tried to carry two canoes at the same
time. Wyatt portaged the Dutch Oven
halfway by himself before being aided by five

others to get it the rest of the way. Emmanuel
picked strawberries and served them to us as

we wearily pounded past him. Although the

atmosphere was not good, the service was ex-

cellent. There is something about the French

and food, I don't know. With the portage

over (we hardly broke sweat - had the whole

thing finished in one and a half trips), we
made that camp thing again and enjoyed a

peanut butter and jelly lunch. Marc only

wanted a Uttle bit of peanut butter on his

sandwich, though. RJ and Steve had the nor-

mal argument over WWII, this time about

the code name of Himmler's plan to retrieve

all the Sauerkraut from Vienna. The rest of

us slept in preparation for the long

afternoon.

The Drag
"This is stupid!" Pete Sheridan

John Russell assuredly hopped into his

boat with Marc, his trusty bowman. The two

had httle worries about white-water as they

led the group down the Horserace beneath

the Caucomgomoc Dam. Confidently, Marc

drew and cross-drew and John pried and

drew right through the rapids down to the

left bend where we all shored up. There we

scouted and discussed our strategies for the

big ledge drop. But John and Marc planned

their strategy on their own as one by one each

canoe went down. Dan and Bill tested the

water temp for us by graciously flipping.

Rob and I went down and did a few 180

degree turns for show (we actually snared a

few rocks), then, to pay back a two year

debt, CoHn and I made a very nice run.

However, to lovable RJ's utter delight, John

and Marc, in a daring attempt to scout the

falls sideways, were vomited from their boat

into the water. They flipped again as well at

the bottom. Tears of joy streamed through

RJ's eyes - it was a very happy moment for

him. After the rapids, we turned right

around and started to drag upstream which

was no easy task in the footwear we had on.

Although many injured their souls on the

slippery rocks, only Rob got physically in-

jured when he sUpped and bonked his head

on the canoe. Dan loved the experience in

Teva's and screamed expletive after expletive

in joy. By the time we reached the falls, it

was getting dark. The slower of us portaged
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back to the dam where Pete explained, *That

was stupid." But as pointless as it was, we

challenged ourselves and overcame. For din-

ner, everyone let loose to get served by ac-

ting insane. John ate dirt on all fours. Need

I say more - it was horrific.

Resupply or Die

"Hey Steve, did you play Boom Chick-a-

boom?" Charlie Harrington

One of the funniest pranks occurred the

next day as we paddled through headwinds

across Caucomgomoc Lake to our resupply

site. John Russell had paddled ahead and hid

in the trees on the shore. As we gunnelled

up out of the wind near him, he began bar-

raging us with a cascade of rocks. Not be-

ing ones to stand such nonsense, however,

Dan and Bill stole all the paddles from John

and Marc's boat then we all high-tailed it out

of there and hid around the next point out

of sight. This gave us a good laugh, but the

stranded pair did not stay stranded for very

long. John, being the Nols-ie kind of guy he

is, quickly assembled a suitable paddle from

driftwood and caught up. A brilliant diver-

sion foiled by ingenuity and wit. We paddl-

ed on.

By the time Charlie Harrington met us,

we had already had two group meetings, one

led by Wyatt, the other just between the

counselors and Loose. Jason, Marc, and I

made some bannock which we ate with jel-

ly, and RT and Rob were organizing a

baseball game. Wyatt found a piece of wood
which was shaped into a bat and hailed as

the Dick Bat, named after Kieve director

Dick Kennedy. One day, the Dick Bat disap-

peared (perhaps into the fire) - I never got

a chance to thank that bat.

Action between the Rolling Spoons and

the Juice was short lived after RJ sent a foul

ball somewhere near Jackman. Charlie show-

ed up with mail and provisions and we quick-

ly transported to Little Johnson's Pond. We
moved from there through the intricate

twisting maze of Little Lovely Stream into

Western AUagash Stream. This memorable
stretch was less than two boat lengths wide

and was covered by a canopy of trees. It was

almost like Disney World but not as real.

Florian and Manny, who led the way, saw
several deer and other wild things.

We emptied into Allagash Lake and
caught another stunning sunset. However,
we had a small problem with our site and had

to push on to another site but never found

it. Rob (Rob) and (and) I (I) found (found)

a (a) great (great) echo (echo) cove (cove) on
(on) the (the) way (way). Heading down to

the bottom of the lake, it got dark.

And dark it was. So for the second time

in three days, we paddled at night. But not

to panic, we made it unscathed both times.

Counselors made a delicious dark din-

ner that night, a generous act overly

reciprocated the following rest day by the

cabin. Before a rainy hike up Allagash

Mountain, we had a little game of Grabba-
ahs with Dan taking a spaz. He threatened

to tear down the tents when the contents of

his Sports Pouch were tampered with. Steve

Fuchs' deodorant stick was used as a prop

in some other game that I did not really

understand as well. Soon, everyone settled,

climbed the mountain which sported a great

view, then returned. Juice, Spoon, and I

were treated to a fabulous meal in our tent

served by five-star waiter, Jacque Strappe.

The burgers were exquisitely charbroiled over

an open flame and accompanied by some
delicious minestrone soup along with an 1989

bottle of Allagash monge. To top it all off,

we were served fruit bar for dessert. Needless

to say, we gave those responsible an enor-

mous tip. We laughed, we cried, we want to

eat it again. RT, Jason, Marc and Dan, suf-

fering from intestinal ailments, ate coals

from the fire which was quite gutsy and pro-

vided wonderful entertainment. Soon we
slept.
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The Protest

"I'm gonna get you, Kaback." RJ

Lovable RJ refused to rescind his pro-

test after Dan and Bill's boat glanced his and

Chump Change/Homeboy's at the start of

the Great Paddle to the top of Allagash

Lake. He was so adamant about complain-

ing of the wrongs done to him that we call-

ed kangaroo court right in the middle of the

rapids in Eastern Allagash Stream. With
John and I residing (or presiding, whichever

you please), the Juice presented his losing

case to an already extraordinarily biased

kangaroo jury. After his own bowman, RT,
testified against him. Juice continued to rant

and rave, standing in knee deep water grasp-

ing his paddle for support or to use as a

weapon. The jury unanimously decided to

tar and feather him, but that was a bit too

harsh. The poor but lovable fellow did,

however, lose all his snacks for the next three

days. He wanted an appeal, but the only ap-

peal he had left was to God. He later

slandered me by calling me a cheat when his

last day's snacks were taken away - another

case he also lost in kangaroo court. The Juice

is 0 for 6 but getting better each time.

The Allagash Stream rapids were a lot

of fun, particularly the two drops after Lit-

tle Allagash Falls and the drop under the

bridge. We ended up in Chamberlain Lake
at the Crow's Nest where Colin, Wyatt,
Jason and I picked wildflowers and wore
them in our hair. It was very 60' s and very

peaceful until John and Juice started another

game of Grabba-ahs and bodies started laun-

ching through the air. During the game, John
found a clever hiding place for the rubber

ball we had. It was gently nestled atop a 40
foot tree after John sent it careening off an
ammo box. Then, Steve Fuchs put John's

hat in the pond. Then, John put Steve Fuchs

in the lake. Good spaghetti that night.

Nothing Uke a fog as thick as pea soup.

That is what we awoke to the following mor-
ning. We paddled into the dawn, compasses

at hand, heading north-northeast. It was an
early, early morning, one of the two which
we were up at four. By the time the fog lifted

and we could see the far shore, some of us

were disoriented enough to think we had
made a circle and faced the shore we left

from. Well, we did not and we found Lock
Dam and yelled hello to Brad Woloson at

Gravel Beach, then scrambled through the

carry. Bill and Dan made it through the

stream without leaving the boat (they feared

wetting their shoes) while everyone else

dragged a lot. And we emptied into Eagle

Lake.

Farm Island was in our sights when we
stopped at the asbestos-covered locomotives

on the Tramway trail. We took several deep

breaths to inhale as much of the stuff as we
could, ate lunch, and moved the last mile

north. RT and Rob informed us of all the

hazards of asbestos . . . so we had that go-

ing for us . . . which is nice. On the way,

Colin and Wyatt invented the overhead

feather, the between the legs feather, the

hehcopter feather, and some strokes that

would make Mike Cunningham blush. Farm
Island was plentiful and bountiful and good

to us. We napped, Dan and Steve played

their own game of whiffle ball bat, and Col-

in, Dan and I later bagged a great piece of

birch (better than a piece of ash) for the din-

ner fire. Emmanuel, Peter, Jason, Steve, RT,
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Dan and I went island diving on a small 10

to 15 foot ledge a stone's throw away.

That night, we enjoyed a memorable,

gas-inducing dining experience. Wyatt,

Jason, Florian and Marc created a Mexican

feast stacked with tortillas, refried beans,

salsa, the works. It was so delicious that Fer-

nando Valenzuela, Ricardo Montalban, and

Pia Zadora almost showed up. After dinner,

we ate the very traditional desert of straight

tabasco sauce. CoHn and Wyatt stole John

Russell's hat to do the Mexican Hat Dance.

And all suffered from severe flatulence.

The Regatta

"Na na na na, na na na na,

hey hey hey, good-bye."

What a pleasure to have a day of

ferocious tail winds. We arose to the con-

troversial hour of 4:30 and left one hour and
five minutes later with a hot comed beef hash

meal inside us. The Star Spangled Banner

manned by RJ, RT, JT, Steve Fuchs, Marc
and Captain John had trouble getting their

immense sail up, but they improvised and the

world did turn. They passed the 3-9 line of

the Catamaponch about an hour into the

sail, making up a good half mile of lost

ground, or actually, water. The
Catamaponch, run by Wyatt, Rob, CoHn,

and I were eventually passed by Dan, Bill,

Jason and Florian in the Enterprise as they

gunned for the leading Star Spangled

Singers. Emmanuel and Pete, traditionahsts

that they were, stuck with paddling. The
fearless and the ridiculous aboard the

Catamaponch may have discovered the most

valuable find of the trip, however, after we
shored up to relieve ourselves. Cohn, while

rummaging in some drift wood, happened

upon the Crrrown, an all-powerful, gleam-

ing, spectacular piece that made people roll

their "r's" and speak hke Richard Burton.

We strapped the Crrrown on our new mast

and were enshrined by a halo of dazzling

light. The boat was truly blessed.

An interesting moment from the annals

of the Catamaponch log - Colin dropped the

nag threw the whiffle ball bat overboard and
in a panic, dove after the valuable tool. We
had had no wind for some 45 minutes and
crawled at a sea snail's pace. Colin grabbed
the bat and started swimming back, however,

a great gust suddenly filled our sails. Colin

swam after us but we moved too quickly and
he fell further behind. Soon, a distant voice

no louder than the wind blowing through my
hair blew over our bow. We hushed on the

boat listening to the wind swept voice. It was
Cohn yeUing from afar, tired of swimming
while making no headway. Our sails full, we
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vaulted forward increasing the distance bet-

ween not only Colin and the boat, but bet-

ween Colin and his beloved Crrrown. And
then we heard what he was saying, "Put the

sails down . . . Put the sails down!"
Jaws was jaws - it had its usual fiascoes

and mishaps. A dead deer carcass washed on

shore and Ranger Jim tied a rope to an ex-

posed rib and dragged him away in his motor

boat. RJ was the target of a nasty practical

joke concerning a rope, a knot, and an

outhouse, not once, but twice. Colin became

possessed by the dark side of the Crrrown

and had to be publicly tied up and purified.

We took a great tub, heard of storm warn-

ings, tied down camp, ate dehcious beef

stroganoff for dinner and retired. We came

out of retirement the following morn and

paddled up to Churchill Dam to shoot Chase

Rapids. Nothing incredibly exciting to

report, because everyone's canoe skills were

visibly improved. We did make it mandatory

that all bowmen who had not yet sterned in

rapids would have to do so. Safe and sound

at the washed out bridge, we waited for Ross.

When he did not show for a few hours, a

slew of us hiked back five miles to the Chur-

chill Dam when he just arrived. We packed

ourselves into the bus with our gear and

canoes and headed south to Pray's Big Ed-

dy Campground for a final day on the water.

The Wash-Out
"Did I scream?" JT

John, RJ, and I had to retrieve Steve

and Emmanuel with the bus after they ran

rampant through the campground. After

long negotiations and some group therapy

by campfire light, the cabin returned to

equilibrium. Raftward bound, we put in

again with Eastern River's Expeditions to do

the Big Eddy trip which included four Class

IV falls - Big Ambejack, Lose-your-lunch,

Abol, and Big Pocmocamus. While all were

memorable (especially surfing at Big Poc and

watching John Russell and Steve Fuchs get-

ting ejected from the boat), Lose-your-lunch

lives on in infamy as it washed out seven of

the nine riders in the raft, including a cool

John Twiss and our guest of honor Ross

Cameron. The falls kept us laughing for the

next two days. Everyone told their story

again and again, and we laughed and laugh-

ed until we cried and puked. Back at the site,

we reahzed there was only one thing left for

us to conquer: Mt. Katahdin.

Mt. Crrrown
"I had the time of my hfe."

Although I did not climb Mt. Katahdin

due to the fact that I had to hunt down OBH
and give them their forgotten med kit, I

heard about much of the tomfoolery that

went on on the 8 hour trip. For one, RJ vow-

ed to quit smoking cigarettes. The group held

the highest recorded game of Ah-so-ko. Bax-

ter Peak was replaced by Mt. Crrrown as the

highest point in Maine. And the crew was

drenched by a rainstorm for about 15

minutes. We all met by the bus at 3:00 and

made for camp. Although they awoke at 5

o'clock that morning and chmbed all day,

no one slept on the way back. As a matter

of fact they danced all the way back to Kieve.

And somewhere out near the

Caucomgomoc Hills, at night, with the dis-

tant resonance of thunder clamoring through

the pines, the rattling and shivering leaves

pick up a tune. "Baaarn Baarn . . .

Dooooon, Dooooooon." The call echoes

down the water in the darkness. Another

sound, "Salmon Rushdie must die, ride on

the Satan train ..." And at last a glorious

chorus of voices, loud and clear, trumpeting

their victorious song across the land:

Come on, come on, now. Ah so ko.

Can't you see, we're at the adventure

course,
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I think I'll drive another trip,

I think I'll take out my sea kayak,

I think I'll drive another trip,

Now I said a Boom,
And you said Chick-a-boom,

I said a Boom,
And you said Rock-a-chik-a-rocka,

Chick-a-boom.

. . . how 'bout a Fresca?

P.S. Hey guys, how does my hair look

right now?!

July 23 - 24

Westcott Point - South Glenayr

Raymond McNeel, Jesse Johnson,

and Eric Redeker

We awoke this morning with the chimes
and looked around us. Yes, there between
our beds were thirteen packs, tightly

bundled, eager to be loaded into their

respective canoes. Though we wouldn't be
leaving until after lunch that day, it was hard
to concentrate that morning on anything else

but what we were about to encounter.

Finally, the time for the grand departure

arrived. We loaded each boat one by one,

and with Scott Maxwell and Raymond
holding up the rear, we were off. The trip

was hard, arduous, difficult, tortuous,

unnervingly scary, and seven minutes later

we arrived at our destination.

Of course, the first order of business

was setting up camp. So, with the able

leadership of people like Harry Stuart and
Ian Glessner, the tents were set up in record

time. Afterwards, Raymond would tell us

that he had never seen such a smooth,

cooperative operation in his experience at

Kieve. With the packs set up under the tarp

conveniently left us by the Long Voyage
outfit, we all agreed a little swimming was
in order. Chris O'Donnell and Cohn Robins

were among those splashing about, while

others chose to make much use of a rope

swing that would careen them far out into

the lake (about six feet, parents). We were

all a dripping, soggy mess by the time we
were through. We all looked at the other and

only one thought came to mind - firewood.

Harry Stuart, Scott Maxwell, and Derek

Vale proved their skill, not only in finding

firewood, but also in locating that most
precious of camp resources - BIRCH BARK!
Soon, a roaring blaze was crackhng in our

firepit, and campers, who by this time had
changed into drier apparel, warmed
themselves with the bright orange glow.

Though we had all enjoyed a small

snack that afternoon, the energy expended

in the past five hours made sixteen tummies
yearn for something a little more substantial.

Thus, as Jim Wilkerson, Pat Robertson, and

Nick Rahman helped Eric amass a massive

firewood pile, Raymond started preparations

for dinner. Soon, the sizzle of hot dogs could

be heard as they seared on a cast iron skillet.

Complimenting the dogs would be baked
beans and lemonade. We could hardly wait.

After what seemed like hours, we finally

found ourselves munching and slurping and
in general made complete pigs of ourselves.

As per camp etiquette, we washed our

plates and cups in Lake Damariscotta and
then rushed off to find the perfect sticks for

roasting marshmallows. Faster than you
could say S-M-O-R-E-S, we were stuffing

our faces with golden brown marshmallows,

sandwiched between a Hershey bar and two
graham crackers. We ate until there was no
more to eat, then played several rounds of

Murder.

By nine o'clock, there were yawns
aplenty and several troopers decided it was
time to turn in. Those that remained,

including Justin Moore, Wes Flower, and
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Todd Bolint, were treated to a round of

chilling ghost stories as the loons made their

spooky sounds. "Hello down there! Look
out! Look Out!"

After a filhng breakfast of buttermilk

pancakes, we set off for a exploratory trip

around the lake. The water was a httle on

the low side, and Jerry O'Connor found it

easier to get out of the boat and push the

canoe onwards! Nevertheless, we made it

through our own Mud Pond Portage and

arrived back at camp at the conclusion of

morning general swim to the welcoming

cheers of everyone. Though our trip was

brief, memories were made to last a lifetime.

RAYMOND McNEEL

July 3 - 5

South Glenayr to Louds Island

Raymond McNeel, Jesse Johnston

and Eric Redeker

Day 1 : We woke up at 7:30 to the Kieve

chimes; most of us not realizing that this was

our big day. On this day we were to set off

on our three day trip to Louds Island. At

around 11 :00 a.m. we set off in the Kieve bus

for the harbor where the Snow Goose is

anchored. Upon our arrival the Snow Goose
was waiting for us along with Charhe

Harrington, Charhe Richardson and Les

Harris. After we unloaded the campers and

gear, Charhe Harrington informed us that

it may be too foggy to make it to Louds.

After a short delay the Snow Goose returned

with good news... "We can make it if we
hurry." Quickly, we loaded into the boat and

set off for Louds.

Upon reaching the island we were faced

with the challenge of transporting both the

campers and gear via rowboat to the rocky

shore of Louds Island. Finally, after a half

hour all of the campers, counselors, and gear

reached the island; however, there was a lot

of wet gear and campers. Even a few cases

of sea sickness.

Now that everything was unloaded onto

the island it was time for lunch. Everybody
enjoyed the ham and cheese chased by mung.
After lunch we set up camp and began to

relax. The next big event of the day was

dinner. Cheeseburgers were cooked over the

campfire and served out to everyone.

However, the real excitement came when we

celebrated CoUn's birthday with a chocolate

cake. By this time a few people were

exhausted and turned in for the evening.

Most decided to hang around and hsten to

Ray's award winning ghost stories. After

three stories, we all went to bed in order to

prepare for the next day's island

explorations.

Day 2: In the morning, the campers

were the first out of the tents. Yet, they were

soon followed by the counselors; thank you,

Ian, for waking us up. For breakfast

Raymond whipped together a deUcious grits,

cheese and ham combination. Keeping with

tradition, we then did our morning duty by

throwing rocks on to the embankment while

singing, "If you're happy and you know it

throw your rocks."

Then it was off on our morning

expedition to the other side of the island. We
all walked slowly because we didn't want to

miss any of the strawberry batches. Upon
arriving at the other side, we were greeted

by a couple who were living off their

sailboat. They allowed aU of us to tour their

house above the water. After completing our

mission, we returned to the campsite for a

well-deserved lunch.

Our big expedition was in the afternoon,

to the httle island that could only be reached

during low tide. As we began to cross one

by one, the campers began to loose their

balance and faU on the rocks. Due to the

many injuries, we had to return to our beach

to tape everyone back together. Scott

definitely wins the award for the worst

injury.

For dinner our gourmet cook threw

together another terrific meal of tuna

casserole and leftovers. For dessert we
brought out the marshmallows, chocolate

and graham crackers which everyone

thoroughly enjoyed. Then those who felt

tired from the eventful day went back to the

tents while others remained for the ghost

stories. All in all, a memorable day was had

by all.

Knowing we had to make an early start,

we quickly loaded our gear to the edge of the

beach. After a filhng breakfast of "Tex's"

gourmet pancakes - we waited as Raymond
attempted to reach Charhe Harrington and

the Snow Goose - and waited - and waited.

Granted the fog was thick and the waves
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were rough, but surely...

Finally, at 9:30 we saw the familiar boat

that would bring us back to the civilized

world. On the Snow Goose were the men of

North Harris, who would be spending the

night in our tents (we were thrilled because

it meant they would have to take them

down). The sea transition went as smoothly

as could be expected, and soon South

Glenayr was on the way home.

We arrived back at camp with a great

honking of our bus' horn and quickly

unloaded our gear, eagerly looking forward

to an end of the trip celebration at Round
Top!

July 25 - 26

North Glenayr to Westcott Point

David Riddiford, Clay Mitchell,

and Rusty Stebbins

After portaging all of our equipment

down to the waterfront, the battle for canoes

began. Once all of the canoes were loaded,

we set out into the still waters of the lake.

It took everyone awhile to adjust to

paddling, but soon everyone got the hang of

it, and there was no stopping us. However,

once we had rounded Westcott Point, the

wind blew hard in our faces. The council had

a brief meeting and decided to abandon the

idea of paddling into headwinds, so we dug
in and paddled through a cross wind straight

to Westcott Point.

Being new at this sort of thing it took

the cabin awhile to set up camp, but soon

everyone was off having fun. A storm rolled

in and decided to take down camp, tent by

tent, but Clark Wooley found himself

singing in the rain. After the storm had
passed we set up camp. Again. An incredible

potato feast was our reward for braving the

storm. As always, Laurent Busquet and Phil

Schmid were there to help clean up, that is

after the smores, of course.

The night went smoothly and everyone

gathered around the fire for a ghost story or

two. Rid spoke of a man wearing L.L. Bean
boots and a mask, who paraded around these

parts chopping people up with an ax.

Suddenly from behind the canoes, came a

scream, and out ran a human dressed in only

Bean boots and a mask, furiously waving an
ax. The council took charge and chased the

mad man away, and all was quiet and

peaceful.

We awoke early, ate a hearty breakfast

of blueberry pancakes, and packed up. We
were off, back to civilization and not a

moment too soon.

July 25 - August 2

North Glenayr to Fort Island

David Riddiford, Clay Mitchell

and Rusty Stebbins

"Hello, Kievers," were the first words

I heard Mr. Richardson shout from his

kitchen window, as we rolled up to his house

with North Glenayr. After a quick chat with

Mr. Richardson, who was dressed in his

Kieve shirt, we unloaded the canoes and gear

and after a quick lunch headed up
Damariscotta River towards Fort Island.

We had to battle the tide a bit, but after

much perseverance we put in at the back side

of Fort Island. After portaging our gear to

our campsite, we set up camp with ease. Now
it was time for fun. Everyone wanted to

explore and check out everything. Philip still

hadn't removed his hfejacket, but with the

tides that whip past the island no one could

be safe. Rusty, Ryan, and Ben searched the

tidal flats looking for that "killer crab".

Jeremie was the first brave soul to pick up
a monster size crab. Matt Pizzi kicked back

and fashioned a hammock from some rope

and his life vest. Chris tried his hand at sand

castles on the small beach as Derrick made
an assault on the peanuts. We played

"killer" all afternoon, and everyone loved it.

"Steamers, steamers," I screamed at the

top of my lungs and from the rocks, the

woods and the tents came all to have

wonderful fresh steamers with lots of hot

butter, yum. After the steamers we moved
out. The main course was wonderful

hamburgers prepared by Rusty and Clay.

After all the plates had been cleaned.

Clay told a few strange stores, and then

everyone went to their tents while Ridd,

Rusty, and Clay shared marshmallows with

the clammers staying at the next campsite.

The next morning we had a wonderful

breakfast of eggs, cheese and Nobleboro
sausage with a side order of bacon. After we
finished breakfast, we played search for the

Golden Granola Bar which proved to be
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great fun because not only did we search for

all of the hidden apples and oranges, but

after we collected our bounty, we got to eat

it.

Lunch consisted of tuna sandwiches and

some great mung. Chris found the tuna

tabasco surprise but wasn't all that amused.

After seconds on sandwiches, we were

alarmed by a crazy clammer heading up the

river in a skiff, screaming at the top of his

lungs. Who was the crazy clammer?
We had a lazy afternoon with some

more exploring of the mud flats while Ryan
and Derrick tried their hand at fire building.

"Stay out of the kitchen, Alex!" seemed

to be Rusty and Rids entire monologue as

they prepared dinner of nacho chips with

chicken noodle soup. After dinner Laurent

was hard at work on clean up while Trevor

continued to be a pyromaniac by the fire pit.

Once all was cleaned, we sat down for a few

stories told by Ridd about Fort Island and
the mysterious things that have happened
there throughout the years. The final round
of smores were consumed, and then everyone

was off to bed to get rested for the long

paddle up the Damariscotta River to

Damariscotta.

After an early wake up call and a quick

breakfast of bacon and oranges, we all set

out onto the river to make sure the tide was
with us. As we made our way up the river

we realized that not only did we have the tide

with us, but the wind was also at our backs.

Rid and Rusty tried a bit of sailing as Clay

took the lead to guide us up the river. We
saw a few seals at Seal Rock, but had to

quickly move to shore as a huge barge made
its way up the river. After a bit more
paddhng, we took a break and went

swimming off the rocks, and then we
finished off the rest of our food supply.

Within another hour we were pulling

our canoes out of the water at Damariscotta

with a great sense of pride and
accomphshment. WE DID IT. NORTH
GLENAYR!!

July 23 - 24

South Bunker Hill to Nelson's Point

Perry Dodge, Jeb Cogger,

and Will James

After inspection, chapel, and roast

chicken, the men of South Bunker Hill were

eager to head off on their first trip together.

The day before Will had given a cHnic on
portaging and landing and taking out canoes,

and all were eager now to put what they had
learned to the test.

It was a sunny day and soft winds

behind us made it seem hke the six mile

paddle down Lake Damariscotta was for

suntanning and relaxation. Even from the

start, Jeb was not afraid to take a few

pictures, and we gave him more than enough

poses. Once we turned the corner of Westcott

Point, we settled into a soHd pace down the

river. Soon the winds shifted; it became clear

that the rest of the day we would be facing

headwinds. And how did the men of South

Bunker respond? Would this first encounter

with adversity discourage and dishearten

these troopers? I think not. Rather, a full

scale splashing ensued.

After a break of granola bars and some
more steady paddling, we reached the

landing at Damariscotta Mills and took a

quick swim in the shallow waters there. The
swim was short, however, because everyone

was psyched for the portage. Because of their

teamwork and wiUingness to work hard, this

otherwise tedious portage became a

satisfying and lasting accomplishment.

After picking up our gear and landing

at Nelson's, the tents were set up quickly and

everyone collected firewood. A dinner of

beef stew and smores sated everyone, and we
all enjoyed Jeb's story of Ernie Bo Dean.

The next day, Maypo and bacon gave us

enough energy to shoot the ripples on the

way down to Damariscotta. Some canoes did

360's, but no one flipped, and instead of

being concerned, the men of South Bunker
only wanted more white water. A trip to

Round Top later that afternoon refreshed us

all.
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July 4 - July 9

South Bunkerhill to the White Mountains

Perry Dodge, Will James,

and Jeb Cogger

Day 1: The rain this morning did not

keep the men of South Bunker from being

psyched for their trip. We had four days to

take a shot at Mt. Washington, and we felt

confident that, if the weather permitted us,

we could all make it to the top.

After breakfast and tarping our gear in

the trailer, we set out. Jon Scott's trivia and

the license plate game kept us entertained

during the early part of the drive. In

Lewiston about 12:30 we ate the lunch Les

had packed for us, and we arrived at our site

around 3:00. The tents were put up, and after

some serious battles with wet wood, a dinner

of hamburgers and marshmallows settled us

for the night.

Day 2: We had gone to bed early

because we had hoped to climb Wildcat

Mountain early the next morning. I think,

however, that we woke up a bit earlier than

we would have liked, for first at 2:00 in the

morning, then at 5:30, torrential rain had

downed one 8-man tent and entirely soaked

the contents (including human -bodies) of all

three tents.

Finally the rain stopped long enough for

us to have our planned Maypo with brown
sugar and peaches for breakfast. We knew
Wildcat would have to wait, but right

through our campsite was the Royce Trail

leading to East and West Royce Mountains.

At around 10:00 a.m. we set out on the trail,

eager to get out of camp and experience our

first hiking together. We were noticing

beautiful rapids and eddies along the Wild

River when, about half an hour into our

hike, the rain started. We kept going up the

muddy trail, with a few water breaks along

the way, hoping the rain would leave us. But

this day the rain was too persistent, and after

a quick PBJ lunch on the trail, we started

to head down. At camp we warmed
ourselves, and some started to wonder if this

was all there was to camping - rain and mud
and cold.

We were tired from the hike, and after

an extensive trivia contest, Doug Desmond
got served beef stew first. Tomorrow would
be a rest day, and we hoped the sun would

allow us to dry our clothes and enjoy

Emerald Pool.

Day 3: The counselors were
unfortunately woken up early. As the men
of South Bunkerhill cleaned the campsite and
sponged out their tents from the earlier rain,

the counselors tried their best to start a fire.

Discovering the wood too wet, Perry, Jeb

and Will distributed fresh PBJ's along with

peanuts and pears.

We all piled into the van to make our

first visit to Emerald Pool. We pulled into

the parking lot and many boys were surprised

to find that Emerald Pool was on a hiking

trail and that we would have to walk a ways
before our cool reward.

Once there, we all looked down from
a 15-foot cHff and most of our stomachs
sank. Perry and Jeb were the first two in the

water. They had to keep the grimaces off

their faces as they swam back to the surface

of the icy water. Most of the campers were
timid about the jump, let alone the iceberg

below. With a little couiage and
perseverance, most of Soutl Bunker
managed to go in. Jared Dunn, Sealy Okie,

and Mallon Fitzpatrick all jumped in right

away and even managed a second jump to

show others what fun it was. Then Chris

Block gave us all a treat by doing a special

dive which had his audience holding their

bellies with laughter.

Once all the campers were wet, we all

tubbed in the water and prepared ourselves

for the hike back to the van, where Will

waited with a fresh supply of water for the

campsite. As we drove, many boys discussed

how they had never jumped from that height

while others retold Chris Block's exciting

dive.

Back at camp, we filled ourselves with

grilled cheese and Will's famous tomato
soup. Afterwards, a few took naps in their

tents while others went exploring with Will

and Perry to a place called Moss Pond. Even
after Emerald Pool, many campers went for

another dip in Moss Pond. The kids swam
and Perry and Will got in a huge splashing

fight with Jon Scott, Josh Kallen, and Ben
Etherington.

Upon our return to camp, dinner began
with eager eyes awaiting. The counselors

made the fire as the campers separated the

damp wood and the dry. Then we all had a
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wonderful meal of spaghetti and meatballs

and mung. We cleaned our plates and went

into our tents for a good rest to be ready for

Mt. Washington tomorrow.

Day 4: This morning many campers

were still groggy from being awakened at 6

o'clock. Because we needed to leave by 8:00,

breakfast was not as elaborate as usual. It

consisted of Maypo and mung, the Maypo
jazzed up with brown sugar.

After breakfast we all cHmbed into the

van and headed for Mt. Washington. When
we arrived, the men of South Bunkerhill

chmbed Tuckerman's Trail will full force

because they knew it was one of the most
difficult trails.

While we climbed there was much
encouragement to those who were having

difficulty. Everyone in the cabin cheered on
Scott Wise, who was climbing at his own
pace with Perry. After a few water rests, we
bundled on our warm sweaters for the 1-mile

climb up the face of Tuckerman's Ravine.

This climb was extremely steep and difficult,

but everyone pulled together to conquer it.

With strained and aching muscles, and after

a pit stop for granola bars, we all reached

the summit.

Once at the top, we explored the

observatory and museum. There were many
requests to call moms from the top. Lunch
began, and Will pulled the soggy, smashed
PBJ's from the pack. No one cared about

the sandwiches' condition; appetites were too

great. After we finished a dessert of tootsie

pops. Will and Jeb surprised the campers

with a treat of Peanut M and M's.

After a bathroom stop, the descent

began. As we left the observatory
^
Sealy

Okie, noticed a sign which read, "To the

very peak of the summit" and we all climbed

15 more feet in order to say we reached the

top.

Climbing down, we noticed Perry and
Scott down a ways, and we all stopped to

cheer Scott on. Many other people who
heard us joined in the encouragement. As
Scott got closer, we broke into the Kieve

cheer. He and Perry continued to the summit
while the rest of us continued the descent.

Once at the bottom, many claimed that

the cHmb down was longer. We rested a bit

and then got into the van in order to meet

Perry and Scott on the auto road and give

them a ride down. As we headed back to our

campsite, most of the campers became
astonished at what they had accomplished.

We wolfed down a great dinner of

hamsteak and mashed potatoes, and later

that night were rewarded with smores and
the Ernie Watkins story, told by Perry.

Despite the scary story, going to sleep that

night was easy due to our fatigue. We piled

into our tents and looked forward to

tomorrow's rest day return to Emerald Pool.

Day 5: After a well-deserved sleep, we
woke to find a glorious day. Breakfast

consisted of bacon and pancakes. The
counselors brought a special treat - orange

juice.

After a lazy morning and lunch, the

counselors retired to their tent, while some
boys went exploring, some played frisbee and

others played chess with the masters - Josh

Kallen and Doug Desmond.
Next on the agenda was a high-spirited

game of ultimate frisbee. Captains Butz and

Etherington led their teams to a Kieve tie.

We decided to move our fun to Emerald
Pool. There we all tubbed and regarded

Mallon with awe as he earned his Kieve

Hypothermia Man for jumping a total of 42

times over our two visits. Chris Block again

thrilled us with more unique dives.

Back at camp, a hearty meal of

macaroni and cheese with ham and bacon

was served. The grand finale was smores.

Our stomachs content, we all looked forward

to Perry's clown story. Will told a warmup
story about the Killer John Ryder, but the

clown story was the main event. Perry

entertained us to no end and left us breathless

and scared. We went to bed listening for

laughing in the area.

Day 6: Arising leisurely, our thoughts

turned to our return to camp. The men of

South Bunkerhill broke camp impressively

while the counselors prepared corn beef hash

and more bacon.

We pulled out of the site with a sigh of

relief, for we left the clown behind. During

our ride Jon Scott entertained the towns of

Lewiston and Welchville. We danced and

shook our bones to the tunes of the van's

radio. Look, guys! The golden arches of

McDonald's. We don't have to start a fire

for this meal.

Arriving at camp, we received a warm
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welcome. Thanks to the men of South

Bunkerhill for making this such a great trip.

July 24 - 25

North Bunkerhill to Bald Rock Mountain

Jim Ledyard, John McAndrews,
and David Sawyer

Day 1: After a short drive north on

Route 1, we arrived at the mountain. Two
lovely ranger-type ladies checked us in and

directed us to our campsite.

We finished our lunch and began our

hike up Megunticook trail to Ocean
Lookout. Huff-puff-huff-puff-puff-pant-

sweat-moan-sweat-gash, "Are we there

yet?"

"No Guys, we have only gone 300

yards." Once everyone realized that today

was not going to be a little stroll in the

woods, all the boys quieted down. A game
of "killer" kept us busy during the hike.

Poor old Dave didn't even get a chance to

kill anyone before he was exposed.

Throughout the day we played this game
along the trail. Two and one half miles down
Ridge Trail we arrived at Maiden Cliff. We
seemed to forget our aching feet and tired

bodies as we gazed down on Megunticook

Lake. Yup. We had to go swimming. John,

Will, and Spencer were captivated by a blond

14 year old girl on the beach. The rest of us

went swimming while they just stared.

"Come on Guys! You've been Maine too

long. She's not that pretty."

After our swim we had to backtrack

along Ridge Trail to Ocean Lookout, about

3 miles.

We were shocked to see smoke in the

woods ahead of us. At the clearing we
spotted a small fire.

"FOREST FIRE!"
Acting calmly, as all Kieve campers

should act, we screamed and panicked.

Under the cakn direction of the council, each

gathered a handful of dirt and began to

smother this 5 inch diameter duff fire. After

the fire was under control, we left it in the

hands of a family of real tourist types who
just stood around and watched the fire

slowly spread. Deciding a Ranger really

should know about the fire we bolted down
the mountain. Somebody already told the

rangers because we passed Mr. Ranger about

halfway down the trail. He thanked us for

helping and told us he'd take care of the rest.

After a fine dinner of beef stew and

garlic bread, we found out helicopters had

dumped 5,000 gallons of water on the fire.

I guess that's taking care of it.

Buzz and Tim told ghost stories while

the fire burned down. Once there were only

glowing crimson coals in the fire pit, Jim

began his story. It had all the elements of a

good ghost story. Death, kilhng, missing

campers, cannibalism, and of course

absolute truth. Everyone was scared to go

to sleep even the council.

Day 2: Sleeping in is always fun. We got

up at 10:00 and were picking mussels by

10:30. An hour later we were ready to begin

cooking our brunch. Fresh mussels. Chicken

soup, peanuts, and pineapple slices satisfied

16 hungry people. Mmmmmm Good!
Putter, sputter, cough, gasp, clank,

rasp. The old blue van climbed slowly up the

hill. The anticipation grew as we inched

closer to the Round Top Ice Cream store. We
prayed, we crossed our fingers, and we
finally arrived at our destination. A dollar

and fifty cents per person was enough for

every camper to get a large ice cream. Will

Alter had trouble eating all of his cone before

it ran all over his arm. Jay Pratt got the

unusual combination award with Oreo and

Peanut Butter ice cream. It was good, I tried

it.

Shortly after our ice cream feast, we
launched ourselves over the bump and back

into Kieve. Great Trip Guys!

August 4 - 9

North Bunkerhill to the St. Croix River

Jim Ledyard, John McAndrews,
and David Sawyer

Day 1 : After we loaded our canoes full

of tents, backpacks, and our food, we
embarked on today's paddle to Birch Island.

Who said canoes have to go in a straight line.

Tim Coburn and Grey Jones were all over

the lake. We battled headwinds all the way.

The heavy metal gruman canoes that nobody
wanted turned out to have a decisive

advantage on the lake.

When we rounded the point and arrived

at the campsite, Jim had already started a
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fire. We were all wet from the previous two
hours of paddling in the rain.

Grilled ham steaks and corn filled our

tummies before we went to bed. I hope we
get some sun tomorrow, so we can all dry

out. Goodnight.

Day 2: We woke up at 5:15 a.m. after

a torrential rain at 3 a.m. Cooked breakfast

of eggs and ham, then broke camp. We left

at 7:30 a.m. We canoed on Vansboro Lake
only to run into three small but heavy

downpours. We finally reached Todds Island

campsite at noon in the rain. We
expeditiously put up tarp and built a fire to

stay warm. PB&J were had by all except Will

Alter who enjoyed a peanut butter sandwich.

Jay and John gathered more fire wood while

others stayed warm by the fire for it was still

raining. Jim, John and Dave took a two hour

nap while campers were talking or sleeping.

Dinner at 6:30 p.m. of Ledyard Stew. After

dinner campers told ghost stories. Then we
all went .to bed about nine.

Day 3: When we awoke at five on
Todd's Island, the ground was still soggy,

clothes were still damp, yet the boys carried

high spirits and expectations. The tents were

set down quickly, and soon we were ready

for Ledyard Stew. Yum, yum! We left

Todd's Island by 7:15 and it appeared as

though the weather would clear.

Unfortunately, the clouds again Hngered on
and seemed to follow us. Spencer and Will

Ewing worked hard, and for the whole day

they were ahead of the rest of the group. We
made it to Vansboro around 1 1 , and cheers

echoed across the water and through the

village because it was the end of lake

paddhng. We portaged our belongings in

about an hour and soon we were down the

first set of rapids. James and Jay cruised

along the set and told me of their success.

The boys were so enthusiastic about White
Water that it made the counselors work
easier. We made it to Little Falls, a great

understatement, at one and decided to shoot

the falls the next morning. The boys were

entertained in the afternoon by watching

many unfortunate canoes flip and hurtle with

all their belongings. Also a kayak race was
being held on the Canadian side of the river,

and the kids cheered and talked to many of

the other onlookers. We had the most
tasteful dish of spaghetti that Tim Coburn
claims he has ever had. It was made with

sausage, onion, and tobasco. Jim held a

great story of the killer clown of the Croix

as the boys eagerly hstened to every word.

Then we went to sleep around 9:15 after the

longest but most eventful day of the trip.

Day 4: Everybody get up, up, up, up!

Get up. It's 5:15. Bleary eyed campers crawl

out of their soggy sleeping bags. It rained last

night. Again. We start the morning by
portaging our gear to the bottom of Little

Falls. The campers are more efficient than

yesterday. Some of us were nervous about

shooting Little Falls - some of us were
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petrified. We had spent the previous day
watching hoards of drunk Canadians (it was
a Canadian holiday) comically flip

everything from rowboats to canoes to

innertubes. Now it was our turn to attempt

the treacherous falls. After we meticulously

scouted and planned our route, we followed

our fearless trip leader down the falls. All

eight canoes made it successfully through the

raging white water. Our birthday boy, Buzz
Pierce, was the closest to flipping, but he

recovered and continued the set of rapids

with style.

We blasted through several more sets of

white water before we arrived at our

campsite. A hot lunch and a hot dinner

satisfied us all. We feasted on macaroni and
cheese all day long.

Exhausted from our days endeavors, we
collapsed in our soggy sleeping bags
underneath soggier tents.

Day 5: We woke up at 5:30 at Spednik
Lake and had tuna fish for breakfast because

we couldn't light a fire. Another night of
rain. We left the campsite at 7:30 and
paddled for about an hour and a half. Then
we came upon Dog Falls which all of us

survived. Then a series of haystacks. During
the morning we took short breaks drifting

down stream. A few times we had snacks

which helped raise spirits because of the rain

and no hot breakfast. We arrived at the

campsite around 12:15 p.m. and cooked

soup for lunch. Many interesting games were

played by campers while council took naps.

At 6 p.m. council woke up and began

cooking dinner. We had three Chinese chefs

flown in to help cook dinner. The campers

never saw the three cooks. Jim told a ghost

story about the Old Bunkerhill Church. Then

we retired for the night.

Day 6: The morning was uneventful as

we made it to the pick up point and drove

back to Kieve.

July 21-22
South Harris to John's Bay
Sam Potter, CharUe Loxton,

and Ralph Sando

Our trip started around noon on Friday

morning after a tent clinic and other tripping

activities. The men of South Harris loaded

their equipment into the van and sat patiently

while the council quickly (well, maybe not

so quickly) tied the canoes down. Lunch was

produced from the kitchen, before Jeff and

Sam revealed that they are allergic to tuna-

fish. Pothole then threw a No. 10 can of

peanut butter into the wanigan. With Ross

at the wheel. South Harris rode off towards

Pemaquid Boat landing.

Once there, the canoes were put in the

water and we broke for lunch, getting up

only once to move the canoes out of the way
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of the sudden flood of people who wanted

to use the boat landing. We waved good-bye

to Ross and pushed off around 2:15, just as

the tide began to turn. The tide was sluggish

and our aluminum Grumman canoes cut

through the ocean water fairly quickly even

though the tide was against us.

We took a break on Beaver Island while

the council checked the maps trying to find

the gut, that small neck of water that would
deposit us in the Damariscotta River's

opening on the ocean. When we moved out,

or rather tried to move out, it was discovered

that Langston had managed to get his finger

stuck in the eye-hole of someone's canoe. A
quick apphcation of vaseline solved the

problem and we made a straight line for

where the gut is. A couple of joy riders in

motor boats gave us some trouble with their

wakes, but we made good time. We
transversed the gut quickly, stopping only

once near Chowderhead's to let a lobster

boat pass through the drawbridge.

On the other side of the gut we floated

with a favorable tide and did a quick

rearrangement of canoe pairs because of

Jeff's sore stomach. Then it was the push for

the campsite on Fort Island before the riptide

arrived to push us back. The lead canoe was

100 yards from the island when the real tide

hit. The only way to get to the island was

to approach from the left. Bobby and Sam,
and Will and Zander were caught on the

other side of the riptide and had to build up
some courage before attempting to cross it.

Eventually all the canoes were on the island.

Camp was set up with a minimum of

fuss, and once that was done, firewood was
gathered. Dinner was macaroni and cheese

with lemonade, and it was enjoyed by all.

After dinner, marshmallows were roasted

over the fire and Pothole told the story of

the coffm. Then it was off to the tents for all.

The next morning we rose about 7:00

a.m. as the tents were taken down, a

breakfast of Maypo and hot chocolate was
prepared. The tide shifted to our favor at

8:08 a.m. It was a dead low with the tide

returning in. We were on Damariscotta River

by 9:45 a.m.

It was a hot day and the water was calm.

As we paddled up river, we were passed by
many boaters going in both directions. Most
were nice enough to slow down so as not to

swamp us in their wake. At 11:30 a.m. we
stopped at a jetty belonging to U. of Maine
and had a quick snack. Then we finished the

long 4 mile paddle in a two hour frenzy.

CharUe Harrington was waiting for us

at Zecchino's deli with the van. As we loaded

the trailer. North Harris made a drive-by as

they returned from their trip. Cokes were
passed out to the tired but hungry campers
as the van pulled out and headed for camp.
At camp we had tunafish sandwiches and
then cleaned up our equipment. Two days

and we'll be off for Mt. Katahdin, but for

now, it's time to relax.

SAM POTTER

July 25 - 30

South Harris to Mt. Katahdin

Sam Potter, Charhe Loxton,

and Ralph Sando

A long, long, time ago, in a state park

only about three or four hours away by van,

a bold cabin chmbed the dreaded Mt.
Katahdin. This is their story. A story of 13

men and their three counselors and the

daring climb that they'll never forget. But

enough of this introduction.

After breakfast on Tuesday, and a quick

cabin clean up, the men of South Harris

loaded their equipment into the box trailer

along with the tents and food wanigans. Jeff

wants to know how much food is packed.

"FOOD question!" is the immediate
response. Langston asks how long the ride

will be. "TIME question!" is the rather loud

answer. John wants to know how far away
Baxter State Park is. "DISTANCE
question!" roars a counselor tired of these

food-time-distance questions.

Then all was ready and we all piled into

the Mark 4000 Time and Space Continuum
Vehicle; cleverly disguised as a grey Ford
Van. With a "Punch it Chewie!" from
astrogater Pothole, pilot Charhe sent us on
our way into the heart of darkest Maine. It

was hot, hazy, and humid day and most of

the van was soon asleep in the heat. Around
noon we stopped in the parking lot of a

Bangor Irving station for lunch (Thank you,

ladies of Pasquaney!) and more fuel for the

van's hyperdrive. While eating, some of the

lads had a conversation with a rather insane

woman who claimed to live on Mt. Katahdin
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and that it was six more hours to get there.

She obviously thought we were in Portland

and not Bangor. Then with Ralph
exchanging places with CharHe as pilot, we
sped off back to the main stream of the

space-time continuum.

Two hours later we were checked out

for Avalanche Fields, camp site 3, in the

heart of Baxter State Park. The next step is

to set up camp, but there was a hitch. We
only had two tent stakes where eight were

needed. So while Charlie led a massive wood
hunt, Ralph and Pothole jumped into the

Tardis (maintaining its disguise as a grey

Ford van) and sped through known space

and time to buy tent stakes.

Dinner was a grand affair of beef stew

with chow mein noodles. All were satisfied.

Then the cabin gathered around Pothole to

hear the tale of Simon and the Rats. The
quiet scraping of Ralph and Pothole

sharpening their knives added to the tone.

Then it was off to bed for everyone.

The next day we rose fairly late around

8:30 a.m. Breakfast was a slow affair of

Maypo and bacon. Around 11: 30 we set out

on the three mile hike to Katahdin Lake.

Ketch, Bobby, and Whit were chomping at

the bit and outpaced everyone else until

reminded that they should not get too far

ahead.

Just as we reached the lake, a wind blew

up and a hard cloudburst came down. It was

cold, but it only lasted five minutes.

Katahdin Lake was surprisingly shallow, and
swimming was more like crawHng in a foot

or two of water. After a quick lunch of

peanut butter and jelly with fig newtons, we
posed for a couple of group pictures, and

then a game of aqua-football was noisily and

splashingly played. The view of the mountain

from about 50 yards into the lake (knee-deep

water) was fantastic. Then came the hike

back.

Back at the campsite we had an early

meal of hamburgers with cheese, onion, and
mushrooms. A true feast! At one point.

Pothole demonstrated how easy it is to

almost Ught yourself on fire with grease.

Then it was an early bed for all with thoughts

of tomorrow's big climb.

We rose at six to a hearty breakfast of

corn beef hash and bacon. Clean up took

rather longer than expected, and we were out

of the campsite at 8:15. At 8:30 we had
signed in at Roaring Brook, and we were

starting the 3.3 miles to Chimney Pond. We
set a fast pace because the climb planned was
so daring, we were going to go as no Kieve

group had gone before!

At Chimney Pond we had an early lunch

(a very early lunch) of PB&J and made
everyone put on long pants and carry a long

sleeve sweater or sweatjacket. At 11:00 we
moved out. We took their toughest trail.

Cathedral, head on. L7 miles right up the

side of the mountain. Zander and Jeff were

scared (so was I!) and Sam was worried.
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Angus was just plain psyched. And so we
stared up the steep rock wall. The Rangers

say it takes three hours to do Cathedral. We
did it in two.

We reached the peak as the wind was
picking up and clouds were coming in all

around us. We ate a snack and posed for a

group picture in front of the exact peak

elevation. Then it was across the Knife Edge
to Panola. It was hairy, and in some places

scary, but Devil's Crotch was the worst. As
the counsel guided the cabin down the right

way, it began to rain, but it wasn't enough

to really make the rocks slippery. Then it was

up the other side and on top of Panola.

We were going to break on top of

Panola (all covered with cheese), but the

black cloud over Baxter peak and the

thunder gave us the urge to start down
Dudley Trail towards Chimney Pond
immediately. As we moved down Dudley,

the wind picked up noticeably, some gusts

requiring us to hunker down among the

rocks. But we all got down Chimney Pond
all right.

As we hiked the 3.3 miles (completing

the 10.7 miles hiked that day!), the counsel

told the campers that we'll have to drive into

Millinocket for a deer tick and louse

examination before dinner, so we'll be eating

late.

As we drove out we were stopped at the

gate by Bob, the Wascally Wanger. He didn't

Hke the speed we had been going and so

detained Ralph while everyone else drove out

into the flow of the space-time continuum.

It was late when we arrived and pulled into

- surprise! - McDonald's! Sorry guys, but we
hed about the tick check, hope you can

forgive us.

As we drove back full of fast food, the

thunder, lightning, and rain started. We got

back to the site at 1 1:40 p.m. and found that

one tent had gone down in the rain, leveling

a pole as it did so. Half the lads slept in the

van that night.

The next day we woke to rain, a lot of

it. Our dry wood was wet. Our tents were

wet. We were wet. But what's a trip without

rain, huh? Breakfast was pear sHces. Then
we piled into that odd warp-capable,

hyperdrive equipped, temporarily stabihzed

vehicle we Hke to call a grey Ford van, and

drove into town. While Ralph took care of

some business at the courthouse, we stepped

into a bookstore and browsed, scaring the

store's staff in the process.

We drove back and the rain slacked off,

so we had hot macaroni and cheese for a late

lunch. The rest of the afternoon was spent

in putting up the fallen tent by jerry-rigging

a stick to act as the missing tent pole. It

worked and tent started drying out, even

though dark clouds still covered the sky.

We had dinner at the usual time, and
it was ravioH. We had it family style, all of

us around the table with Daddy Pothole and
Mommie Chuckles at one end and Uncle
Ralph, the convict wanted by park rangers

across America, at the other. After clean-up,

Ralph told his story of a rabid killer dog and
Pothole told of the quest for the mystical Tis

Bottle. Then it was off to a late bed.

Saturday dawned sunny, but we all slept

through dawn. It was however, when we got

up. After settling a disagreement between
some of the campers, we set about breakfast.

It was pancake day and they were good. The
campers took over from a tired counsel and
cooked their own seconds. Clean up was
finished around noon.

Suddenly the command was given!

"Pile into the van (cleverly disguised as a

Federation Starship) and let's go to Abol
Rock Slide!" It was a good command. We
found it and went nuts on it, scaring some
people away. It was a case of too much fun.

The water was cold, but that did not deter

any from trying for high speed slashes. Then
the clouds came back, and it got cold. Time
to start back.

The rest of the afternoon was spent

sitting around and reading or playing some
weird game involving an L.L. Bean frisbee

and a lot of running. Dinner was a huge
amount of spaghetti with sauce containing

chih and the rest of the onions and
mushrooms (thanks for the idea. Zander!)

It was a big meal and it was eaten family style

again.

After clean up, Ralph and CharUe went

on a errand into town, and Pothole told the

cabin about the ancient and horrible Old
Ones. There was shaking in the tents that

night.

The day of our departure dawned clear

and warm. We ate the rest of the bacon and
corn beef hash for breakfast and then loaded
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up the trailer. As we checked out at the main
gate, it was obvious that while at least we
kept things interesting, they were not too

sorry to see us go.

Most everyone slept on the way back

until just outside of Augusta where we blew

a tire on the trailer. We had to ride the rim

(damaging it considerably) until we could

pull over. We stuffed everything except the

food wanigans into the van and abandoned
the trailer to be picked up later. An hour later

we rolled into Kieve.

Great trip, guys! And remember, we
were the first South Harris to do such a

tough climb.

July 21-22
North Harris to the Pemaquid River

Brad Woloson, Andy D'Elia,

and Chris Marks

It is difficult to think of the Pemaquid
trip as only a "primer trip" to the Moose
River Trip. Its length is only two days, but

during that time, we paddled across lakes,

down rivers and even had a 1 .5 mile portage.

The North Harris group was cast into an

environment of hard work, group - rehance,

and independence.

On July 21 , we said good-bye to Camp
Kieve and pulled paddled across Lake
Damariscotta to the beginning of a portage

trail. This was the first real portage for all

of the group, challenging us both mentally

as well as physically. We could not fight the

physical side of the obstacle. We all knew it

would hurt at times, hey we had to "go with

it!" and if ever possible, really love it. We
were mentally prepared, in fact, our cabin's

role call was L-O-V-E-T-O-P-O-R-T-A-G-E-

, each letter standing for a boy in our cabin.

After we struggled and sweated for two
hours on our portage, we found all of our

canoes and paddles on the shore of the

Pemaquid Pond, a good distance from Lake
Damariscotta. What a relief! A well deserved

lunch was devoured at the end of the portage

trail and we were off paddling to our camp
site, Shippen Bright Site. Headwinds delayed

us, but a bright sun and cheerful attitude

quickened our paddle.

Our cabin, love to portage, emptied out

the canoes, set up camp, and stocked our site

with plenty of dry firewood. The next few

hours were devoted to rest, relaxation, a bit

of swimming by James Hagerty, Ben
Wissinger, and others, and in general,

enjoying the sun and the beautiful lake

around us. The counselors then began to

prepare dinner. We made the first round of

hamburgers for the boys and left the rest of

the preparation to the group as their first

project organized by themselves. Austin

Carlson and James did most of the cooking

and everyone had another hamburger, if they

pleased. As the coals burned down, we
roasted marshmallows and before we knew
it the sun was down and all were ready for

some much needed rest.

The second day of the trip proved to be

quite a demanding day. We woke up at six

and began breaking down the site. The group

did an excellent job taking down tents,

loading canoes and cleaning up the site. We
had our first taste of "turbo maypo" for

breakfast. The usual bland hot wheat was

enhanced with brown sugar, cinnamon,

raisins, and peaches. Everyone enjoyed it,

but more importantly prepared their

stomachs for what would come later on the

Moose River.

We then were off to begin our paddle
up Pemaquid Pond. There were light

headwinds which made our paddle somewhat
longer than it could have been. Luckily as

we crossed the pond and into Biscay Pond,
Damien Petty helped guide our mission,

having done the paddle before. When we
finally reached the end of Biscay Pond we
found the entrance of the Pemaquid River.

The river was lined with weeds on either side

of us, allowing enough room for our canoes

to pass. The sun was shining brilliantly and
the cabin really enjoyed our relaxed pace
down the "rivah." We finally reached the

end of the river where we took out our
canoes. There was a dam at the end of the

passageway, that had a ten foot structure

that the kids could jump off into. We swam
and jumped and rested in the sun for almost

two hours, only stopping once for a peanut
butter and jelly sandwich. David Maxwell,
Sam Atkins, and Austin Carlson seemed to

enjoy our diving area the best. Mike
Cunningham picked us up in the Courage
bus and North Harris was on its way back
to camp. We had really been through a lot
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in just two days. The kids were tired, the

counselors were fatigued, but there was an

aura of self-pride and accompHshment. Our
first trip was definitely a success and more
importantly, North Harris would now be

ready for "The Moose."

July 25-31

North Harris to the Moose River

Brad Woloson, Andy D'Elia

and Chris Marks

On Tuesday, July 25th, North Harris

headed out of camp in the courage bus, hop-

ing to reach Jackman Maine before noon.

We were prepared: we had tents and canoes

for the next seven days; we had a good
outlook coming off of a successful "primer
trip" on the Pemaquid; we even had garbage

bags, anticipating a four hour ride. Just out-

side of Augusta, Blake Sando showed he was
most moved to go on our trip. He got

somewhat sick and luckily hit the garbage

bag. North Harris got its first taste so to

speak, that they were special. Our uniqueness

was again unveiled when we reahzed our

trailer tire was almost locked. A quick two

hours and we were back on the road. We had

lunch with Frank Barbieri and said our good-

byes. With a little bit of raisin and some

challenging headwind, Attean Pond seemed

much more than a pond. We didn't get to

our campsite until five o'clock, however our

day was far from done .... Brad set out

to scout our portage trail while everyone else

set up camp. We had a task to deal with, over

a mile of difficult terrain to walk. Some were

simply quiet with fear while others wriggled

in apprehension. At seven o'clock we set out

to carry our canoes across the trail. Everyone

pitched in as our water transportation surg-

ed across the trail. Ben Wissinger and James

Hagerty did especially well and even helped

others after completing their canoe. Finally

after much sweat, frustration and determina-

tion the boys came back to a hot dinner of

mashed potatoes and beef stew, Chris

Marks' favorite. What a day to start out the

trip. It concerned everyone, because

although we had accomplished quite a

physical project, we knew we were in for a

lot more. The group was somewhat down
and we all talked about how we could push

ourselves as hard as some of the others to

not only help our portage the following day,

but also to feel better about ourselves. The
next morning broke at six in the morning,
we slept in because of previous late night.

The group was so tremendously zealous to

portage, that they began to carry gear across

the trail before breakfast. To the

chef/counselors dismay, within an hour
North Harris had completed more than half

of the obstacle. Rewarding and charging the

group was easy with our hearty meal of Cor-

ned Beef Hash. The rest of the trail went in-

credibly well; every person in our cabin walk-

ed back the trail after finishing what they

were personally responsible for on their own
will in order to help out others. In fact there

was a Michicraft canoe that had to be

brought across the last part of the trail, a

psychological and physical challenge for the

boys because of the lack of complete success

the day before with the canoe. Before we
could even ask a group to get the boat, nine

men came through the woods to put the

canoe on the end of the trail. North Harris

had come so far, selflessly helping out each

other and the group as a whole.

The group had overcome a tremendous
obstacle and to their dismay even felt reward-

ed after the difficult work. Our campsite on
Holeb Pond was right on the beach giving

everyone a good natural bed for a well

deserved sleep. Before we went to bed, James
Hagerty led a group of swimmers in the waist

deep water, to clean and revitahze. Others

at the campsite enjoyed playing "get tied up
and see if you can get out." Damien Petty

seemed to have a great knowledge of knots

while David Maxwell ?? mirrored Harry
Houdini. Everyone's heads hit the pillows

before sundown and soon they were awaken-

ed by Brad's interesting wakeup call. We fac-

ed a great day ahead of us. The fog lifted

after we had paddled for about an hour
around eight o'clock. After a short paddle

through Holeb Pond we found the Moose
River and were on our way. The Moose was
beautiful as the Mountains surrounded us

and bright blue skies ceilinged our world. We
dragged our canoes over some beaver huts.

Ben Wissinger and Sam Atkins had a beaver

swim right under their canoe while they were

pulHng the boat off a log. We stopped off

at a clearing at the side of the river for a

quick lunch and some more paddUng to
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reach our next sight, Holeb Falls, a water-

fall with approximately 40 foot drop.

However, and this is a big however, we
were faced with a 700 yard portage before

we could enjoy the natural beauties around
our site. As we neared our portage trail, the

clouds overhead began to get ominous, a

similar feeling to a predator stalking its prey.

The cabin circled round the beginning of the

portage trail with looks of seriousness and
were off. Kids were slinging canoes on their

backs, carrying wanigans, and other stuff on
a one way non-stop trip. There was a stream

about half way through the portage that

everyone just continued walking right

through. At the end of the trail everyone was
shocked at how "easy" the portage was. It

was either "easy" or the kids really pulled

together and completed another very physical

obstacle with vigor and enthusiasm. Max
Blatt found the waterfall we were looking for

and everyone swam in the falls. Austin

Carlson learned the amazing capabiHties of

hydraulic power as he jumped and jumped
and jumped into the water and was carried

by the rushing water. Some kids found a

huge air pocket behind the falls which soon
became a great hideout for many of us. As
we cooked our Linguini with clam sauce, the

rain started trickling down. I heard one op-
timist say "I don't think it'll rain very long."

Little did we know. It felt good to be in a

safe tent with the sound of raindrops boun-
cing off our tents lulling our cabin to sleep.

We had a good night's sleep to prepare
ourselves for a thirteen mile paddle down the

Moose River and across Attean Pond. What
added the twist of physical and mental tor-

ment was the weather. The counselors woke
up at five o'clock, insuring an early depar-

ture on our day. Unfortunately, rain pelted

down, keeping us all in our tents. After sit-

ting almost two more hours in our tents, we
decided the rain wasn't going to stop, com-
pelling us to get on with our day. We cook-
ed a hot breakfast and were on our way. This

day was key because it was our longest pad-
dle. We had decided to paddle a few hours
past our original campsite to our day five site

in order to create a rest day. The rain could
have posed a large problem to our plan, but
the kids kept their spirits up, singing the

theme to the Brady Bunch and the theme to

Gilligan's Island, often led by Andy D'Elia.

We reached Spencer Rips at about eleven

o'clock in the midst of the largest rain pour.

It felt as though buckets of water were dum-
ping upon us. The rips were unpassable, for-

cing us to portage around them. Still, the

kids were feeling up and "power portaged."

The kids got a boost of energy as the rain

slowed by means of a fig newton. When we
reached our day four site, after passing

canoes down Attean Falls, we stopped in

front of the campsite. It was four o'clock,

we'd been in the rain for almost eight hours,

yet the group wanted to push on. The
counselors were shocked at the group's drive

and determination. Headwinds picked up
along with our group morale. When we final-

ly reached-the end of the Moose River, there

were whitecaps and powerful winds in our

faces. However, we could see the desired

campsite across the lake. One of the campers

said after our big day, "I liked the end of

the paddle when it was really raining hard

and then you could see your destination.

That added more excitement and thrill." As
night fell and we were finally warmed up
with a hot meal and dry clothes, the rain

stopped and the sky glowed with a red and
orange flare.

July 27-29

Old Bunker Hill to Belgrade Lakes
Frank Barbieri, R.J. Caldwell

and John Ledyard

Day 1 -

Considering the vicinity of the Belgrade

Lakes, we took our time getting out of camp.
After breakfast we loaded our van and
started the hour and one-half drive to our
put-in on Great Pond.

Once on the water, we had a paddling
clinic and everyone got their canoe arms back
in shape. It was a short paddle to Oak Island

and once we arrived we started a series of
classes to show the men how to go about dai-

ly duties in the woods. The counsel showed
them how to find good wood, set up the tarp,

start a fire, and properly dispose of waste.

The cHnics took most of the day, and
after a dinner of beef stew, and an after-

dinner swim, we all turned in, falling asleep

very quickly.

Day 2 -

After a warm night in Frank's tent, we
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aroused the campers at 6:30. Maypo was the

morning meal, and it prepped us well for the

8-mile paddle. The campers were sure to take

their time breaking down camp to assure that

they would not leave anything behind.

Nevertheless, after a final sweep of the site,

Frank found various apparel, mostly belong-

ing to Eddie Sardina and Freddy Taylor. As
we left our site, it was such a nice day that

I could see clear to the other side of Great

Bay, one of the most beautiful lakes I have

ever seen.

The paddle across the lake was a

relatively easy one. After a few hours we ar-

rived at a bridge that we had to portage

around. After all of the gear was across the

mud, Frank and I went into town for some

needed supphes. We stocked up on eggs,

homemade bread, and chocolate fudge.

What lay ahead was the last part of the day's

journey.

We put our canoes into Long Lake, only

by now there was a fairly strong cross head-

wind that felt as if it might be bringing some

unwanted rain. A vicious game of canoe

rugby got our minds off the winds, and

before long we were where we thought the

campsite was.

It was time for a snack. Some rafted up,

while R.J. and Frank went exploring various

islands for a suitable campsite. They finally

decided on one and we set up there. Naked
swimming soon followed, and after a short

nap, dinner was prepared. Macaroni and

cheese was the main course, with a delicious

chocolate cake for dessert. A short story ses-

sion was followed by bed.

Day 3 -

We woke up early - 6 a.m. We had

breakfast of hash. Today the group had to

cover about 10 miles, most of it on streams.

Frank said that today the sternmen and

bowmen had to switch places. Hugh Cole

and I were in the lead and the group was

making good time. Then Peter and Eddie put

up a sail and were fine until Peter stood up

and they flipped. Counsel had to rescue

them.

After that we made it to the take-out

with no mishaps. There we were picked up

by Rid, who had driven right by us first.

August 1-8

Old Bunker Hill to Caucomgomoc Lakes
Frank Barbieri, R.J. Caldwell,

and John Ledyard

Day 1 -

A long day for all involved. At 4:45 we
beat the sun out of bed. As the men of OBH
tumbled around in the dark for their gear,

Mr. Kaback pulled around "Perseverance"

for the trek northward. But the 4-hour bus
ride was only the beginning.

We put in at the town of Sebomook on
Moosehead Lake. Sebomook, as we later

found out, was a prisoner-of-war camp in

1944. It held 1400 troops from Rommel's
Africa Corps. Now it is a quiet campground.

After lunch we bade farewell to Steve,

Jill and the tacky orange bus. A two-hour
paddle brought us to the "Northeast Carry".

This is the portage trail that Thoreau used

in 1857 when he canoed the Maine woods
and wrote "Deep in the Maine Woods". Not
much has changed in the 130 years since, but

I wonder what Henry David would have
thought about the logging trails.

The 2.1 miles canoe portage went well

in only 1.5 hours. Special mention goes to

Campbell Walker and Hugh Cole, each for

carrying a canoe solo for quite a distance.

When we got to the West Branch of the

Penobscot River, we took a quick dip and
loaded our canoes with the gear that Steve

had dropped off. It was now 4 o'clock and
a good paddle lay ahead.

As we paddled down the river, we ran

into a huge moose cow grazing at the mouth
of Lobster Stream. Most of us got within ten

feet of the beast. That was something. Then
we turned down Lobster Stream to make our

way to Lobster Lake. By the time we reach-

ed the lake it was 6:30, and we still had an
hour and one-half paddle to the site at Ogden
Point. Fierce headwinds tried our strength.

A quick dinner of Linguini and clam
sauce, and then we sacked - after a gruehng
16-hour day. Good job, guys!

Day 2 -

We woke up at our Lobster Lake camp-
site at an early 5:30. After having spent the

entire yesterday in a water-filled canoe, I

repaired the damage with duct tape. An old

saying is that without Maypo and duct tape,

Camp Kieve would never have survived.
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Wanting to get out of our site as early as

possible, we opted to have cold cereal for

breakfast. They day before we had struggl-

ed through headwinds. Today, however, we
were going the opposite way, and the winds

were in our favor.

After a few hours, we reentered the

West Branch, where we would paddle until

we reached our next site. This stretch of the

trip will be famihar to the boys who return

to do the Allagash. We crossed the exact

place where the Allagash puts in - Hannibal's

Crossing. This is a bridge that is driven by
many logging trucks. Whenever a truck

drives by we are forced to cover our eyes and
face so that rocks and debris do not hit us.

Peter Post's comment that he got dust in his

eyes further convinced us that he likes do-

ing things the hard way.

The site that we had planned on is the

same one that Allagash uses on their first

night. Unfortunately, it was taken, so we
settled in downriver a bit. Campers set up
in fairly good time, and nap time followed.

Chris Maclnnis, Webb Thompson, and Peter

Post enjoyed swimming in the river with its

fast current. They swam so long that they

almost missed dinner - a dehcious fettucini

with clam sauce. After dinner, Frank read

us some short stories while we ate popcorn.

Knowing that a big day lay ahead of us, we
went to bed early, hoping that the good
weather we had would last.

Day 3 -

Woke up after listening to rain patter-

ing all night. We had a short day to Gero
Island. Maypo for breakfast and we were
off. They sky started to clear and it was also

warmer. We made it to Chesuncook Village

around 11 o'clock and bought the kids

snacks at the store. Then we crossed the lake

to Gero Island where the campers were not

given any instructions on how to set up camp
or make lunch, yet they did all right. The
afternoon was spent in hammocks and on the

beaches just lounging around. Dinner was
mac and cheese followed by a cake and ghost

stories. Then it was off to bed and John get-

ting bank duty with life.

Day 4 -

Rest day. What a perfect place, Gero
Island. A beautiful, secluded State Game
Reserve on Chesuncook Lake. The early

wakers went off to find wild blueberries. The

first spot we ran into was sparsely populated

with the sweet fruit, but on the way back we
ran across a field that was teeming with the

miniature blue edible orbs. This was going

to make the pancakes good!

Everybody got at least two huge pan-

cakes and a slice of fresh baked corn bread.

We all were full.

In the afternoon, along with individual

fun and exploration, we had a cabin foot-

ball game. Then R.J. and Freddy had a

wrestUng match that lasted surprisingly long

- a strong showing by Freddy.

That night, after a dinner of beef stew

and potatoes, the rain that would stay with

us for 22 hours started. We all crept into the

cozy shelter of our tents for a peaceful sleep.

Day 5 -

The rain continued through the night

and into the morning. We decided to have

cereal with powdered milk that was very

thick and tasted Hke ice cream.

We had purposely arisen early enough
to beat the headwinds. The paddle was

through still, flat water, but there was a con-

stant rain the entire paddle. Nevertheless, we
made good time and were at our campsite

by 10:30. The rain was so strong that we were

in our tents by 10:45, where we stayed until

4 p.m. Ben Willauer and Tom Hartenstein

tried to stay outside as long as possible

whereas Webb Thompson found that life

under the tarp was more comfortable.

To everyone's surprise, the rain stopped

at 5:00 - after 20-some hours straight.

Everyone enjoyed skipping stones from the

beach. Alex Stuempfig and Andy Wise
displayed their expertise, skipping theirs up
to fifteen times.

Frank and I then prepared a first-ever

Chinese meal with sweet and sour rice. The
meal was too much for some of the boys, so

I enjoyed 4th and 5th helpings. R.J. then

gave his rendition of "The Most Dangerous
Game", while Andy Wise and I played night

catch with a nerf football. We went to bed
hoping that the morning sun would shine on
us and dry our gear.

Day 6 -

Woke up and had Maypo for breakfast.

The weather had cleared and it was a sunny
day. There was a short paddle for the day
but there were headwinds. We did not get to

the site until noon. The rest of the day was
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spent drying out and swimming. Then we

had the worst meal of the trip - moose mash.

Smores followed as did bed in the midst of

a thriUing thunderstorm.

Day 7 -

A short paddle today, but it was a full

day nonetheless. Campbell Walker, Andy
Wise, and Hugh Cole got their Kieve

Wildmen for paddling in a unique way.

Steve was going to meet us at the

Ripogemus Dam and then drive us to a site

from which we would shoot some Whitewater

the next day. While we waited for Steve, we
had the time to enjoy a forty-foot cUff above

deep water. The fall would take one and one-

half seconds to complete. It certainly did

look scary from the top, but many found the

courage to step off. Eddie Sardina and Ben

Bishop found the courage 13 times each. It

was a daring thing to do, and all involved

had a blast and a personal triumph.

After the jumping, we went to the shore

to wait for Steve, who eventually came and

dropped us at the "Burbank" campsite on

the Upper West Branch. That night we had

Mexican food, jokes and some fresh-baked

chocolate cake. We got to bed early in eager

expectation of the ledges we would canoe the

next day.

Day 8 -

We knew that the last day of our trip

promised to be a challenging one. However,

the extent of the challenge was unknown to

me and the rest of the counsel. Our 4:30

wakeup was postponed because of the steady

night's rain. Our trip had been filled with

rain and we were used to it by now; however,

the cooler temperatures we were not ac-

customed to. Day 8 was to be our rapids day.

We would be shooting the rapids with no

gear - in case we flipped. Unfortunately,

there would be no warm clothes either to

keep us warm in the cool rain.

After several counsel meetings, we
decided not to shoot the rapids. However,

after the kids saw the river, there was no tur-

ning them back. Half of them opted not to

go, so they played with me in an old junk

yard. The big attraction there was pulling the

teeth from an old moose skull. We also got

to see most of the northern Maine woods
while trying to drive back to our campsite,

as I was getting very proficient in getting lost.

After lunch and a little rest, the rest of

the group returned. Unfortunately, two of

the canoes had been totalled by the rocks and

rapids. Fortunately, none of the campers

were hurt, and they agreed that this was the

most fun they had ever had.

Next was the drive home. This entailed

much sleep, arguing over the radio stations,

singing, and a stop at a Pizza Hut. Four

hours later we were back at a camp where

we were greeted with loud cheers and smiley

faces.

July 21 -August 2

Allagash 1 to Allagash Waterway
Chris Dougherty, Zach Bensley,

John Russell, and Ben Metcalf

Day 1 -

On the drive in Jared, Chris, Zach and
Ben keep the bus waiting at Greenville for

one and a half hours. Ehh, wrong turn. We
stop at a check in where we see our first two
moose, a mother and her baby. Total moose
count day one: 6. Zach and Anthony get very

close to another baby and Chris and Edouard
pull within ten feet of another. We paddle

down the West Branch under gorgeous blue

skies to our campsite on Big Island. Here we
set up camp and give introductory talks on
being good campers. For dinner we enjoy

cheeseburgers topped with lettuce, tomatoes,

onions and mushrooms. We got to bed, but

it's long before we're asleep as stories fly

around the tents.

Day 2 -

We arise at 5:30 . . . okay, maybe 6:15,

but it's our first morning, and we're just get-

ting used to the new schedule. We eat a

gourmet breakfast of scrambled eggs and
Canadian bacon topped with cheese.
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tomatoes and sauteed onions and
mushrooms. Soon we're on our way down
the river for fun and excitement. The water

is low and many scrape on rocks which
results in wet feet. Later, a mother and baby
moose pose for some close up pictures. These
moose just aren't shy. We get to the mouth
of the river, and Zach and Chris take a long

walk down a path to Chesuncook Village

where we visit The Store. We chat with the

owner who mentions he knows Frank; we are

skeptical that he's talking about our Frank,

but we give him the benefit of the doubt. It's

hard to believe a convicted criminal. We buy
cookies for everyone and are on our way.

We soon stop for lunch and our good-
bye. This is where lA and IB spHt. We eat

the "last supper" of Canadian bacon and

cheese subs before the lA group is off. As
they pound out the last few miles of the day,

we enjoy swimming and napping. At 6:30

p.m., the counselors are awakened by the

theme from the Flintstones. The kids must

be hungry. For dinner we have chih and rice

with pink lemonade. The chili was great, and

they liked the lemonade, too. What the kids

don't realize is that we will be drinking pink

lemonade with every meal for eleven more
days. After dinner and clean up we take a

dip and go off to bed.

Day 3 -

Today is short, so we wake up at 7:30

and eat a leisurely breakfast after a naked
swim. Our short hour and a half paddle is

complicated by head winds. After setting up
the site, we eat tuna mixed with celery and
mayo served on a crispy wheat bun. We read

and nap until it is just too hot to do either,

so we go for another swim. We break out

some cards and teach the kids a new game.

Following this we get a big keep away go-

ing, mostly kids tried to tackle the counselors

and bounce off. It's hot, so we swim before

eating delicious beef stew, diced potatoes and

rolls for dinner. Guess what, we also had
pink lemonade. An early night after hot

chocolate in preparation for the big day
tomorrow. And Rummy reminds us that hfe

is just a pinwheel.

Day 4 -

As Chris told the boys yesterday, "life

is difficult," compliments of M. Scott Peek.

Today, this applies. It's Mud Pond Portage

day, but our bodies are primed, tuned and
raring to go. At 5 o'clock wake up is follow-

ed by Maypo and peaches for breakfast. We
depart at 7 from our campsite to attack Um-
bazookus Stream, upstream, as the boy
scouts do. The water is low so we drag;

despite the noise of dragging, we still manage
to see a bull moose. This river is under-rated

in terms of effort put into it. After a quick

carry around Umbazookus Dam and an

equally quick paddle across our equally nam-
ed lake, we are ready to start the portage.

Zach leaves us a note teUing us the portage

is easy. Then we embark on our Odyssey.

Weather has been hot and dry, so the trail

is not watery, but still muddy. Along the way
we meet Dave, a 36 year old locksmith who
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has a 95 pound canoe and is fishing and forg-

ing all the way to the Bay of Fundi. He's a

true grit kind of guy, and we think we are

roughing it. Brock and Doug do a good job

of carrying the canoes by themselves as we
make the portage in two trips. This is a feat

not usually accompUshed. At the end of the

portage we are rewarded with pop tarts. We
are spoiled, but the treat lifts our spirits. Ac-

tually, putting in Mud Pond is extremely

tough. The entire pond is no more than a

foot deep with water, but several feet deep

in mud. "Gee, why did they name it Mud
Pond?" asks Rummy. Mud is easily over our

knees as we push off. After the pond, we get

on Indian Stream, a stream formed when the

Indians moved a rock each time they pass-

ed, creating a narrow chute. The water is

low, so we drag the entire way. We don't

move any rocks or we would have been there

all day. We reach Chamberlain Lake and

chat with the friendly ranger before reaching

our site at Gravel Beach. Once there, Brock
paddles out to get some water, but he gets

more than he bargained for when he flips.

As we are making a late lunch we see some
canoes in the distance. Before long we
recognize them as our other half! A Kieve

reunion a bit early. Zach's group plus Steve

Kaback arrive, and there is much rejoicing.

We sing, dance and cook some cow meat to

celebrate. Our meal together is good, but the

other group must leave before the ranger

decapitates us for staying in the same loca-

tion without an oversized group permit. Just

about dusk a weary group of Outward
Bounders came in to spend the night. They
are a coed group, so they are of much in-

terest to the counselors, but it is late, and we
are soon off to bed after hot chocolate and
marshmallows.

Day 5 -

Today is our rest/resupply day, so we
set the alarm for 7:30, but don't get out of

bed until 9:00. After lolligagging around and
a breakfast of cream of wheat, we depart for

Telos Landing to get resupplied. Steve came
up in a kayak, so we all take our turn at pad-

dling it. SHght breezes are at our backs, so

it only takes us an hour and a half to go
down the lake. Mail is distributed, and a bill

comes to John from Visa, thanks. We make
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches and fill

up our canteens from the black hose as well

as we watch Camp Winnebago put in to start

their version of the Allagash. We just can't

respect a camp named after a recreation vehi-

cle. Meanwhile, Steve tries unsuccessfully to

roll the kayak without a spray skirt. The boat

fills with water instead.

As we set our back to our campsite, the

winds kick in, and Chamberlain shows us

what she's got for headwinds. We battle the

wind and choppy waves for three and a half

hours before returning to our happy home.
But there is no rest yet as the ranger has re-

quested that we dig a new outhouse pit for

him. Rummy and Brian help Chris and John

dig a four foot deep pit. We contemplate

christening the new pit, but decide against it.
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For dinner we eat macaroni and cheese

and freeze dried mixed veggies. After din-

ner we have a big game of tag, where the

counselors are it. The kids all scatter and are

never tagged although we threaten to tag

their ear, one of the most venerable places

to be tagged. We hit the sack early in an-

ticipation of the day to follow.

Day 6 -

Up at 5:00 a.m. to beat the head winds.

Much to our dismay, those RV worshipers

pass by our site at 7:00 as we are loading our

canoes (following, naturally, our scrump-

tious breakfast of cream of wheat). We take

off with the other group a half an hour ahead

of us. However, we are strong, serious types

with swift paddles, and soon we overtake

Camp Winnebago as they head in the wrong
direction. Luckily, there are no headwinds
yet, so Chamberlain Lake is conquered after

we quickly carry around Lock Dam. Doug
and Brad get caught up going backwards
down the river, and soon they are stuck

broadside in the stream. This spurs on a

rehash of canoe chnic they once had. We
review all points and responsibilities of steer-

ing a canoe which they seem to have forgot-

ten. As we turn on to Eagle Lake the nice

pleasant day turns to heavy winds against us.

We pull over on Pillsbury Island to snack
and fill our canteens with fresh spring water.

We push on encountering much of the same

as we had faced on Chamberlain on resupp-

ly day. It is tough work, but someone has

to do it. Lord knows we have persevs^rance,

loyalty and courage to pull us through.

After some tough pushing we get

beyond a point of land and the winds change

direction in our favor. We camp at Ziegler,

a good site with its own fresh spring and a

smelly outhouse. An older man, who
resembles a castaway, comes to fill his water

jugs. He warns us of approaching thunder-

showers and is only mentioned hf^re because

we didn't do anything else to speak of this

afternoon. Around dinner time we are visited

for the first time by a doctor, his nurse and
their daughter. They decide to stay close by.

For dinner we eat spaghetti. The sauce

was mixed with chili which was good, and
the pink lemonade was mixed with regular

lemonade which was bad. Thanks, Rummy.
We chew on some marshmallows and are off

to bed.

Day 7 -

Up at 5:00 a.m. and there appear to be

tailwinds! We eat some Maypo and are off

by 7:00. The wind is still in our favor. We
finish Eagle Lake and zip through Churchill

Lake in no time, passing the good doctor and
crew. They say they are making good time

and thus planned on shooting Chase Rips to-

day. We eat a snack at our campsite, study

our options and decide to go for it. The
ranger portages our gear and $10 down the

rips in his pick up truck and leaves the

former and retains the latter. We run down
to watch Doc shoot the first set of rips which

he does fine. Excitedly we return to our

canoes after some last minute instruction and

cheer. John and Rummy decide the first -^et

looks too easy, so they shoot the right side

of the river rather than the conventional left.

The rest of us adhere to convention and
make it through with flying colors. Not for
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long, however. Chris and Edouard hit a rock

in the Grumman aluminum canoe that stops

the boat dead in the water from a good 15

m.p.h. run. The jolt sends them flying for-

ward in the canoe, but all is okay. Only slight

cuts and bruises. Everyone else, at one point

or other, gets lodged on a rock, but none as

serious as Doug and Brad. They hked going

broadside the other day so much that they

thought they would do it again! This time

it's more critical. By all accounts the canoe

should have been horse-shoed around the

rock, but someone up there was taking care

off them this day . . . Chris wades across

the river to Hberate the canoe from the op-

pressive forces of the Allagash River. Brad

forgets who's on his side and cracks Chris

across the face with a paddle. No biggie.

Twenty minutes later and we're on our way
again.

Soon after we pick our stuff n' junk up

at the washed out bridge. And the two lead

boats see the bald eagle that Doc described

seeing in the middle of the rips, but it's not

much more than a glimpse. We set up camp
at Meadows under darkening skies and eat

a quick peanut butter and jelly sandwich

before a hght sprinkle falls. We swim and

nap the rest of the afternoon. At 5:00 p.m.

we begin dinner by getting a hot bed of coals

going. We bake potatoes wrapped in tin foil

for hour and top them off with creamy

cheese sauce, chih, mixed vegetables and

seasonings. Dinner is a big seller that

everyone loves. For a second course we have

chicken noodle soup. The excess food makes
for interesting jokes, "I, I love you, honey."

As well as some Dice Man imitations, "you
know Mother Goose? . .

." To top the

night's humor off, John puts a toad in a tent

which almost sends Brock through the wall.

Doug is cool and politely asks his tent mates

to be quiet.
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Day 8 -

What a call to do Chase's Rips yester-

day with the good weather. Today is rainy

as we arise to cook some corned beef hash

for variety's sake. We paddle by Doc who
is watching what he believes to be bald eagles

hunting. (Our bird book says they are

Ospreys. Sorry.) As it begins to rain we also

pass Camp Winnebago along Umsaksis

Lake. Upon entering Long Lake, Chris and
Edouard take it upon themselves to reheve

the stacked wood from a site that is unoc-

cupied. Rummy tries to make them feel guil-

ty explaining how the people will die without

the wood that they cut down with their teeth,

but Chris had no remorse.

Within 200 yards of Sam's (the name of

the campsite) it begins to downpour. We
scramble to set the tarp up and get our gear

underneath. Naturally as soon as we are

finished, the sun comes out and beats down
on us. It is good bait, but we don't take it.

We hurry to get our tents up, and minutes

later it is pouring again. A couple in their

canoe pull up looking like drowned rats, so

we invited them under our tarp home.
Minutes later guess who? Doc and company.

We feed them all peanut butter and jelly and
warm them with a fire and lots of hot

chocolate. We talk for hours while the rain

continues to beat down. At about 4:30 there

is a lull in the rain and both parties make a

run for it.

For dinner we enjoy lots of spaghetti

and cheese sauce that not even Doug can

finish although Edouard is back for thirds.

It is a beautiful night, clear and cold, so John

and Chris decide that a fly is not needed on
their tent. But when they cannot see the stars

out of the screen they think twice and laugh

later as the rain drops pitter patter on their

fly.

Day 9 -

We are up at 6:30 this morning, our

lateness due to the cold, but as we peek out

of our tents, we are treated to the natural

beauty of the steam rising off the water. We
eat some Maypo, and we are on our way
after Chris finally finds the spring at the

campsite after all other search parties fail.

We paddle down the rest of the way on Long
Lake before reaching Long Lake Dam that

is washed out. The sign says to carry around.

Past experiences say to shoot the dam, but

the water looks low and treacherous, so we
portage next to our buddy, the doctor. We
push on the river under gray skies until we
reach Outlet where we refill our water bot-

tles at the spring. Unfortunately, we stir up
the water so much that we have lots of

floaters and particles in our not so pure

water. A lunch of peanut butter and jelly on
partially molded bread tastes good despite

the bread. We spend the afternoon throw-

ing campers into the bushes, er . . . ahh
. . . playing tackle football. Dinner is a tasty
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and plentiful mix of mashed potatoes, chili

and mixed veggies. This is followed by
chocolate, marshmallows and bed.

Day 10 -

Another Maypo morning and we're off

on what we anticipate to be a short day, but

a closer look at the map shows that we will

paddle over 23 miles today. We see an ex-

traordinary amount of deer along the way
including does and fawns. The highlight of

the day was when we spotted a bald eagle fly-

ing off in the distance. As we came around
the next bend in the river, we saw the eagle

perched atop an old dead tree right across

the river from us. Unfortunately, a group of

motorized canoes came up the stream in bet-

ween the eagle and ourselves; deservedly,

they were oblivious to the majestic bird.

We checked out of the Allagash

Wilderness Waterway at Michaud Farms
where we disposed of trash, took pictures

and decided to hold off on lunch until

Allagash Falls where we would make pan-

cakes. So twenty minutes later we arrived

and portaged our canoes the quarter of a

mile and set up camp somewhere in between.

At about four o'clock we started our pan-

cakes which lasted past six when we had to

cut everyone off so we could start dinner

soon. It was dark when we were served din-

ner, but we told the kids that they could do
everything for themselves. Much bickering

ensued, but our dinner of beef stew and
mashed potatoes didn't turn out too bad! We
cleaned pots, pans and plates in the dark and
also managed not to lose anything. The roar

of the falls lulled us to sleep soon after.

Day 11 -

Hey! A good change in breakfast habits.

Cream of Wheat. Knock, knock. Who's
there? Ya. Yahoo! So we have a new
breakfast, but it slows us down and it takes

us three hours to leave camp from when we
woke up. We put sunblock on early as to-

day is a scorcher. It is a fairly short paddle

to Allagash Village where we meet up with

Zach and company. There is much dragging

unfortunately due to our beautiful weather

without rain.

At our first sign of civilization, we cheer

loudly. Brad leads the cheer. We meet up
with Zach by one o'clock, and there is much
rejoicing. Finally, the brain trust is back

together. We spend the afternoon catching

up with one another and eating a lot. For
dinner we have ravioH which brings on com-
plaints! Not that the counselors bend to this

type of pressure, but we break out the fruit

bars as we wait for our cakes to bake. We
turn out three chocolate cakes, even with

frosting, that taste great, less filHng, too.

Despite the fact that Ted Okie wants us to

split some more wood, we get the cake bak-

ed perfectly.

Day 12 -

Up at six this morning, it is easy for our

group to rally, but the *'ones" take longer.

They are not up until seven. The counselors

fix a great breakfast of eggs, cheese, ham and

toast. Trivia raffles off the extra food. We
push off by nine, but we are unconcerned

with the day's paddle as we raft up often.

We stop to swim - naked, but as we jump
off the rock ledge of ten feet, we notice that

some elderly women have taken it upon
themselves to watch out for our safety with
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binoculars. We imitate the women, take pic-

tures and play a quick game of tag before

shoving off.

We lock our canoes up and float the last

four miles in two groups of four. As we hit

rocks and get stuck, the momentum of the

other canoes pulls us off of the rocks. When
we actually arrive at Pellitiers, our destina-

tion, the counselors tell the campers that we
only have an hour left, and we could either

go now or tomorrow. Twenty minutes later

everyone figures out that we have arrived,

and the trip is over! We start to unload our

canoes as Camp Winnebago pulls up, and

we show them who is boss as we single-

handedly portage our canoes while they drive

their trailer to the water's edge. As a reward

everyone is given five dollars for such good
work. The money is to be spent on their own
lunch and dinner. The boys had their fill of

candy, chips and sodas. We are picked up

by Steve and Jill who bring mail and news

of how bad we smell. Soon we are off to bed

despite the sugar high.

Day 13 -

Up at 5:00 and we load the bus with our

gear and canoes. We make it into Fort Kent,

about 30 minutes before we have a flat tire.

An hour and a half and six dollars later, we
are on our way. How 'bout those northern

Maine prices! A stop at Burger King and
soon we are home at Kieve. Congratulations,

men. Four chest hairs apiece: two for Mud
Pond, one for Chase's Rips and one for all

of the miles. Thanks for a great time.

July 28 - August 9

Allagash II to Allagash Waterway
Ross Cameron, Bryan Manahan,

and Mike McGilHon

Day 1 : Up at 5 a.m. on a big day indeed.

A thorough planning and preparation

process the night before made for a quick

start. By 6 o'clock all sixteen of us and our

well-oiled driver Steve Kaback headed out in

the early morning drizzle to begin our 13-day

wilderness experience in the great north

woods of Maine.

The ride up went rather quickly and
most everyone was able to catch some sleep,

even Robbie, who was troubled by a bit of

car sickness early on. After a stop in

Greenville and another at Telos gate, we
found ourselves at the river's edge by 11:30.

There was no delay in getting going, for we
were all anxious for what lay ahead. After

a quick lunch and a thank you and goodbye
to the "road man", we pushed off and began

our journey north on the Penobscot River.

Not even ten minutes into the paddle,

we came upon a cow moose standing right

in the middle of the river, a pleasant surprise

for all of us. From that point on, the wildlife

that inhabited the area didn't hesitate to

expose itself to us. By the end of the day,

the moose count was three, and the loon,

hawk, and osprey count was too high to

calculate. Each animal was a breath of fresh

air and an inspiration to us.

The plan was to stay at Big Island that

night, but because there were a few guys

already there, we pushed on and spent the

night at Twin Pines. Everyone was anxious

to reach our site and set up camp, and in no
time at all we were all settled down and
comfortable.



Before supper, Eric, Simon, and Zach
decided they would like to float downstream

in the shallow water, while others napped or

read. It was cheeseburger, mung and
popcorn that evening, much to the delight

of the boys. As the sky began to clear and
lighten, we all sat back, relaxed, and talked

about our first day. Shortly after, it was off

to our tents to end a long but great day.

Day 2: I awoke at 5 a.m. after a chilly

but restful sleep. The sky was clear and a

mist was rising from the river. Breakfast was

ready in no time; cream of wheat and hot

cocoa filled us just fine. By 7:00 we were

making our way east on the West Branch.

The river began to widen about the three-

mile mark, and just before we entered

Chesuncook Lake, we caught a quarter mile

of strong tailwinds. While Eric and Jason,

Josh and Jay and Gene and I stayed up
front, Mike and Peter, Byan and Robbie,

and Zach and Simon constructed a

homemade sail and had fun with the breeze.

As we entered the lake, the northerly

winds hit us from the side, making it difficult

to stay on line. Midway across, we saw Mt.

Katahdin and all its peaks standing there in

beauty - a sight too much for words. Soon
after, a ranger stopped us to check my trip

leader's permit and to give us authorization

to stay at the Mud Pond Portage Trail

campsite.

Lunch was eaten at the end of

Umbazooksus Stream. The afternoon

consisted of pushing and dragging our way
up a small stream and then fighting our way

across Mud Pond in some serious winds. The
spirits of all were quite high to have reached

our second destination. Peter S. made his

first attempt at carrying a Grumman solo,

and he was successful. After all the gear was
portaged, the first game of killer was played

and continued all night. Before supper, a few

of the boys, hke Robbie and Gaspard
climbed atop a hugh pine tree while Justin,

Phil, and Cooper walked the portage trail.

That night we talked about the big portage

to come, took a few group pictures, brushed

our teeth, and went to bed, ending a

successful second day.

Day 3: Another early rise, to birds

singing and earth awakening. Breakfast was
eaten quickly, and by 6:30 the first canoes

were being carried by Phil and Cooper and
Zach and Simon. The second trip was with

the gear and food wanigans, and by 9:30

everything had been carried the 1.6 miles

through mud and rain.

From there we paddled across Mud
Pond and into the famous Indian Brook. We
dragged our canoes through the very narrow
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stream, moving rocks to the edge and

reflecting upon what it must have been Hke

for the Native Americans to have cleared this

route so long ago.

By 11:00, we had reached mighty

Chamberlain Lake. Showing us the way were

the osprey and the bald eagle. Arriving at

Gravel Beach felt very good after fighting the

power of the wind. After lunch, Robbie,

Peter, Simo, and Jay headed into the bush

to gather raspberries for the next day's

pancakes. Upon their return, Bryan
organized a long-awaited bathing session for

those interested in cleaning up a bit. We had

the afternoon to read, explore the rocky

shorehne, relax and regain some strength

from our big carry - on which everyone had

done a fantastic job.

Shortly before 5 p.m., a group of ten

from Chewonki landed at the beach,

somewhat of a surprise. With a little re-

arranging, we squeezed their party into one
of the three sites. Our boys took an
immediate interest in their group, especially

the five fine looking girls. A great meal of

beef stew and mashed potatoes was able to

draw Cooper, Simon, Zach, and Gaspard
away from the females. Shortly after supper,

the ranger came by to register us into the

Allagash Waterway.
That night was spent fishing, hanging

out by the fire, talking to the Chewonki
folks, and watching the stars in the clear,

beautiful sky. Bryan and I decided to sleep

under the star-filled canopy, ending another

fine day in the woods.

Day 4: Rest day. Awoke this morning
to clear skies, warm sunshine, and a

surprisingly calm lake. Said so long to the

Chewonki group and began breakfast. The

long-awaited pancakes and cocoa were

slowly made, and by 1 1 :30 we decided to turn

the stove off and take a break. We proceeded

to the lake for a tub and a rock skipping

contest. To the west smoke arose from a

forest fire. While Peter, Robbie, Andy, and

Gaspard tanned themselves on the beach,

Justin and Jason wrote letters home. After

a quick discussion about a possible round

two of pancakes, Bryan and I decided to

make a giant chocolate chip, raspberry, and

maple syrup pancake in our homemade
dutch oven. About an hour later, the cake

was done, and we all muched with big smiles.

The final crumbs were awarded to those who
gave correct answers to the first aid trivia

quiz.

Supper that evening was late but worth

the wait. Rotini and sauce made a filling

meal. Cleanup by Andy and Gaspard was



done well and followed by a necessary

sterilization. Later that night, Robbie and
Peter tried their hand with fishing rods, but

Peter could only claim a bite.

As the sun sunk below the horizon, the

noseeums made for a difficult outdoors. As
the rest retreated to their tents, Bryan, Justin,

Jay and Robbie and a few others stayed out

to watch the stars. The cries of the coyote

and the loon could be heard to the west.

These peaceful sounds of the wild made for

a blessed end to another fine day.

Day 5: Woke up to morning dew all

around, yet the sky was clear and blue - a

beautiful day in the making. Breakfast was
corn beef hash and mung, followed by more
first aid questions for second helpings. The
boys scrambled to write a few more letters

while Bryan, Robbie, Cooper, Phil, Simon,
and I prepared to go meet Steve for the

resupply. As the six of us pushed off down
Chamberlain Lake, the others remained to

enjoy another day of rest and fun.

Our paddle to the bridge was smooth.

A quick stop for a view of a bull moose, and

a dip made for refreshing breaks. We
reached the bridge at the ranger station by
11 :30, filled our canteens with spring water,

and kicked back to wait for Steve.

By 2:30 the orange bus came rolling

down Telos Road with Steve and Jill aboard.

A small and sweet celebration was had. It felt

good, no doubt, to see famihar faces of

friends, but it felt even better to know that

we still had eight more precious days of life

in the wilderness! After a period of

exchanging experiences and mail, we said so

long and made our way back up
Chamberlain. After a quick dip at that same
rocky ledge, the six of us landed at Gravel

Beach. Everyone was quite anxious for mail

and the latest camp-related news.

Supper that night was cheeseburgers,

baked potatoes, and mung. It certainly felt

good to eat heartily again and to lay our

heads down after another great day in the

wild.

Day 6: A 5 a.m. wakeup, maypo and
hot cocoa at 5:45, and paddhng by 6:30. As
we moved north on Chamberlain, a slight

breeze pushed us from behind, making our

arrival at Lock Dam quicker than expected.

A short and efficient carry around the dam,
and we found ourselves picking our way

through a tiny brook that led into Martin's

Cove. The brook offered us a tricky test of

moving Whitewater and a small taste of what

is to come.

Shortly after on to the east end of

Martin's Cove, the most wonderful
wilderness experience was about to unfold.

Feeding on some lake plants was a beautiful

doe, and just to her left was a loon, both

glowing in the morning sun. They obviously

didn't feel threatened by our presence. As
we all silently sat watching the beauty of the

whole scene, another loon from across the

cove called out in hopes of a reply. Sure

enough, the loon with us responded in the

most breathtakingly spectacular way. This

captivating experience continued for nearly

five minutes. Without spooking either

creature, we paddled off quietly. It was truly

a priceless few minutes, to which words

cannot do justice.

From there we continued to paddle

north on the incredibly calm Eagle Lake. The
sun was warm and the water crystal clear.

Our next stop was the old deserted tramway
on the southeast end of Eagle. This was

another amazing site in which two giant

steam engines and several deteriorating

wooded freight cars lay dead in their tracks.

After exploring the history lesson of the

tramway to clarify and reinforce what we
were witnessing. After a second break and

a final glimpse, we shoved off for our

destination. Priestly Point Campsite. By
12:30 we had landed, the tents were set, and

PB&J's were enjoyed by all. Thunder heads
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loomed, but showers never hit us. The

afternoon was spent reading, resting,

exploring, and enjoying the peace and beauty

of the unspoiled wilderness.

After a quick dip in the lake, Justin,

Jay, and Robbie sat with me to talk of the

size of the universe, traveling into the future,

the dinosaur's death, and life on other

planets. It was very interesting to hear the

thoughts of the younger generation.

As the thunderheads became even

darker, the rain began to fall lightly upon us.

The supper fire was constructed partly by

Justin and finished by Bryan. Supper was a

favorite of mine and others - tuna noddle

casserole. Thanks, Mom, for the great

recipe. Seconds were dispensed after a verse

of each boy's favorite song.

After cleaning, Simon, Andy, and I

paddled to a small island where we found lots

of blueberries. This island had a special feel

and served as a great perch for many
fantastic views and a chance to reflect on

ourselves and our trip so far.

The evening was spent enjoying the

great taste of smores cooked over an open

campfire, talking, laughing and telling jokes.

We thanked the Great Spirit for protecting,

guiding, and strengthening us.

Day 7: Awoke this morning to the

sounds of the rain on our tent roof and the

waves hitting the rocky shore of the beach.

The weather had turned from sunny and

warm to rainy and damp in less than 12

hours, but that's life in the great state of

Maine.

After a quick breakfast, we were on our

way paddling northeast on Eagle Lake. Our
first stop was for spring water at the Ziegler

site where a nice old woodsman directed us

up the proper path. From there we paddled

through a small cove that took us to

Churchill Lake. Along the way we observed

more beautiful wildlife. A bull moose and
cow were standing together off to our right.

A doe stood up ahead on a point, her red

coat making her easy to spot. FamiHes of

ducks scurried through the water in front of

us. Shortly after, a pair of loons surfaced

close to our canoes, and a pair of bald eagles

flew overhead. It was amazing to see so much
natural, untouched beauty.

As the drizzle continued, so did the

sixteen of us, up Churchill to our destination,

the Jaws site. Lunch that day was a hearty

vegetable soup, peanuts, and mung. After a

short nap, Justin, Jay, Zach, Jason,

Gaspard, Bryan and I took a nice long walk

down a tote road leading to the ranger

station. Along the way, we delighted in

delicious red raspberries and the warmth of

the sun. The road led to Churchill dam and

the beginning of Chase's Rips - ready for our

Day 8. After a chat with the ranger, we
headed back to our campsite, nourished by

our walk in the woods.

Everyone had his fill of rice and

vegetable stir-fry. Then Simon, Peter and I

went off for dry wood, while Bryan and

Mike took care of sterilizing the dishes. Then
another good night's rest.

Day 8: Awoke to strong winds and

warm air. By 8 a.m. we were ready to begin

our big day in moving water. At the dam,
we met the ranger, loaded our gear in his

truck, took care of remaining paperwork,

and ask last-minute questions regarding the

rapids ahead. By 9:00 we were cruising down
the wild Allagash River, working our way
around rocks, and enjoying the thrill that

Whitewater provides. The first ten miles were

a challenge to us all; it was a non-stop run

through one set of rips after another.

Just as Gene and I came around a bend

in the river, there stood a good sized cow off

to our right. She was just what we all need-

ed - a chance to stop and take a few giant
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breaths. As all eight canoes rafted on the

other side of the river, the moose went

peacefully about eating off the bottom and
once in a while glancing at us. After ten

minutes of watching, we shoved off to ac-

cept the challenges that awaited us. The next

two miles had less ripping Whitewater but

was still demanding of concentration, com-
munication, and skill. At the four-mile mark,

we picked up our gear, had a snack, shared

our thrills, and began again downstream.

By noon we had reached Umsaskis

Lake, where we experienced the pleasure of

tailwinds. Lunch was at the ledges, a lovely

site overlooking the ridges and hills

surrounding the lake. After lunch, Eric

experienced a sharp pain in his chest which

caused us to reroute a bit to ensure his safety.

We talked to the ranger and decided to stay

at nearby Sandy Point in case Eric was in

danger. He rested while the council discussed

the options. When Eric awoke, his pain had
lessened a bit and we decided against flying

him out.

Later in the day, each went different

ways to explore. Justin and Jay decided to

fish at the bridge while Bryan and I took a
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nice walk behind them. Jay went swimming,
but when he surfaced, he didn't have his

shorts on.

Before supper, Bryan, Jason, Gene and
Andy wallced down the road a mile to fetch

some spring water while Mike kept the

evening fire burning. Upon the return of the

water people, we enjoyed a feast of macaroni
and cheese and ice-cold mung. After dishes

we raUied together to play a few New games.

In the first game of "predator and prey",

Robbie and Jason stalked each other, as did

Zach and Eric, Gene and Simon, and Bryan
and I. The night ended with an intense game
of capture the flag and a quick dip in the

shallow water.

Unfortunately, the relentless noseeums
and the warm, muggy air made for a tough
night in the tents. Later a tired party of four

set up camp in the adjacent site. Finally we
all fell asleep.

Day 9: A quick breakfast of oatmeal
and hot cocoa and we were on our way by
7:15. Up Long Lake we paddled as a fine

drizzle fell upon us. Right away the wildHfe

surrounded us; loons, hawks, deer, and
moose were all seen as the day progressed.

It was a positive sign that a good day was
in store.

By 9:45 we had carried around Long
Lake Dam and by 10 we were shooting
through our first set of rips. From there we

moved onto the beautiful Allagash River. A
feeling of peace and comfort came over me
and others as we were awed by the magical

stillness that is the Allagash. A cow moose
was seen by a few as we entered the river,

but as it turned out, it wasn't to be the last.

The river challenged us early and often in the

day. After a snack and a breather we
continued to our lovely site. Round Pond.

What a spot it was, surrounded by
rolling hills overlooking the most beautiful

pond and visited constantly by red squirrels,

chipmunks, and rabbits. The sun came out

shortly after our arrival, giving us a chance
to dry our wet clothes and tub ourselves.

That afternoon the council baked another

Allagash cake while Robbie, Gaspard, Zach,

Justin, Jay, and Simon went on a driftwood

search.

Supper that evening had an interesting

little twist to it. Each boy was assigned a

physical disabihty with which he had to eat

and do his cleanup. For example, Andy lost

the use of his thumbs, Jason was deaf and
mute, Gaspard had a broken arm, Phil was
blind, and Peter lost the use of his legs. There
was silliness at first, but the boys eventually

cooperated and learned a serious lesson

about the need for cooperation.

After a soHd meal of beef stew and
mashed potatoes, we talked about the supper
experience. The boys had learned a great deal
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by living out their disability.

Then we gathered around the fire to

play a short game of "Ah, Sah, Ko, No."
Robbie and Cooper battled to a Kieve tie

despite the eleven other hecklers screaming

distracting comments from all around.

Simon and Jason went to fetch water while

Gene and I took a paddle out on the pond.

Soon we all retreated into tents to end

another great day.

Day 10: Awoke to a fog Hfting off the

pond and dampness all around. Camp was

broken down quickly, a breakfast of corn

flakes, and granola was gobbled, and we
were on our way by 7: 10. The water was low

and very tricky. The paddle was scenic;

moose, deer, and osprey were spotted often.

Around 1 1 we took a break from the hot sun

and low water. As I proceeded to open
wanigan No. 9, 1 found four mice squirming

together in a corner. Chaos ensued as

Robbie, Eric, Bryan and I tried to get rid of

the little critters. Fortunately, the mice had
done little damage; only a few bags had been

bitten into.

After reviving, we pushed on for four

miles to the Michaud Farm Ranger Station.

Lunch was PB&J's, peanuts and mung. Then
we continued to Allagash Falls. By 2:30, we
had reached the portage trail and were

beginning to carry our gear. After everything

was portaged and camp was set up, the boys

put on life jackets and went swimming below

the falls.

Later that afternoon, Jay, Robbie, Eric,

and Bryan played cards while my weary
bowman took a nap. Supper that night was
another favorite, tuna noodle casserole and
popcorn. Between snacks and cleanup, a

thunder and lightening storm hit us, but

thanks to our two trusty blue tarps, we all

stayed dry. It was bed for the guys while I

stayed up to record the day's events. Just

before I retired, Bryan and I walked down
to the water spring to sit and talk in the rain.

It was a long night for us all as the rain came
down in buckets.

Day 11: As I awoke, the sky was filled

with a cloud cover, yet the sun's presence

could be felt. The boys were anxious to get

up after the tough night, so tents and gear

were packed in no time. Breakfast was cream
'o wheat and hot cocoa.

By 7:15 we were on the river,

maneuvering in and out of rocks and rips.

The mountains surrounding us were

increasing in size and beauty as we made our

way to East Twin Brook. After a short talk

with a ranger and a council -meeting, we
decided to push on for the St. John River.

By 11:30 we had come to the end of the

Allagash Waterway and found ourselves

paddhng on into civihzation. The sight of

horses and signs and cars was a

disappointment to some of us. Living out in

the wilderness with just the basics had been

special. Oh, well.

By 1:00, we had reached our site. Since

it was private, I had to go get permission

from the owner, which meant a walk through

town. How strange that felt. I was successful

in locating the owner, and so camp got set
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up and lunch was made. Later on, the boys

constructed two baseball bats and we went

to play ball up on a field. But the official

ball had been lost, so Bryan headed to town

in search of one. Fifteen minutes later he

came skipping down the hill yelhng, "Play

ball!" Psyched, we played a fun three

innings, with Robbie's team outscoring the

other 7 to 3. The game ended with Bryan

cracking the ball in half. From there we went

over to the playground. Unfortunately, the

fun ended when Justin suffered a sprained

wrist as he dropped from a swing. With a

little ice and ace bandage, the swelling

subsided.

Supper that night was delicious stir-fry

and rice. The evening was spent around the

campfire talking about home and all we had

to look forward to. Then we retired, ending

a great day.

Day 12: The rain hit the tents this

morning, but it let up before I stepped out

to begin breakfast. As I stoked the fire,

Bryan got the corn beef ready and Mike
mixed up the milk. In no time at all, we were

eating corn flakes and hash.

By 8:10, all eight canoes were loaded

and ready to take on the St. John. It was
hard to beheve that this was to be our last

day paddhng together as a group. We had
become a tight group and close friends, and
to think that it would be over so soon was
sad.

The river continued to challenge us

around each bend. Several sets of rapids

made for an exciting day of paddling. As
Gene and I continued to struggle in the low
water, I was amazed at how naturally and
successfully the boys in the Mad Rivers

handled the tough sections. Eric and Jason

led the way, with Cooper and Phil right

behind.

As we were paddling, we spotted a bald

eagle. It's snowy white head and white tail

made him rather easy to see, as we viewed

him twice, high atop two pine trees.

After a few hours on the river, we had
reached Pelletier's campground. What a

feeling it was to have reached our final

destination; together we had made it, what
a good feeling it was. As I walked up to meet

Norman, the boys began carrying up their

gear. We got help with the second trip

through the use of Norm's truck. By 12:30

we were all enjoying more PB&J, fruit and
mung. It felt nice to relax and eat well once
again.

Later that afternoon, Zach, Simon,
Andy, Gaspard, Gene, and Jason got a game
of Fetchin Bones together while Brain and
Mike ran up to buy a newspaper. Everyone
was anxious to hear any news. Soon after we
enjoyed our third Allagash cake. We took
a nap in our favorite spots. Bobbie and Peter

decided to float downstream. Well the

waiting continued and the chilly wind kept
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on blowing as the day wore on. We all

patiently waited. Supper was made at around

6:30 and by 9:30 Ali and John had arrived.

Well the option to make a night drive

soon became a reality. As the boys read the

mail and made smores, Brian, Mike, John
and I began to load the canoes and gear. The
energy was high as we all took off from St.

Francis, Me at 10:00 p.m.. The ride home
went smoothly and seemed to go by rather

quickly. A few stops for gas and coffee, and

the little orange bus kept roUing along.

Day 13: Wednesday. By 4:30 a.m. we
were at the Old Bunkerhill Church watching

the sun rise. It was amazing. It felt good.

From there we headed over to Moody's for

a hearty breakfast. By 7:30 a.m. we drove

back into town where we stopped for

balloons and bubble gum. Our arrival at

camp came as a hugh surprise as the men of

Allagash 2 arrived safely and successfully

home. What a fantastic trip it was. Thank
you family for all your prayers, they helped.

ROSS CAMERON

July 21 - August 4

The Long Voyage
Jared Schott and Gus Koven

Today we kicked off the voyage with the

Whitewater rafting trip down the Kennebunk
River. Having spent the previous day driving

from Kieve, we were well rested for the

adventure. We arrived at Eastern River

Expeditions at about 7:30 a.m. We spent

some time getting briefed about the trip,

signed some release forms, watching rafting

tapes, and getting fitted for wetsuit tops

before piling into a school bus for a 45

minute drive. Once we arrived at the site after

more briefings on the bus, we were

immediately introduced to our guides, John

and Jim. The first part of the river was

definitely the most exciting because the water

was running very quickly with huge
haystacks and the infamous "magic hole".

This "hole" is created by a huge rock in

which a raft could easily get stuck if it did

not have enough momentum. Unfortunately

for us, there was not enough water to run

the hole straight through, but we did manage
to get a big chunk of the standing waves

almost six feet high in these tiny boats. We
spent the latter half of the rafting trip

engaged in huge water fights with other rafts,

and we finally sat down to a steak lunch at

the end of the trip. Once we arrived back
again at Eastern River Expeditions base, we
saw a film and slide show of the day's events.

On our way back to the campsite, we met
Jared, back from Europe, and CharHe
Harrington. Dinner that night was spent at

the Boom Chain Restaurant. Later CharHe
Richardson, Les Harris, and Charlie

Harrington left for Kieve. We all settled

down that night early after a great kick-off

to the trip. GDK
After staying at a great site at the

bottom of the Seboomac Ledges, Steve

Kaback drove all of us up to the Seboomac
dam. The dam was open, so that made for

some perfect ledge shooting. We put in and
headed for our first drop. As we came closer

to the first ledge, the eerie sight of the water

quickly shpping over the edge seemed
ominous. We all pulled over to scout our first

attempt and choose the best route. Steve

went first, canoeing solo and made it. No
problem, we thought. Jeff Scherer and Jack

Michaud went next and flipped their boat

with the greatest of ease. So did Jared Schott

and Peter Bagnell (a.k.a. the "begman"),
and Luke Etherington and Graham Dresden.

Those who made it were Gus Koven and
Geoff Teillon, Evan Hunt and Avery Cook,
Sam Ghdden and Chay Dilkes. After a few

more episodes of trial and error we all got

a hang for canoeing the ledges as well as

riding them on our behinds! Sam lost one of

his inhalers, but miraculously it was found
downstream by Evan. Jared and Geoff had
a runaway canoe, but they managed to

retrieve it. After the ledges we canoed to our

campsite and had ham and cheese

sandwiches for lunch. Later, Geoff, Graham
and Jeff assembled a triple decker hammock
arrangement. That night we crashed with

thoughts of our paddle to Lobster Lake the

next morning.

JACK MICHAUD
After waking up around 7:00, we got a

roaring fire started and started making
breakfast. Breakfast consisted of bacon and
eggs. After Geoff Teillon, Graham, and
Luke made the bacon, Geoff Teillon started

to make the scrambled eggs. His egg cooking
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style was unappreciated, so Jeff Scherer and

Jack made the remaining eggs. As we were

cleaning, 26 lazy boyscouts passed by. In

about half an hour, we started our paddle;

we quickly caught up to the boy scouts, and

took a break at Penobscot Farms. Here we
went up the road to fill the jerry jug and our

canteens with fresh spring water. We paddled

farther, and eventually turned off onto

Lobster Stream. Around this time we had a

snack, and Geoff Teillon and Jeff Scherer

decided to sing some songs. This was

unappreciated, and they were told to stop.

After paddling a little farther, we came to

Lobster Lake. Here we had another snack,

but some people had to go swimming to get

theirs because of Gus's bad throwing arm.

We soon came to Ogden Point where we set

up camp. After a soup lunch, many of us

went swimming and relaxed. Dinner came,

and Gus made us some awesome Alfredo

spaghetti. After finishing a great game of

kick-the-can, we started up another roaring

fire for smores. It was now time for bed,

after a terrific day.

GEOFF TEILLON
Day 4:

We awoke at about four in the morning
in order to make as much ground as possible

before the head winds started. We ate a

breakfast which consisted of grapenuts and
pears. Our canoes were under way by 5:45.

After leaving Lobster Lake we paddled past

several beavers on our way up against the

current.

Before we reached Big Island, we saw
a huge number of moose on the various

twists and turns of the west branch of the

Penobscot River. We saw in total twelve

moose. When we arrived at Big Island, we
had a pancake lunch and swam until dinner

which consisted of vegetables and rice. Soon
after which we went to bed.

Day 5:

We woke up at around 4:00 a.m. just

as the sun was rising. Luke Etherington,

Geof Teillon, and Graham Dresden started

a fire while Jeff Scherer, Jack Michaud and
Evan Hunt made a breakfast of fried rice and
bacon. The sky was clear and we though it

would be an easy day. Before we left we saw
a moose across the stream. We continued

into Chesuncook Lake and into

Caucomgamac Stream where we planned to

pitch camp. But instead we continued on into

Black Pond with strong headwinds. We were

planning on staying at Black Pond Camp,
but instead we continued on to the Horse

Races. Just before the campsite, we had to

drag upstream. We were all really tired. The
cooks, Jeff S., Jack M., and Evan H., made
great peanut butter and jelly sandwiches.

After dinner of spaghetti we all played

German spotlight. Then to end it all, Gus
Koven told a ghost story.

GRAHAM DRESDEN
Day 6:

Our long paddle yesterday rewarded us

with a beautiful sunny rest day. The sun was

bright and the air cool. We were all awake
by 9:30 and made a maypo breakfast with

lots of brown sugar. After breakfast we
decided that the wanagans were still a little

heavy. So since this was basically a day of

relaxation and fun, we broke out the

pancakes. Two hours later we had eaten the

last crumb of pancake, and we were looking

for a way to spend some of our energy. We
all then decided to portage around the horse

race rapids and shoot them! Once we reached

the dam at the end of the portage trail we
all looked forward to the ride down the

rapids. However our smiles turned to frowns

after the first rapid. The water was very low

making us hit a lot of rocks. But we still

enjoyed the day. We then came back and

made dinner of chicken tortelli. We all then

had a game of German spotlight led by Gus,

and then we hit the hay. This day was well

worth the wait!

EVAN HUNT
Day 7:

After sleeping in until 7:30 a.m., Sam,
Peter, Chay, and Avery cooked a delicious

breakfast of Maypo. After breakfast we
gathered up our gear and our courage and

started to drag up Horse Races. After 3 1/2

hours of dragging through fast moving water

and over slippery rocks, we reached our

campsite. Before reaching our campsite,

everyone re-shot the ledge in the Horse

Races. And three of the more daring campers

(Jeff, Peter and Jack) shot the ledge on their

bottom.

When we reached the campsite, we set

up our tents and started to cook a lunch of

tuna fish. About halfway through lunch, we
realized we used rotten mayo, and quickly
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threw the sandwiches away. We then

prepared a new batch of peanut butter and

jelly. After lunch we chmbed on the dam and

then started jumping into the roaring white

water beneath the dam. Later that night our

counselor, Gus the weatherman, predicted

rain within 27 minutes, so we quickly started

to make our campsite "bomb proof".

Fifteen seconds later the skies opened and

it poured. Sam, Avery, Jeff, and Peter

protected the fire for the rain and succeeded.

After a dinner of deUcious ham steaks, we
sat around the campfire and read the stories

we had written the day before. We then laid

down for our long night's sleep.

JEFF SCHERER
Day 8:

Resupply. Today we woke up at 4:00 to

the sound of raindrops hitting the tent wall.

Although we didn't want to get out of our

sleeping bags, we knew we must in order to

avoid the vicious headwinds on
Caucomgomic Lake. We slowly got out of

our tents and packed our gear. We tried our

best to keep everything dry and ourselves

warm. We said goodbye to the dam and

began to paddle towards the cove in which

we would be resupplied in by Steve. Little

to our surprise we found out after waiting

for seven hours in a shed-like outhouse that

we were in the wrong spot! One of our four

canoes paddled across the lake to find a

phone, and succeeded. We located the

orange bus and were saved from
hypothermia by Steve. During the bus ride

to Wadleigh Pond (otherwise known as

Leech Lake), we all enjoyed Zecchinos

hoagies brought by Steve. When we arrived,

we set up camp and prepared for a delicious

meal of burgers made by Jack, Evan, Avery,

and Jeff Scherer. We then went to bed at ten

and prepared ourselves for a tough drag

tomorrow!

Directed, produced managed, written

and thought of by Luke Etherington.

Mornings in Maine are quite deceiving,

they don't let you know how you should

dress for the day. This morning we all

bundled up, for it was very chilly. Next, we
had granola with warm milk, and then we
all piled into the bus and Steve transferred

us to a little Allagash Stream. Well, the

Mainers were right about this one; it was

little. We loaded up the canoes into what Jeff

claimed was exactly like the stream in his

back yard. Before long, those of us who
thought we were going to stay dry today were

quickly proven otherwise. Most of the stream

consisted of what seemed Uke a four inch

deep sewer ditch. But wait! There's more!

The next thing we came up against was a very

thick Beaver dam. So we carried over that

and figured that these were few and far

between. But yet again we were wrong. We
made our way under, over around and
through many obstacles, and we even

covered parts of the stream that weren't on
the map. After many twists and turns and

very much aggravation, we came upon
Allagash Lake. We found our site and had

spaghetti with sauce spiced with many of

Gus's magic portions. We went to bed

around nine to prepare for an early morning
tomorrow.

JACK MICHAUD
We woke up around five and had a

breakfast of eggs and bacon. We quickly

broke camp and started our paddle across

Allagash Lake. After Geoff Teillon, Gus,

Pete, and Jared attempted to use a sail which

left them far behind, Gus turned around and

saw a black figure appear to walk on water.

It looked like an Indian - the Indian we had

heard stories about. Once they caught up to

the rest of the group and showed them the

figure, a few Uke Jeff Scherer and Luke
wanted to stay behind, but the group vote

was to go on to the remaining parts of

Allagash Stream. There were same rapids,

but many parts had to be dragged over. After

moving on, we came to Round Pond, and

from there we went to Little Allagash Falls.

After a short but rocky portage, we made our

way to Chamberlain Lake and Upper Crow's

Nest. We set up camp and made some tuna

for sandwiches. It came to dinner time, and

the meal of the trip, Mexican Fiesta. After

being prepared by Chay, Sam, Pete, and

Avery, it was time for Gus and his trivia.

Dinner lasted for a while, and after a ghost

story it was time for bed.

GEOFF TEILON
Today we woke up at five to try to get

a great campsite called Jaws. After we woke
up, we ate a quick breakfast of maypo and

hot chocolate. We then packed our bags and

loaded our canoes. We were then off. We
canoed from Eagle Lake to Churchill Lake.
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When we got there we were disappointed to

see that Jaws was taken, so we stayed at High

Bank. High Bank definitely hved up to its

name. There was an eight foot vertical drop

off the bank. We had a delicious dinner of

spaghetti cooked by Graham, Luke and

Geoff. After dinner we played a game of

German Spotlight. We then all hit the sack

thinking of the rapids we will shoot the next

day. (Peter, Jeff, and Jack slept outside).

JEFF SCHERER
We woke up at High Bank quite early,

so we could meet Charlie at Churchill dam
by nine o'clock. Chey Dilks, Avery Cook,

Sam Glidden and Peter Bagnell cooked a

great breakfast of creamy potato soup. In

addition to this great soup, we had left over

curried rice for breakfast. Because we had

to meet Charlie at nine, we went for the

record at breaking camp, which was one

hour and five minutes. We broke the record

with one minute to spare. We hurried over

to Churchill dam to wait for CharUe. After

waiting for Charlie until 10:15, we left

without him. The entire tent felt that Chases

were much smaller then we had remembered.

After reaching the washed out bridge, we
waited two hours. While waiting, we swam
and some of us even attempted pain dives off

the washed out bridge which was almost ten

feet above the water. After two hours a

group of six went down the road to find

Charlie. About half an hour later we saw

Perseverance, our bus, with our group of six

and Toby and Lindsey. We packed our

canoes onto the trailer and got our gear and
were on our way. That night we had another

great dinner of ham steaks cooked by Jack

Michaud, Evan Hunt, and Jeff Scherer. We
went to bed early to the sound of rain and
looked forward to the day to come.

CHAY DILKS
Day 14:

As we awoke this morning, we could all

sense that the end was near, perhaps too

near. Breakfast was served by the cooks of

the day. A delicious maypo with more butter

and brown sugar then we could eat. After

breakfast and clean up, it was off to

experience our second day of White water

rafting. In anticipation of Lose Your Lunch
Falls, a twelve foot drop, we were all a Httle

nervously excited. We separated into two
rafts. The lead boat consisted of Gus, Luke,

Jeff S., Geoff T., Peter, Evan, and Toby
Harrington who had joined us for two days.

The sweep boat held Jared, Jack, Sam,
Chay, and Avery. I was told by the leader,

Henery, that our boats were chosen to be

lead and sweep because the Boy Scouts was
too weak. I think we all remember those

guys. Yahoos.

The white water was awesome. The
water was truly "pumping". It was a great

day for all of us. Only two people got

knocked out. Toby and Evan were bounded
from the boat while doing the last set of

white water. I think that we will all remember
Steve Kaback and his canoe. We were all glad

that he was alright. Too bad we couldn't say

the same for Avery and Evan's canoe.

Afterwards we took the long tedious ride

back to Big Eddy campsite for chow.
Tomorrow it will be on to KATAHDIN.
Day 15:

It's 5 a.m. Initially it appeared that the

weather was going to cooperate with us.

While eating our cornflakes and powered
milk, we psyched each other up for the last

day. On the drive towards Mt. Katahdin, the

final frontier, you could cut the tension with

a knife (probably not the knife we brought

on the trip, but any other knife would do).

Actually most people slept, but if everyone

had been awake, there certainly would have
been a great deal of tension. As the

mountain, under the disguise of clouds,

loomed in front of us, we were wondering
if we had the strength or enough rain gear

to ascend the terrific fortress. It took only

one hour and thirty-five minutes to reach the

Chimney Pond, a 3.3 mile climb. The
weather unfortunately was becoming very

dismal. The wind was howling and the rains

came just as we were to head to the summit.
After a brief discussion about our chances

over smashed peanut-butter and marmalade
(courtesy of Lindsay), a decision was
reached. We would forego the remaining

portion of the chmb due to the hazardous
conditions. The descent went quickly. Before

anyone knew it, we were donning our crown
at Burger King.

On a personal note, I would like to

thank all of the campers for making this

summer one of my most enjoyable. I am
truly excited that I came back from Europe
when I did. THANK YOU
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